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FOI{EWOI{D

Thlfl report dooumt_ntf_ th,_ work oonducted under Contract: NASfi..27f121:i,
"_udy of {:avitating Inducer Inntabll!tlon," during tim period 1 July lfl71 thmmgh
15 May 1U'/2. The work was sponcmrod by the tloorg¢_ {', Mavtdlail ,_lmVt, I,'llg'ht
Cantor, National A.ronautlcn and Space Adminintrtttlon, Marsh:ill Simoo Flight
Cantor, Alabama, and wat_ admlnlntert_d technically by Mr, II, P, Stinmm, ,It.

Prat_ &, Whitney Aircraft's Florida Research and Dovolo[_ment ('on:or at
' West Palm Beach, Florida, was the contractor, trod ,Mr. W. I,., Young was the

Program Manager. All work wa_ performed at F]_I)C with the exception of the
cascade tests, which wore conducted at United Aircraft llcscarch Laboratories,
East Hair, ford, Connecticut, by Mr. W. E. Taylor. inducer tests were conducted
by Mr. A. E. Wemmell.

ABSTRACT

An analytic and experimental investigation into the causes and mochanlsmtl
of cavitating inducer Instabilities was conducted. Hydrofoil cascade tests were
performed, during which cavity sizes were measured. The measured data wet _,
used, along with inducer data and potential flow predictions, to refine an analysis
for the prediction of inducer blade suction surface cavitation cavity volume.
Cavity volume predictions were incorporated Into a linearized system model,
and Instability predictions for an inducer water test loop were generated. Inducer
tests were conducted and Instability predictions correlated favorably with measured "
instability data.

SUMMARY

An analytic and experimental investigation into the causes and mechanlt_ms
of cavitating inducer instabilities was conducted. Two possible instability m,_ch-
anisms were analytically _dentified: (1) a "continuity" mechanism that results
from the response of Inducer cavitation volume to inlet flowrate; and (2) a "per-
formance" mechanism that results from the relationship of inducer headrise to
Inlet flowrate in the cavitating head falloff region of operation. The continuity
mechanism requires only the presence of flowrato-sGnsitivo Inducer cavitation
for an instability to be possible, and this mechanism can cause instabilities at
relatively high cavitation numbers where there Is no head falloff (i.e., in the
usual range of inducer operation). The performer co mechanism is operable
in the head falloff region. An analytic system model, in which the inducer and
its system are treated as a series of lumped resistances, lnertances, and
compliances, can predict the occurrence of botl_ types of instabilities. The
model consists of a series of equations that define (1) the inlet and discharge
liner resistances, lnertances, and compliances; and (2) the inducer: cavltatlng
head vs inlet pressure and flow curves (head fqlloff map), head vs flow curves
(head flow map), and cavitation volume vs pressure and flow curves (cavitation
volume map). The rab_ of change of cavitation volume with Inlet pressure is
defined as "pressure compliance" and the rate of change of cavitation volume

1
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with flowrato Ifl defined aA "(low t]omplllme_}, " The mn_t Hlgnlflt_ant p,lramt3totm,
and thc moot difficult to accurately doflnc_ with rt_Rard to "continuity" inttta_
lailitlcnt arc prefigure compllnncr_ and flow compliance, "PcrformaurJ_#' typ_
lnntabllltiot3 rt_qulr_ doflhltl_n f_f thn head fallnff mJtp, which finn u,_uallv hc_
obtltlncd through tht._ can {,f ptlrt_mt_ttqc mnat3urod dattt from ttlmll,tr Inducurt,,

Two axpnrhlmnta wm','_ c,onduutt_d: (l) 11ctIttclidt._ oXpt_r_lllOli_wllof_o
obj(-_t_t[v_ wan to nhhlln moanurod _Hvlty gr_omc_try data for roflnnmont of Inducer
I}lnda auction tmrfaco cavltatl,m volume prndh,thm (proHt_ur,; t_nmpllano,, ttnd
flow oomplhu_co)I aml (2) an htduc:_w ¢._xpt_rlmont whoao ob,laotlw_ wa_ to provhlo
thita for tmhatantlatlon of the analytk: Int_tahltlty prodlethmt_ tot:llnlquo, lb__t_ultt_

, of th_ eat4cado experiment wore largely lncolluluslvo bouautto of appa rent flt)w
nonunlfol.nlltlt, s, Cavity volunlo prodlcth)ns, therefore, wove corrohttod and
refined using limited Inducer measured data and potential flow predictions,
The Inducer oxporhnont resulted hi the measurement of "co,_tlnulty" and "per-
formance" Instabilities whoso characteristics correlated with linear Inducer

system model predictions In all significant areas, Agreement between pro-
dieted and measured frequency magnitude was poor, but measured frequencies
wore known to be affected by system complhmcos that wore not accounted for
in the prediction analysis. Such conipllancos wore of sufficient magnitude to
explain the difference In frequencies. The analytic model of the Inducer system
Indicated that "flow compliance" was the most significant parameter with regard
to system stability. If the inducer had no flowrate sensitive cavitation, it wou!d
have boon predicted to be stable regardless of the value of other parameters.

It was concluded that the analytically dorlvud Instability mechanisms
explain the Instabilities encountered In the Inducer test program. The analytic
technique employed can be generally used to predict Instabilities and define
stabilizing system changes.

2
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HI;',C*I'iC._N1
IN'J']t¢_i_l.tO'l'l¢)N

lndlmort_ liJ.,._wid_dy utmd In liquid J._c,l_,:t.nffint, prnl.,lh_nt fc.,d th;,tfl_,l_ll-_tcJ
Illt'l'ollt_lU'np*_lhIlltl_pOIII-Itll',_l_¢_f_l'_,l.ht_l_rnlmlhtrll_ni,_rt_tlm lllllllllurl_npUml._.
'l'Imi.uI.'l._l_;mlm11m, lh_,_'_,hyp_,pmltt_,dI.o.l.U'IIl_,_il.rt_Itlllwd.vhlgh p.tltllmil_l
_l,,vlt_ wllh IltilTIl,l_q/l. IIIJ_dL]ll.'l,lltll.ll,'l, tit IW,'vlud_ ollVlllltlnll IlPl'fOl_lllllllt'_ _ Iotul.

1"[I;I1_11lid _q!l'l_hq_y I_1'_ nlllll illlll.
#

osellh_tlon_ In lnduet;[' lnlt,I, _ml dh_eh:_rg(, pre_.,urt_ v,,hh..hclan, If their _mlflltudt,
I_ sufflelt,ntlyhlrge, ruHnltIllulmuuc:,l}t:Ibh_vi|rlatlonsIllungln(,lhrtlstImcause
_f theh'effecton l_rOl_elhlntilowrate. Nueh o_:lllatlonshllw:been ubxerw,d
(luring Indue(,r and vchlcIo system tx:._tHby a number of ll_restll.l'atoz'_, _nd their
occurrence h.it_ I)_,c,lz gt, ncmzlly linked to Inducer blade _uetion surfi._ce ctzvltatlon;
however, there has beer,, little success In developing an analytic method for
predicting the occurrence of an invitability or for thta definition of system changes
that would be required to avoid lnst'tbliities.

The objective of this program was to develop an analytical system capable
of predicting the occurrence o[ self-induced instabilities In cavltattng Inducers.
Tim technic'll effort consisted of four phases, the scope of which can be described
as, follows:

Io Review of Existing Models - Literature concerning instabi.llty
models was reviewed and the most promising approach selected.

II° Design of Experiments - Two experiments were designed: A
two-dimensional cascade experiment to provide measured cavi-
tation cavity geometry data as a function of Incidence angle and
Inlet presser% mad rotating inducer experiment to provide
measured instability data over a range of operating potz_ts°

,,
IIl. Conduct I_xpcrinmnts - The experiments planned in Phase II

were conducted.

IV. Data Co rrdatlon - Cavity geometry data from the cascade
tests was correlated with analytic predictions from the cavity
model of 1_*, and the model was refined as indicated. The
developed cavity model was used, in conjunction with a
system model, to predict the unstable operating region of an
Inducer,

The program results Indicate that an analytic system modeling technique
that accounts for (1) Inducer Inlet and discharge line characteristics, (2) Inducer
head rise as n function of cavitation number m_d flow coefficient, and (3) inducer

*Underlined numbers In parentheses denote rc£ero_e_,s;, which are listed in
Election 7 on page 143.
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blnd_ nuntinn nurfnc(_ onvlty valunm an n function nf onvltntlon numh,_r and flow
e_mfflel(,nt _nn pr_dl¢_t tho ae_urr_no,,_ of tm Inntablllty_ anti th(_ tt_ehniqlm _m ho
uand ta d(_fln(_ tltnhlllzlng tlyntt_m ¢,htmgntt. ltnnulttl arc, 1,npatatnd In dntnIl In
elm follnwlnt_ tmotl on_.
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SECTION 2
REVIEW OF PI]EVIOUS WORK

A lltoraturc,survey was conductedto IdentifyreportedIm_taneosof
Instabilityand relatedmedollng attempts. Litornturoportlncuttoboth rotating
Inducer and stntlona_'ytunm.dtestswas reviewed bocnum_ apparentlysimilar
instabilitieshave boon notedInboth. Because offlow slmilarltiosbetween
Inducer and cascade flows,Itf_oomcdlikelythata modeling approach thatwould

explainInducerInstabilitieswould else be adaptableto two-dlmonsionnlwater
' tunnel instabilities. Verification of this similarity would demom, trnto that the

fluid dynamic effects flint load to an Instability arc undorslood and cnn bc
adequately modeled, Increasing the degree _f confidence in the inducer instability
model.

The literature that was found In the survey is listed in References _)
through 2(_). The reported experimental observations and modeling attempts
are summarized In the following sections, after which our conclusions are
discussed.

2.I EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Cavltatlon-lnducedoscillationsin water tunneltestsof a singlehydrofoil

were reportedby Wade and Acosta _) who studiedthe growth of cavitationon a
plane-convexhydrofoilas inletpressure was lowe_ed. They were the firstin-
vestigatorsto reportfrequenciesand amplitudesduringunstablecavitationon
a hydrofoil.They observed thatthe cavitationcavity,which began atthehydro-
foilleadingedge on the suctionside,was steadyand thatmeasured hydrofoil
normal forceamplitudeswere small whenever cavitylengthwas lessthan about
60% of chord leLgth. With furtherlowering ofinletpressure the characteristic
low frequency, large amplitude cavitation-induced oscillations began. With still
further lowering of inlet pressure the oscillations persisted, with hydrofoil force
and cavity length amplitudes first increasing and then decreasing, until the cavity
reached a length of about 120% chord. At lower inlet pressures and longer cavities
the flow became quite steady. Cavity length oscillations reached a peak-to-peak
amplitude of about 1/2 chord, with hydrofoil force varylpg i10% of mean value
in phase with the cavity. The instabilities occurred in a region where hydrofoil
mean lift and drag forces first increased, then decreased as inlet pressure was
lowered. Typical frequencies found were about 12 to 25 Hz, depending upon
tunnel speed, angle of attack, and cavitation number. Two regions of high fre-
quency (270 Hz and 50-60 Hz), low amplitude "noise" were also found, but these
do not appear to have a direct bearing on the instability presently in question.
During one cycle of oscillation, the cavity was seen to grow smoothly from its
minimum length untllt as it approached the hydrofoil trailing edge 0 a reentrant
Jet formed and tmgan to gradually fill the rearward portion of the cavity. The
cavity surface became Irregular and a large volume of cavity was abruptly shed
into the stream. The cycle then repeated. No mention is made of tip vortex
cavitation, nor is any appreciable amount discernible in the photographs.

Kaplan and Lehm_ _) investigated cavitation on a semiwedge hydrofoil
mounted in a 2-degree of freedom suspension in a water tunnel, finding that
"for cavity lengths in the range from 0.5 te 1.0 chord the cavity itself becomes
unstable and severe fluctuations occur In the enti,'e system." The surface

5
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envlW began at the hydrofoil loading edge, The hydrofoil was enntilo_,erod from
one end (essentially flush wlth tunnel, wall) while the other end protruded into the
frcestrenm. Tip vortex cavitation occurred on the froc end, anti "-_nppears to be
independent uf the cavity on the foil upper s,_rfa.eo," A trace of hydrofoil ,,otn-
tionnl and translational r,lnl:lon at one operating point (cavity loni_h of 75% chord)
Indicates a fi.equency of oscillation of 8 IIz. No data nrt_ presented that would
allow a comparison of the unstable region with the hydrofoil lift breakdown point.

Bosch (4) tested a somiwodge hydrofoil mounted in a 2-degree of freedom
suspension in-n water tunnel, finding that oscillations In cavity length, with ampli-
tudes as much as 25% chord, occurred when the cavity w,ts between 40 and 14[)%

, chord length. Frequency of oscillation varied from 4 to 18 Hz, decreasing as
cavity length increased. The cavity sprang from the hydrofoil loading edge.
No mention is made of tip vortex cavitation, nor of how the unstable region com-
pared to the hydrofoil lift breakdown point.

Wade and Acosta _) experimented with two-dimensional cascades of 3 to
5 plarm-convox hydrofoils in a water tunnel and found an instability similar to
that reported for the single hydrofoil of the same shape (_). They were the first
to experiment with a cascade far enough into the cavitating region to uncover
unstable cavitation. When the cavities, which extended from the blade leading
edges, became about 1/3 chord in length, periodic oscillations of the cavities
and static pressure upstream of the cascade occurred. With further reduction
of tunnel pressure the cavities became longer than the chord, and oscillations
ceased. Static pressure oscillations roached an amplitude of about 1/2 the
approaching velocity head at a frequency of about 12 Hz. Wade and Acosta note
that there was "---some time lag ia the development of oscillating cavitation
from one vane to the next ---." Presumably this means that the cavities on some
hydrofoils began to oscillate at higher values of tunnel pressure than the others.
It is not stated whether the cavities oscillated in phase once they all began to
oscillate. The only reference to tip vortex cavitation is a statement that
"--- noticeable tip clearance cavitation---" occurred. No mention is made of a
propagating cavitation pattern. The data indicate that the instabilities occurred
at or after cascade lift breakdown began.

Wade and Acosta (_ investigated another cavitating cascade to study
instabilities. They measured the amplitudes and phase angles of the cascade
lift and drag forces and of pressures and velocities upstream and downstream
of the cascade. Motion pictures were made of the cavity oscillations. Both a
surface cavity springing from the leading edge and tip vortex cavities at each
end of the hydrofoil were formed. Oscillations began when the cavities became
approximately 50% chord In length, and affected all measured parameters. "This
oscillating or chugging mode of cavitation persists and grows more intense as the
pressure Is lowered until the maximum length of the cavity bubble formed during
the oscillation cycle is approximately 15 to 20% longer than the chord of the
hydrofoil. At this time the fluctuations in lift and pressure throughout the
cascade are greatest. Then with a slight, but still further decrease in pressure,
the cavities become considerably longer than the chord and the oscillations cease
entirely .... ." Frequencies found were from 8 to 20 Hz. From high speed motion
pictures an attempt was made to detect any propagating phenomenon that might
be responsible for the observed instabilities. The authors state "-- after many
repeated viewings of these motion pictures we could not conclude that there was
a progressive disturbance across the cascade in the sense of a propagating stall
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which is rosponsibl,_ for the instability that is observed." The data indicate that
tile instabilities occurred in a band around the point whore cascade lift breakdown
occurs,

Taylor, Murrin and Columbo _) hwostlgated the performance and pointof incipient cavitation of a cascade of double circular-arc hydrofoils, anti noted
a propagating form of cavitation. Photographs show a single irregular-shaped
surface cavity propagating along the cascade. Propagation velocity was approxi-
mately 3 m/s (10 ft/scc). There was no visible tip vortex cavitation. The
authors attribute the phenomenon to nonuniform Inlet conditions, and state: "when

, the Inlet flow nonuniformity was loss severe ---, the cavitation did not propagate
and the bubble size changed simultaneously on all hydrofoils." The reference
to simultaneous change refers to changc when Inlet pressure was changed, since
the investigation did not go sufficiently far into the cavitating region for a severe
cavitation-induced oscillation to have occurred.

Aeosta (_) reported cavity oscillations on a four-bladed helical inducer
with radial leading edges. He found that as inlet pressure was lowered a "patch
of cavitation" with a "frosty appearance," formed at the blade tip. Photographs
show the cavitation originating near the leading edge on the blade suction side. •
Acosta states that the "--greatest part of the fuzzy cavitation patch arises from
a tip clearance flow--" and "-- is confined largely to the outer portions of the
annulus, but at the lowest cavitation numbers it does occur from root to tip."
At low inlet pressure the cavities formed only on alternate blades, but not always
on the same blades. At high flowrates the alternate blade cavitation pattern was
stable. At flowrates lower than the best efficiency point the alternate blade
cavitation appeared to propagate from blade to blade, with the frequency of
propagation decreasing as inlet pressure was lowered and decreasing to zero
just before head breakdown of the inducer. No numerical oscillation amplitudes
or frequencies were reported. Three modifications to the inducer were made in
an attempt to suppress the oscillations. Increasing the tip clearance offered
some help; sweeping back the blade leading edge depressed the occurrence to
lower cavitation numbers; and using a variable head helix (0.1 to 0.16 rad,
6 to 9 deg) greatly reduced the extent and severity of the oscillating mode. In a
discussion of (_) by Iura, observations are presented of alternate blade cavities
on four-bladed Inducers which began to oscillate in length as cavitation number
was lowered. In one instance a rotating propagation pattern at one-tenth rotor
speed was observed. The oscillations are reported to have ceased once head
breakdown occurred.

Wood (_) visually noted cavity oscillations in three different mixed flow
impellers. In one, a three-bladed model, a low frequency (18 Hz) oscillation
of the cavity formed at the impeller inlet occurred. In the other two impellers,
with four blades and eight blades each, higher frequency (42 to 175 Hz) o_.cllla-
tions occurred in cavitation formations in the rear channels. The rear channel
cavitation extended across much of the channel, for some conditions completely
filling the channel, and appeared to be unrelated to the "leading edge cavitation
formations." Wood states that rear channel cavitation was "instigated by the
tip cavitation vortexes." No description of the leading edge cavitation Is given.
Wood does not mention alternate blade cavitation nor circumferential propagation,
but notes that he had a limited field of vision. It may be of significance that the
low frequency impeller Inlet cavity oscillations (18 Hz) occurred when the impeller
was operating at an NPSI{ above that at which head breakdown begins, while the

i
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-_ high frequency roar channel osclllationB {42 to 175 IIz) occurred below tim head
breakdown point.

Badowskl (_0) discussed an lnstl_blllty occurring In four-blad_d lnduccrm
He found that at reduced flowrntca and a certain value of NI_SII the four-blndt_

cavitation pattern makes a sudden transition to cavitation only on alttwnal:o bladof_.
Additional reduction of NPStt causes cavities to reestablish on tim two noneavltatlng
blades. An instability occurs when the reestablished cavities ranch one blade
spacing in length. No description of a cavity Is given atthough reference to a
surface cavity model is made. tic states that two instabllltl+as have been cxpcrl-
enee(I when the two reestablished cavities are unequal In length, one Lnstability
occurring each time a cavity grows to a length of one blade spacing. By reducing

' NPSl_I so that the cavities become longer than one blade spacing stable flow was
generally rcstoredo 'l_e instability is described as "low frequency, high amplitude
vibration," with no numerical values quoted. No mention is made of a propagating
pattern. The instability is reported as occurring in a band of NPSIt immediately
prior to head breakdown, with the flow stable in the head bre_kdown region.
Badowski attributes the instability to the existence of "backflow-induced pre-

: rotation" in the inlet line.

Etter 1(_.) reported cavitation instabilities on two- and three-bladed in-
ducers designed to operate with blade cavities longer than chord length (super-
¢avltating). Only the supereavitating region was investigated. Instabilities were
found when the two-bladed model was operated at flow coefficients below 0. 090
and the cavity lengths became less than about 240% of chord. Instabilities were
found when the three-bladed model was operated at flow coefficients below 0.075
and the cavity lengths became less than about 180% of chord. In both cases the
cavities extended back to or slightly past the leading edge of adjacent blades
when the instabilities occurred. Flow was stable for shorter cavities. Each

blade cavity consisted of a suction surface cavity springing from the leading
edge and a tip vortex cavity said to be of equal length, which sometimes merged
with the leading edge cavity. Observed instabilities were described as "large
magnitude, low frequency" oscillations in cavity length, with no numerical values
given° It was noted that cavities on the two-bladed model were of equal lengtht
while cavities on the three-bladed model were of unequal lengths, by as much
as 20% but usually less than 10% over a large operating region. In most instances
two cavities were of one length and the third shorter or longer. In a few instances
all three were different. The pattern could not be predicted to occur on any par-
tleular blades_ and it was concluded that the phenomenon was not caused by geometry
deviations among the blades. The region of observed instabilities seemed to have
no particular relationship to the region of unequal cavity lengths. It is not stated
whether the cavities oscillated in unison. The instabilities occurred when the

inducers were operating in the head breakdown region.

Hartmann and Soltis (12_) made observations of cavitation in an axial flow
pump with 19 blades° They found that in addition to blade surface cavitation a
large part of the total vapor cavity resulted from tip vortex cavitation° At low
inlet pressure and low flow coefficients both vapor £ormations were observed to
be unstable, with the tip vortex cavity fluctuating between a position close to the
blade and a considerable distance away. At still lower flowrates the cavitation
moved "in and out of the blade passage" such that at one instance the passage was
almost free of cavitation and at another almost filled with vapor. No numerical
values are given and no mention is made whether all blade passages were acting
in unison.
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IIIldebrnnd (13.'-I)reported eavltntion-lntlueed oselllntion of lhe J2 engine
oxidi_er pump during engine firing tents. Frequency, an determined by static
pronnure probes, varied from 14 to 24 Itz depending upon engine operating point
anti NP$I1. Pump Inlet anti discharge prennurcs reached peak-to-peak nmplitude_
of approxlmntely 14 N/em2 (20 psi) while engine chamber prennure oscillated
with n peak-to-peak amplitude of as much as 7 N/era 2 (10 pal}. It Is stated that
as pump Inlet pressure was lowere:: ,t,., oscillations, which began before the
head breakdown point was roached, Ltot cease but the frequency decreased°
Arldltlon of a hellum-llllod aeeumuln_,,,.. ,mar pump Inlet reduced both tht' frequency
and amplltutlo ot' oscillation. No observations of cavity formations were made.

' Previous tests of the sttnm pump, reported In (_), had shown that the oscillations
would cease If inlet pressure were lowered sufficiently. It Is not stated In 1(_}
wlmtlmr h, let pressure was lowered to the same levels as In the earlier tests.

Sol,Is l(_) Investigated cavitation formations on t_vo different three-bladed
helical inducers and an axial flow pump with 19 blades. Both a surface cavity
with a rather distinct closure point and a tip vortex cavity formed. It is stated
that at low flowratcs and low inlet pressures "--- cavitation of a highly unsteady
nature is observed. Significant pressure oscillations occur wlthlia the system
and are observed as cavitation pulsations within the blade passages. In general,
this unsteady cavitation occurs when the cavity closure point reaches inside the
passage formed with an adjacent blade." The tip vortex cavitation and the surface
cavitation both followed the same pattern of fluctuation, which "-- is evidenced
as a chugging movement of the cavity both in and out of the blade passage." This
seems to imply that the cavities on all blades oscillated in unison. However, in
references to a film strip of cavitation on an (unidentified) helical Inducer it is
stated, "Here, large amounts of vapor fill some of the blade passages, while the
other passages are almost entirely vapor free. Closer analysis of the individual
frames indicates that the full and empty blade passages occur in a regular pattern
such that the ca_tating zones rotate around the rotor at an angular speed lower
than that of the rotor." And in reference to the axial flow pump (19 blades),
"-- the vaporous regions have moved out ahead of the rotor and, again, flow
conditions are such that these regions rotate around the annulus at a speed lower
than the blade speed of the pump. A variation of flow from this operating point
affects the speed of rotation of the cavitating zone about the annulus." No lnforma-

. ties on oscillation frequency or amplitude is presented. The instabilities are
depicted as beginning before head breakdown begins. It Is not stated whether
stable operation is restored after head breakdown begins.

Miller and Gross 1(_) noted cavitation-induced oscillations during testing
of a shrouded, hubless, helical inducer close-coupled to a centrifugal impeller
in water and liquid nitrogen. "High-amplitude, low-frequency inlet and discharge
pressure oscillations characteristic of cavitating pump inducer systems were
observed at all lower than design flowrates. At design flowrates and higher, the
low-frequency oscillations were observable_ however, the amplitude was severely
diminished." Oscillation frequency and amplitude were dependent upon inlet
pressure and flowrate, with frequency varying from 4 to 12 Hz. Inducer Inlet
pressure reached a peak-to-peak amplitude of about 24 N/era 2 (35 psi). Both
frequency and amplitude decreased as Inlet pressure was lowered. No
observations of cavity motion were made. The data presented Indicate that the
Instabilities occurred prior to head breakdown.
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2.2 MODFLING ATTEMPTS

The reported models, employed to explain cavitation-Induce,1 oscillation In
inducers, fall Into the eat,,gorles of rotating _tall and system modeling. One
attempt at employing a rotating stall analysis and throe attempts at employing
system modeling were made. None were satisfactorily correlated with test re=
salts. One attempt to model the instability In q cascade was made but agree"
meat with test data was not achieved.

In a rotating stall analysis, originally developed for axial flow compressors,
the only geometry considered is that of the Inducer blading, with the Inlet and

' discharge piping systems assumed to have no Influence. Presence of n vapor
,_avlty is not directly considered. The meier feature of an instability is assumed
to be a eircumft;rential blade-to-blade variation or distortion in pressure and
flowvate. '2tter (1._.)used an analysis by Yeh (17) in an attempt to explain the in-
stabilities encountered on the two-bladed and three-bladed supercavitating in-
ducers. Itwas found thatthe predictedoccurrence of an instabilitydid not corre-
late,even trendwise,with theobserved unstableoperatingregions. Ettercon-
cludedthatitwas unlikelythatrotatingstallwas responsiblefortheobserved
"largemagnitude low frequencyinstabilities."

Ina system modeling approach allgeometry isconsidered_theinducer
bladingas well as thatofthe inletand dischargepipingsystems. Each element
in thesystem is modeled individuallyand the equationsare combined intoa set
of equationsrepresentingoverallsystem motion. Stabilityisdetermined either
from linearstabilityanalysistechniquesor by simulationon an analogcomputer,
dependingupon the form of theequations. The presence of bladecavitiesis
directlyconsideredthroughapplicationofthe law of continuityof mass to the
fluidenteringand dischargingfrom the inducer. R is assumed thatdischarge
flowratecan be differentfrom inletflowratebecause totalvapor cavitysizecan
change. The major featureof an instabilityis assumed to be oscillationininlet
and dischargeflowrates,with no variationinpressure and flowr_tebetween any
two bladepassages. This impliesthatthe cavitiesare equal insizeand move in
unison. The three reportedmodeling attemptshave allneglectedtipvortexcarl-
ration,treatingonlythe bladesuctionsurfacecavity.

', Gross (1_.8)modeled a shrouded, hubless,helicalinducerclose-coupledto a
centrifugalstageoperatingin a water testfacility.The facilityexhibitedlow fre-
quency (3to 14 Hz) high amplitude (upto_=70%)inletpressure oscillationsover a
wide range of inletpressures and flowrates. Only theregionabove thehead
breakdown pointwas investigated.Both frequencyand amplitudedecreased as
inletpressure was lowered. A system model of the facilitywas programmed on
an analog computer. Calculationofcavityvolume was based on an assumed
parabolicprofilewith theheightcomputed from the _rlpllneand Acosta (19_)two-
dimensionalcavitymodel and the length-to-helghtratioba_od on an experimental
point. The resultingmodel would not exhibR an instability.

Sack and Nottage (20_)modeled a four-bladedhelicalinduceroperatingina
liquidoxygen testloop. The loopis statedto have been unstable,withoutspecl-
tyingtheexactoperatingregionof instabilities.A typicalfrequencymentioned
is 5 Hz, and discharge pressure oscillationis shown to have reached an ampli-
tudeof _8 N/era2 (_12psi), A system model ofthe loopwas programmed on an
analogcomputer. Calculationof cavityvolume was based on an assumed circular
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arc profile tangent to the fluid Incidence angle, with the height computed from
the _ripling and Aeosta cavity model (]9). Operating regions both above and
below the head breakdown point were Investigated with the me,lel. The model
exhibited Instabilities in both regions for certain bands of Inlet preRsure. The
only correlation with test rc,sults pre_.lented are tim statements that "frequencies
and wave shapes w(.re rel)resentative" an(l, "th(, real system as tested was ob-
served io limit cycle, wh¢,n unstable. The simulation was noted to have a limit-
cycling amplitude which also followed observed trends with cavitation number.
The simulation had a limli-eyele amplitude higher titan the test inducer and was
unstable for a wider range of cavitation number."

I

A three-bladed helical Inducer operating In a water loop was modeled in
(21_)on an analog computer. Calculation of cavity volume was based on the exact
profile computed by the Stripling and Aeosta cavity model (1_9). It Is stated that
the resulting system model was unstable, but work was terminated and no correla-
tion with test results was presented.

Acosta (6) modeled a cascade In which untsonous cavity oscillations
occurred. The details of the model were not presented, but It apparently was a
system model. It Is stated, "It is easy to show that the dynamic system consist-
ing of the nozzle flow, the cavitating flow in the working section, plus some
allowance for the inertia of the diffuser flow leads to a third order system that is
inherently stable provided only that the total pressure loss due to cavitation in the
working section increases as the ambient pressure decreases. Total pressure
loss across the cascade was computed as a function of time from a knowledge of
the instantaneous velocities and pressure levels upstream and downstream of
the cascade. In this calculation the effect of the accelerating main stream from
the point of measurement of the pressures was taken into account. This is a diffi-
cult calculation to make because of the spikiness of the velocity traces; these
in turn caused large ehanges in pressure between the cascade and the reference
point due to the large acceleration of the main stream. Nevertheless, it does
appear that the total pressure loss is least when static pressure upstream of the
cascade ls greatest., o"

2.3 DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS RESULTS

Experimental observations of cavitation-induced oscillation reported in the
literature do not present a completely clear picture of the phenomenon. The ob-
servations on individual hydrofoils (2, 3, 4_)and cascades (5, 6) strongly indicate
that the blade surface cavity is a major factor. However, Wood (9) and ttartmann
and Soltis (1__ indicate that additional cavity formations in the tip vortex or insti-
gated by the tip vortex may also be involved. The hydrofoil and cascade tests
indicate that unisonous cavity oscillations occur. However, some of the inducer
tests show eircumferentially p_opagating cavitation (8, 15), or alternate blade
cavity oscillations (8, 1__).

There could easily be more than one vapor cavity involved in the observed
instabilities. In general, in both an inducer and a cascade, there will exist both
a blade surhee cavity springing from the leading edge and a tip vortex cavity.
The tip vortex cavity generally forms at higher NPSH than the surface cavity. It
is reasonable to assume that as NPSH is lowered the tip vortex cavity could form
and begin to fluctuate In position (or form and detach) while the blade surface
cavity remained steady or had not yet formed. This could occur because of the
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different locations of the two _avitlef_, being exposed to different parts of tl_o
llow field, and becaut_e of the different flow procont_e,_ creating the cavitit_t_.
However, a tip vortex eavit.v fluctuating in position lf_ more likely to produce only
random noise in pressure roadlng_ r,nAtoad of the low frequency, high amplitude
oscillations characteristic of cavitation-induced oscillation. At lower NPSII both
the blade surface cavity and the tip vortex cavity grow and could both b_f:ome
factors in initiating cavitation-induced oscillation,

A key consideration, particularly when attempting to model the instability,
is whether all cavities oscillate in unison when more thtm one blade is present.
In the two-dimensional cascade tests Wade and Aeosta (5) mention that high-speed
motion pictures showed "--some time lag in the development of oscillating cavi-
tation from one vane to the next-.-," but do not comment on blade-to-blade varia-
tions after all cavities begap to oscillate, llad the cavities been oscillating sig-
nificantly out of phase, or had a definite propagation pattern along the cascade
occurred, it should have been evident from the high-speed motion pictures, In
another series of cascade tests Wade and Acosta (6) searched for a propagating
disturbance, but could not find one. We must conclude that a propagating disturb-
once was not responsible for the observed cascade instabilities. Taylor, et al (_7)
saw a single propagating cavity, but could attribute it to nonuniform cascade inlet
conditions. The propagating cavity Taylor saw appears to be a distinct phenome-
non from the instability ubserved by Wade and Acosta.

The single hydrofoil tests (in which propagation is not possible) and the
cascade tests imply that propagation is not a rosier feature of cavitation-induced
oscillation. However, such an inference is not so clearly made in the case of
inducers. In testing a four-bladed helical inducer, Acosta (8) noted alternate
blade cavitation that appeared t3,-propagate from blade to bla'_e. Iura (8) found
alternate blade cavities on a fo,tr-bladed inducer, which oscillated in length, and
in one instance propagated cireumferentially. Soltls (1._) noted circumferentially
propagating cavitation on a helical inducer and on an axial flow pump with 19 blades.
Badowski (1_ found alternate blade cavitation on a four-bladed inducer, but instead
of a propagation, he reports two instabilities, one occurring each time a blade
cavity reached a length of one blade spacing. Badowskt's observation is similar
to the "time lag" noted by Wade and Acosta (5) in the case of a cascade. Etter (11)
obtained unequal cavity lengths with a three-bladed inducer, but mentions neither
a propagation nor a multiple instability. The other visual observers (9, _ do not
comment upon blade-to-blade variations.

There could easily be more than one phenomenon involved in the observed
inducer instabilities. The propagating cavity found in the cascade tests of (_
indicates that it should be possible for eircumferentially propagating distortion
to produce a circumferentially p_vpagatlng cavitation pattern. Under such circum-
stances only a local distortion of pressure and flowrate would be expected, with
overall inducer _lowrate unaffected. This may have been the instability seen by
Acosta (8) and in one instance by Iura (8), but apparently was not the instability
reported by Hildebrand (13.). In the latter instance the engine chamber pressure
oscillation indicates that overall oxidizer pump flowrate was affected by Lhe insta-
bility. The propagating pattern reported in (8) and _ may also be the result
of the combination of two phenomena. Alternate blade ca_'!tation may be the re-
sult of local zones of pressure and flowrate distr, rtions rotating at rotor speed
and related to backflow from the inducer. The unequal cavity lengths reported
by Etter (1_) on a three-bladed inducer probably have the same cause. Whatever
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the mechanism of the phenomenon ll: was found not to favor any certain blades.
If cavitation-induced osclllntl.on occurs with tilt, cavities moving in unison during
alternate binds cavitation, lhen as tlle cavities collapse during am, cycle of oscilla-
tion the ttmdency to ro,-form on the other two blades may be greater than the tond,-
enoy to re:form on tilt, same two blades. 'rim t:omblnntlon of cavitation+Induced
oscillation and alternate blade cnvllatlen could then npp(,ar an a elrcumforentlnlly
propagating cavitation patting.

From consldt, ratlon of the observed cavitation phenomena, It Is concluded
, that modelll_ of cavitatlon-tnduct, d o_clllntlon should consldt, r as major foalurc,_

(1) a suction surface cavity starting at the leading edge of each blade, and (2)
oscillation of these oavttles in unison. Tip vortex cavitation t,aused by leakage
flow through tim blade tip clearance space should be considered of secondary
importance In tntti,'d modeling. 1)ropagating cavitation should be considered a
different phenomenon from cavitation-induced oscillation,

Experimentalevidencetosupporttheaboveconclusionsisscant,primarily
becauseofthelackofa systematicInvcstlgatlonofcavitationformationsandtheir
relationshiptoinstabilities.Oscillationofthebladesurfacecavityisthemajor
featurementionedintheindividualhydrofoiltests(2,3,4),and inthecascade
tests(5_).Intheinducertestsa surfacecavityiseT'thc'rstatedtobe present
(9,11,12, 15),impliedtobe present(8_,9,1_, or no visualobservationwas
made (13,1_6).There isno reportedcaseofaninstabilityinwhichitisknown
thattherewere no bladesurfacecavities.

The experimentalevidenceindicatesthatalthoughtheremay be more than
one mode of cavity motion - propagation as well as oscillation - the most likely
mode occurring during most instances of low frequency, high amplitude cavitation-
induced oscillation is that of nonpropagating oscillation with all cavities moving
in unison. This is inferred from the individual hydrofoils tests in which no propa-
gation is possible and from the absence of a propagation pattern in the cascade
tests. The strongest evidence that propagation is not the major feature of the
instabU::y in question is the overall flowrate oscillation indicated by chamber
pressure oscillations in (1_). A purely propagating cavitation pattern would not
be expected to cause an oscillation in overall Inducer flowrate.

It is likely that tip vortex cavitation can influence stability and under certain
[ conditions become an Important factor. The presence of tip vortex cavitation

during an instability was noted in the cascade tests (5_, _ and most of the inducer
tests (8, 9, 11, 12_). However, the tip vortex cavity was treated as a secondary
considem'_lon in this program because there exists no verified model for computing
vapor volume of the tip vortex cavity. The only known published model is by
Ghahret.,ani (2___. The influence ofthe tip vortex cavity can be estimated by the
success tn pre_[icting instabilities when it is ignored, allowing an estimate of the
level of effort which should be directed toward a tip vortex model.
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After coneldoPtltlon ()1'flu) Poporl:c_d d_serlptlons of otwlty motlcm duping
o.llvltatlon-lnducod nselllntb)n In IndueoP, etlt_ead¢), and hydrol'oll tnntrl, iinrl of
l)P(wlnusmorlrdlngtltfi_ml)l:f,,we e,meludodthefttlm system m(JdollngJq)proaeh
offeredthel_,r(_IH_tl_otmltlI_lforl.hc_l)P_dlc'llrJnc)fInstid)llll.lnu.Tlmr_ Isno
(wldoncotlmlr(fl_H,Ing stlillor l)IIldo-i:o-hhldc_dlstortlnn(whichtlt'c_noteon-
sldorod Ina f_vstcmlmodel)wort_sllCnlfleantl'tl(;tnrnIn most knr_wnIn,tahoe,s
_)f cavltzltlon-lnducod oscillation. The sysl:tm_ modeling apl)rollch elm, howovnr,
quldll:atlvoly _Xldaln _11 reported Instances of In_._t_d)lllty and al)po_rs to I)o
representative of the actual flow process.

3.1 MECHANISMS TIIAT CAUSE TN'STAIIlT,ITIES

Two basic mechanisms can create an Instability under cavItatlng condi-
tions:

I. The continuitymechanism, which resultsfrom the relation-
shlpof cavityvolume to InducerInletflowrato,and requires
only thepresence of cavitationcavitieson the Inducerblades
for an instabilitytobe possible.

2. The performance mechanism, which resultsfrom therelation-
shipof Inducerheadriseto Inletflowrate,and requiresthat
cavitationaffectthe inducerperformance for an Instability
tobe possible.

The firstmechanism begins at a cavitationnumber well above head break-
down, and can be physicallyunderstoodby consideringthatthebladesuction
surfacecavitystreamlineconstitutesa flowboundary. Sincethestreamline
can change positionin response toflowratechanges, Itcan be considereda
movable wall. A momentary IncreaseIn flowratereduces thefluidincidence
angle,causinga reductionincavityvolume and a correspondingIncreasein
the localspace availablefor liquid. This Is IllustratedInfigure1. Continuity
requiresthatInletflowratoaccelerateto flllthe newly created liquidspace,
but thisreduces Incidenceangle and causes a furthercollapseof thecavity.
Inertiaof the fluidmass Inthe Inletllnecauses the acceleratingflowratetobe
accompanied by a reductionInstaticpressure at the InducerInlet.The reduced
Inletpressure acts to countercavitycollapse,sincelower staticpressure causes
a cavityvolume to Increase,and at some pointthe staticpressure reductionis
sufficienttoprevent fun'thorcnvltycollapse. FluidInertiathencauses an over-
shoot toa reverse trend,duringwhich theIncreaseInflowrato(withaccompanying
decrease In pressure)resultsinan IncreaseIncavityvolume. The flowrate
increaseIs eventuallyhaltedan:la decelerationbegins with an accompanying
increaseInpressure. The decelerationcontinuesback throughthe orlglnnl
operatingpoint,where a decroase Inflowratecauses an IncreaseIncavity
volume, and at some pointtheaccompanying pressure Increasecauses the
cavitytocease growing and begintocollapseagain. Inertiacauses an under-
shoot,thedecelerationIs halted,and theflowrateaccelerationbegins again.
The path of oscillation is depicted In figure 2.
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Thin I,a dt_sarlptlvo of th_ moohanlnm th_it aaunt_t_ Indueo_, Inntablllth_s
at cavitation numb_.wn above file hf_ad brol_lcdow__ point° ']'im mcwbnnlm_ nine
oxhltslitaiivltlltlonllUllll)oPrllmlnw i.h_imlnt_t whloh Imam lw_sNd.wn Imfflnf_,
but Imml hvnllkdnwnIntrndueo_Iisbd_IIIzlng_fI_,I.,h_ ¢I._h.ml hv_llkd_wn
roglnnlhn I_)wnrl.ng'Inlc_tpv(_HI-mr_avcompanylng IiI'I_w_'_i_aoenh_ralI_mn_I
_mly aotr_I_ c,.untorol_vI_yeolh_I_n,but I_Ir-_h_h_wo_'luduv.v_IIf_vharg.i_,_,i_

thr_mlt'htlmdII-_olmvgof_y_tom, Tim dn_h'_'I_II_mhi'dh_ehargoI'Iowvi_Ioh.lpr_I_

I'IowPat_-_,'rhIi-__xIflahmwhy liraoscIIh_II.n_Imw_ g_n_._Pi_IIyImnn nntodI:o
' dlmlnIM_onoo hoI.llwoM_down lmI_hm.

The, _4ocond muchanimli beg'In8 In the hcn,I breakdown region :rod Involw_
th_ way cavitation c_m affect Inducer hendrI_o. If an Inducc;r I_ opcrx_ting _t a
point at which a momentat'y increase In flowvntc causes m_ Increase In hc_.lrlsc,
as shown Infigure3, the Instantaneouslyhlghorhead nvallnblobecomes greater
thanthe head roqulredto maintainflowand the flowratcIncreasesfurther.
Accompanying the flowratoincrease,IncreasingfrictlonMro,_tstaneoIntlm
inletlinelowers Induce:orinletstaticpressure, wblch tends to incrtmsethe
degree of head breakdown, and the induceroporn*.Ingpointshiftsto lower values
of headriseon the head vs flow map. Both effectstendto reduce thehcnd
available.The increasingflowratealsocauses greaterpressure drops across
discharge restrictions, Increasing the head required to maintain flow. These
effects gradually stop the flowrate Increase. An Inertial overshoot causes
head available to drop below head required to maintain flow, and flowrnte begins
to decrease. At this point It Is speculated that hysteresis In the Inducer system
keeps head available below head required until _lowrate drops below the original
operating point. An Inertial undershoot then causes head available to Jump
above head required, and flowrate begins to increase again. The path of
oscillation ls depicted in figure 4.

Both destabilizing mechanisms are influenced by the hydrau;:, . system in
which the inducer is operating, because the system has an effect on the exact
relationship between pressure and flowrate. The system can therefore Influence
the point at which oscillations begin and the frequency and amplitude of oscilla-
tion. For this reason, the entire hydraulic system must be considered In an
analysis of cavitation-induced instabilities.

Both mechanisms can occur In inducers, while only the latter is believed
to occur In a cascade. In an Inducer, an Increase In flow decreases Incidence
and cavitation No. The incidence decrease generally ls a stronger effect on
cavity size than the cavitation No. decrease, so that cavity size decreases. In
a cascade, incidence is fixed so that an increase In flow causes an increase In
cavity size. _l_us the continuity mechanism would not be expected to cause an in-
stability in a cascade. The performance mechanism can cause a cascade instability,
As cavitation number Is lowered, the experimental observations show that steady-
state lift and drag threes on the cascade remain constant until a point is reached at
which both forces begin to change. Further lowering of cavitation number causes
first one force and then the oSher to usually increase, reach a peak, and then
l apidly decrease (2, _B, 6). The reported cascade (and hydrofoil} instabilities
occurred in th_s lift and drag breakdown region. Since the lift and drag forces
are forces exvrtdd by the cascade on the fluid, they create pressure-area forces
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Figure 4, Path of "Performance" Mechanism Instability FD 62374
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It _houhl be pQintt_d out that th_m_ m_hnnl_mn ar_ not mndnl_d lndlvhlunlly,
Only a _lnglcJ nmdol In rlowdop_d0 and thflt modr.d eontldn_ both mnehmrdnmr, _f nn
Inntabillty, ldrmtifylng tim _op, ratn mr_ehanhmm waa 1in nit, In rlotnrmlnlnp, th.
offt_ctf_ rr_lqulr.d In a nmdol,

'-' " I,XI I.I|IMI._N'I'AI, I)AT. A,3,2 I)1',1_[Nil l()N l)t,' ItI,X_tllitl",l) ,' _ _"

There ltr(_ l.w_ fullvtl.t)lltl (al)/irt I'rom l,ho r_/idlly IWo.llvfill.)l_ Illh_t and
dhlt._harl.;'(_film(dllll'lI¢_t(q'lld.It'il)l.hlltr_qtlll'ollt_(,||rilt{_qullldItlll.lw:(l_dlnll.l(in
for lira tlnnlyl.l_ pro(ll_q.lon o1' l,ho o{_t;IIl't'_n(.ll_ iin0 _l)ltrll_,l;,,l,llltlt, tl of ,{df-ln(hl_o_l

, inotabilltlo_ In oavltatb_g Induo(w_0 q'ht_ flrt-_t o1' rheim I_ vltvltatlon t_nvlty
volume an a function of Inducer Inh_t pr(wmurt_ and flow_ato, tm(l the noeond It;
intlttt, tq' hi,lid rl_v ar_ a ruination of Inh:t I,l't'HHtlr_ tin(! flowrate, 'l'ht_N(, function.
are asNot:latvd with tht; "collthluity" 1111(I"l)(,rfot'nlttnc(. _ instal)llIW lllt!I!hanlNlllHt

rt!i_llJeetlvcly,

At prcsent_ thc cavity volunie function Is considered the most important
I)ecaut_e it affet,,ts tlao occurrence of Instabllitie_ In tim usual inducer operating
regime - reasonably above the hcad falioff pressure. It should bc noted that
total cavity _,olumo(blade suction surhco and tip wrtex cavitation) must bc do-
fined In a rigorous analysis. The fact that the continuity instability mechanism
requires that cavity volume be acnstttvo to flowrn'_o, and that a qualitative con-
slderatton of ttp clearance cavitation indicates that its volume may be much loss
sensitive to flowrato than is suction surface cavt'mtton volume, led to the con-
clusion that an Initial analytic modeling attempt would provide a reasonable degree
of accuracy if only the suction surface cavity wore considered.

Suction surface cavity volume for arbitrary Inducer geometries and flow
conditions is predictable with the computer program of (1_)_but the predictions
did not provide the accuracy required because of the poor reported correlation
of predicted with measured cavity length data. Additional experimental data
wore therefore required on the geometry of blade suction surface cavitation as
a function of inlet pressure and Incidence angl.e (flow coefficient) for refinement
of the cavity model from (1).

A second set of experimcn 'tal data were required to demonstrate the adequacy
of the analytic Instability modeling technique, to provide a qualitative Indication
of the accuracy of the suction surCace cavity nmdoi, and to provide a r, aitta-
tire indication of the relative hnportanec of tip vortex cavitation.

The experiments that were planned and conducted to satisfy these require-
ments arc reported In the next section of this report.
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Two experiments wore conducted: n cascade experiment :.lnd tm inducer
oxpert:ncnt. The prlmal_ objective of tht_ cascade experiment wan to provide
cavity geometry data, nnd a _ocondary objective wns io provide Instability data
for correlation with nmflytlc predictions. The objective of the inducer experi-
ment was to provLdt_ instability data for correlation with predictions. 'rh_ experi-
ments nnd their result_ are discussed in this Section.

t

4.1 CASCADE I':XPEIiIMENT

4.1.1 Facility

The cascade experiment was conducted In the water cascade tunnel at The
UnttoJ Aircraft Research Laboratories. A drawing of the tunnel is shown in
figure 5. 3%0 tunnel was originally designed and constructed to permit the
measurement of two dimensional pertormunee and cavitation inception points of
various cascade cont'lgurattons. These previous programs are reported In (7_).
The tunnel is vortical and Is oriented so that the inlet plane of the cascade is

:_ horizontal, which eliminates gravitational hydrostatic pressure gradients along
the length of the cascade.

_, Water Is circulated in the closed-loop tunnel by four pumps, which are
_-_. located below floor level to increase available pump Inlet head. The flow Is dis-
., charged from the pumps, diffused and turned in a system of ducts, and settled ,
'( in a rectangular chamber containing both a honeycomb flow straightener and

graded-porosity screens for reducing large-scale turbalence_ A subsequent
guide vane section aligns the flow and delivers it to the cascade inlet nozzle.
The flow is accelerated by the Inlet nozzle, then passed through the cascade
test section, and finally discharged into the plenum tank from which the flow is
drawn into the circulating pumps.

Four interchangeable cascade inlet nozzles are available for inlet flow
angles of 0.87, 1.05, 1.22, and 1.31 rad (50, 6o, 70, and 75 deg_, as measured

' from the nozzle axis to a line that is normal to the cascade Inlet plane. The
1.31-rad (75-deg) nozzle was used in thts program because it most nearly approxi-
mates the blade angles typical of inducers. Installation of the 1.31-rad '75-dog)
Inlet nozzle with the test section assembly is shown in figure 6. A section In the
top wall of the nozzle is transparent to permit observation of cascade inlet flow
conditions from a position above the test section. The cascade section is normally
assembled with porous side walls in place of the illustrated transparent acrylic
walls to provide for removal of the cascade boundary layer_ The transparent
walls were used in this program to permit visualization of cavitation profiles.
The resulting partial loss of cascade two dtmensionaltty was not considered st_tfl-
cant to this program in view of other experience with cavitating cascades (2, 4,
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Figure 6. Hydrofoil Cascade Installed in Water FE 113784
Tunnel

A drawing of the cascade test section area is shown in figure 7. The test
section inlet is rectangular, having a 15.24-em (6-in.) span and a 91.44-cm
(36-tn.) length. The test section was designed to establish both a uniform flow
along the cascade inlet plane and a periodic (blade-to-blade) flow downstream of
the cascade. These are necessary conditions to ensure that the flow about each
blade is identical_ accomplishment of these goals provides a flow that is representa-
tive of the flow through an infinite cascade. Approximations of flow uniformity and
periodicity are achieved by removal of the wall boundary layers and by contouring
the caL :ade end walls to minimize their effect on the maLnstream flow. The
boundary layers which develop along the walls of the Lnlet nozzle are removed
upstream of the test section by means of step-type slots located on all four walls
of the nozzle. Flow intercepted by each of the four step slots is ducted through
individual throttling valves to one of the four pumps.

Adjustments of flow streamlines (to obtain uniformity) are accomplished
by means of variable geometry end walls located at each end of the cascade.
These end walls are comprised of three sections; a flexible wall that connects
the rigid inlet nozzle to an adjustable end wall, an adjustable end wall that is
analogous to one surface of a cascade bladet and a tailboard that extends down-
stream from the adjustable end wall. Actuation of these end-wall sections enables
independent adjustment of (1) the gap between the end blades of the cascade and the
adjustable end wall, (2) the angle of the adjustable end wall, and (3) the angle of
the tailboard. The convex, flexible end wall is porous to permit removal of the end
wall boundary layer_ thereby decreasing any tendency toward separation from this
surface.
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The eaAcade teat Aeetion auAembly IA _upportod from the flxed Aide of the
3.05-meter (10-ft) diameter plenum tank and completely enclosed within the tank.
Tank water level during tv_t_ IA Junt above the teat _eetlon. The tank haA an
operating pressure capability of 0.7 to 69 N/era 2 (1 to ]00 pAla). The three main
flow pumps and one boundary layer pump are fabr|eatod from zinc-free bronze
and stainless steel. Each pump is driven by a 7457-kraft (10-hp) motor and IH
capable of delivering water flows at a rate of 6.44 m;_/mln (1700 gpm) with a
head rise of 4.88 m (16 ft).

Contamination of the water used in the facility is minimized by special
, water processing equipment. In adaLtLon, the facility Is constructed primarily

of stainless steel to avoid solid pal_tcle shedding. Solid particles contained in
the water are removed by various filters, one of which provides continuous
3 x 10-6 m (3_) filtration at a flowrato of 0.38 m3/min (100 gpm). Dissolved
minerals are removed from the test water by a commercial ion-exchange-type
demtneralizer that provides water comparable to distilled water In conductivity,
a measure of dissolved mineral content. The conductivity of the water from this
unit was approximately 1 micro ohm/cm. Dissolved gases may be removed by
a cold-water deaerator that can reduce the gas content to 3 ppm. The deaerator
was not used In this program, however, as the natural deaeratton resulting from
the low test pressure was found to be more efficient.

4.1.2 Cascade Configuration

The test cascade was designed to be as nearly representative of Inducer
blading as practical within the limits of existing tunnel hardware. The selected
cascade features are listed in table 1 and a drawing of the cascade Is shown In
figure 8. The flat plate profile Is the cascade equivalent of helical inducer blades.
A cascade solidity of 2.0 was selected as being representative of inducers (but on
the low end of the usual range) to permit large, easily measurable cavities to
form. Hydrofoil chord was established near the upper limit of the test section
capability so that the selected solidity would result in as large a blade spacing,
and as high a cavitation cavity (for measurement), as possible. Leading edge
wedge angle was determined by the requirement that the blade suction surface
clear the free L_ow streamline at minimum incidence, and the leading edge was
made relatively sharp (inducer design guide lines for best suction performance).
The trailing edge configuration was unimportant in this program, where cavitation
and not performance was to be studied, so the trailing edge was merely rounded
to simplify manufacturing. Hydrofoil thickness was selected to make blade bowing
negligible, yet not so thick as to result in unrepresentative blade blockage effects.
Hydrofoil span was set solely by the test section capability and the number of hydro-
foils resulted from the selected solidity, chord, and the length of the cascade test
section (91.4 cm, 36.0 In.). Inlet flow angle was set by the existing tunnel
facility nozzle. The nozzle with the highest angle (1.31 tad, 75 deg) was used
to approximate, as nearly as possible, the blade angles of a typical inducer
(1.36 to 1.48 tad, 78 to 85 deg from axial).
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Table 1, Cascade Features

ltydrofoll Profile Flat Plate
Solidity 2.0
Ilydrofoll Chord lB. 2 cm (6.0 in.)
Hydrofoil Spacing 7.62 cm (a.00 in.)
Loading Edge Shape O.09-rad (B-dog)wedge anglocut

on suctionsurface

l,oading Edge Radius 0.025 cm (0.010 in.)
Trailing l,',dgo Radius 0.25 cm (0.10 in.)

, Ilydrofoil Thickness 0.51 cm (0.20 in.)
IIydrofoil Span 15.2 cm (6.0 in.)
Number of Hydrofoils 11
Inlet Flow Anglo 1.31 rad (75 dog)

0.013 to 0.038cm Radius--_ O.09.rad

InletFiow fI_m_1"--1'31(75dr:g_ (0.005to 0.015 in.)"X,,-" to oeg/

1o.,o_,:22
L._,7.62 cm
/_ (3.0 in.)v I

0.51 cm
(0.20 in.) .,.

Figure 8. Cascade Configuration FD 62668

The hydrofoUs were machined from AISI-type 304 stainless steel and were
welded to studs, one at either end of the hydrofoil. A photograph of a completed
hydrofoil is shown tn figure 9. The hydrofoil surfaces were not pollshed after
machining because the exact cavitation inception point and performance were not
of interest. Surface roughness measurements of a typical hydrofoil were.

Roughness (RMS)

Suction Surface
Wedge 3,8 /_m (1B0 /_in.) chordwlse

0.6 _tm (25 /Mn.) spanwise
Flat 1,3 /_m (80 /_la.)

Pressure Surface 6.4 _vm (250 gin.)

The cascade hydrofoils were assembled in the tunnel test section between
acrylic plastic sidewalls, as shown in figures 10 and 11. The hydrofoil studs
extended through holes In the sidewalls so that the foils pivoted about the stud
centerline when incidence angle was changed. Foil end clearance was Just
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sufficient to permit smooth pivot operation and was approximately 0.018 cm
(0,005 In.) for all foils (total for both ends). A series of rbferencc lines, one
at oath hydrofoil location, wore scribed on the far sidewall prior to assembly
to facilitate setting the foils at n uniform Incidence .:ngle. Tim studt: were locked
to an actuation linkage with setscrews along the scribed lines so that subsequen_
actuation of the linkage, which was aceoml.llshed remotely, moved all the foils
simultaneously through tile same angle.

4.1. :3 Instrumentation

Cascade tunnel Instrumentation was Installed to provide data on (1_ cavity
, geometry as a function of operating condition, (2_ cascade pressure leas, and

(3) tunnel dynamic pressures.

Cavity geometry measurements were obtained from photographs taken
looking through the acrylic cascade sidewall at the hydrofoil profile and through
the window In the top of the nozzle at the hydrofoil suction surfaces. The photo-
graphs were taken from outside the tunnel through portholes tn the plenum tank.
A speedgraphic 4 x 5 camera using Kodak Trl X _llm and a Calumet 4 x 5 long
focus view camera using polaroid type 47 film were used with illumination pro-
vided by a Graphic Stroboflash - t strobe light.

Figure 9. Cascade Hydrofoil FE 119531
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_tgure 10. View of Left Side of Hydrofoil Cascade FE 113783

Figure 11. View of Right Side of ttydrofoil Cascade FE 119530
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Cascade Inlet total pt.or_suro, static pPossure, and velocity pressure were
obtained from a Klol probe at tht_ entrance to the l_Jet nozzle and a wall static
trip approximately 4. fl em (1.8 In. ) upntror.m of the cascade loading edge plane.
Each parameter was road from Its own m_rcury manometer. A aerlefl of wall
static taps spaced at 2.5-era (l-In. } Intervals along the length of the cascade
at the ea_cade inlet and dh4ehargo and n Klol probe approximately 25 em (10 In. )
downstream of the oascatle wore connected to a 254-em (100-in.) tall, 50-tube
manometer to Indicate cnscndo flow uniformity and discharge total pro_'suro,
respectively.These measurementswore laterfoundtobe inaccurateunder
cavitatingconditionsbecauseofnlrbubblesthatdevelopedinthelongmanometer

, lines.Water temperaturewas measuredwithan immersed mercurythermometer.
Plenum tankambientpressure(abovethewaterfreesurface)was measuredwlth
a pressuregage. Maxlmum Instrumentntlonerrorisestimatednt_0.065cm fig
(+0.025in.Hg) fortlmmanometer measurements,tI.25cm fig(:10.5in.Hg) for
thepressuregage,and _O.3°K (+0.5°F)forthethermometer.

Dynamic pressuredatawere measured by means offourKistlermodel 601 H
piezoelectrictransducerswithKtstlermodel 568chargeamplifiers.The trans,.
ducerswere locatedinthetunnelasfollows:

I. Inthelargesectionatthenozzleentrance,238em (94in.
upstreamofthecascadeleadingedgeplane

2. Intheconvergentportionofthenozzle,165cm (65In.}upstream
ofthecascadeleadingedgeplane

3. Atthecascadeinlet,I cm (0.4in.)upstreamoftheleading
edgeplane

4. At thecascadedischarge,46 cm (18in.}downstreamofthe
leadingedge.

These 1ocatlonsare indicatedon figure5. Datawere recordedusinga Honeywell
Model 5600magz,etlctaperecorderforthefirst18testpointsanda vlsicorder
Model 1108oscillographfortestpoints19through41.

4.1.4 TestProcedure

The cascadewas initiallytestedathigh(noncavltatlng}pressuresand
attemptswere made toobtainuniforminletandexltflowdistributionsthroughcon-
trolofboundarylayerflowandposRioningofendwallsandtailboards.The degree
offlowuniformitywas determinedby inspectionofthemanometer pressurepro-
filesfrom theinletand dischargestaticwalltaps. Itwas necessarytoadjust
boundaryremovalflow,endwallsetting,andtallboradsettingtomaintainan
acceptableuniformityovera rangeofincidenceanglesfrom 0.09to0.26rod
(5to15deg). Under cavitatlngconditions,manometer pressureprofilescould
notbe usedtodeterminetheuniformityofflowbecauseofuncertaintiesInthe
individualpressurevaluescausedby alrbubblestrappedInthelonglengthsof
smalldiametertubing+hatr,_ntothemanometer board. Under thesecondltions0
flowuniformitywas assumed when cavitylengthsonthevarlousfoilswere
equal.

I
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Endwall and tallbnarrl anttlngt_ that antnbllshad the moat uniform flow during
no.cavltatlnt_ oparatton did not necessarily maintain uniformity after cnv',,tntion
lncaptlon. AdJuntmnntn worn usually rat-lulrnd nKr_r tlu, nottlng el' ¢mvltntlng test
points, anti the attainable tlogrno of uniformity bt_eamo prot_ronnlvoly warm_ an
lnlnt pressure was lowor_d and tlw cavities bacama larff, ar,

During nonct_vl.tatlnlt; tunnel operation, t,tlt_t_tttl¢_lnlot and tllttcht|rl,_(, flpan-
;_'!so volovit,v profilo_ wore mc,nsurt_d nt mid length alon_,; tlw _mscath_ to .btnln
a|t lildicatlon o1' cascmlo two-dllt_onslonallty, Tht_ mensurt)ments wo+'o lal¢on with
tlw h_,drofolls sot at 0.17-rtJd (10-richly,;)Incidence anglo, ) An ulmtroam br_ull¢lary
layer thlekness of apt_roxlmately 1 ¢,m ( 0. ,t In., t3, (_Tr_spanl and a downstream

, thickness of 4.13 cm (1, 75 in,, 29t_j npnn) worn measured. 'rhlcltnoss Is defined
as the distance to 90% of froostream velocity. Those values wore consi(lored
acceptable for the purposes of this investigation. The velocity probes could

, only be used during noncavltating operatior (cavitation developed on the probes},
and they wore removed before the cavity geometry test points wove run.

Hydrofoil pressure surface cavitation was noted at incidence artgles from
0.09 to 0.23 rad (5 to 13 dog) and to a small extent at Incidence angies of 0.24
and 0.26 red (14 and 15 dog). The cause of the pressure surface cavitation was
not determined conclusively but it w_.s believed to be caused by deviations of
the inl_ flow angle from the presumed 1.31-rad (75-dog) nozzle angle. Such
deviations could have been caused by cavitation choking In the step-slot boundary
layer removal system, with consequent loss of the Infinite cascade simulation.
Flow angle, and Incidence, would vary from blade to blade in such a situation
and this variation would be manifested in nonuniform cavity geometries (that
were observed) and in pressure surface cavitation.

A tuft was _nserted in the cascade inlet flow at one location approximately
1 cm (0.4 In. ) upstream o.¢ the leading edge plane to gain a qualitative Indication
of the magnitude of any flow angle variation. The location is probably within
the region of normal cascade inlet flow adjustment, and, as such, was only used
to roughly indicate the freestream direction. The tuft was near the top of the
acrylic sidewall and could not be located any appreciable amount further upstream.
A flow angle of approximately 1.25 rad (66 dog) was indicated by the tuft at a
typical cavitatlng test point, which Is o. 16 rad (9 deg) less than the nozzle angle.
The apparent 0o 16 rad upstream flow adjustment was somewhat larger than would
be expected from normal two-dimensional considerations (0, 03 to 0.10 rad In
potential flow calculations for a similar cascade), and the tuft angle, therefore,
was considered to Indicate that flow adjustment was taking pla_e upstream of
the cascade.

Modifications to the facility, which may have alleviated the upstream flow
adjustment proble=t, such as redesign or elimination of the step-slot boundary
layer control system, were beyond the scope of this program and could not be
accomplished. Alternatively, the cascade was operated at an indicated Incidence
angle that was sufficiently high to produce suction surface cavitation exclusively,
so that the resulting test data would give a qualitative indication of the required
cavity geometry vs incidence angle and inlet pressure ftmctions. Step-slot boundary
layer (b/l) flow was removed at full capacity for all test points because of previous
experience which Indicated that excess b/1 flow had a lesser effect on two-
dimensionality than Insufficient flow. In addition, several points were taken with
no b/1 removal flow to permit an evaluation of the effects of b/1 blood. Additional
Inducer test data wore available from (1) to permit quantitative evaluation of the
data.
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Cascade data were taken at Indl.ontod lnehloneo lllll-r,lofl of O, 2_1, a, ill, find
O, ;113cad (lfl, 18, and 20 dog), Thotlo wtu,t_tim Iov,,nst values tit which nt_proflnuPp,
_uPfime envllatlml or:cuPPed and which pPndtleod rotmonnbly Hlzed r_uellon surl'nee
cavities, All thrt_o Inchhmt, o angloll wtv,,t, h_fltod with fill hllnt volnelty t_l'nppp_x _
lmatcly ft, 138m/s (21,13 l'l/soc), and lllt_ o, _H_l'lltl Inehh_nt,o wtm Pept_lit(_d with n
vt_hwlty of approximately 13.tl,! m/ts (lfl, i3 fl./m_t,), |llnde chord Ilt_ynohl_l numbers
wore approximately l,,1 x 1oaalld 1,2 x 10(1t rtmpeetlvoly, At ollt'h I,ii¢:ldt_nt:t_

angle, Inlet ppossuPo was reduced to a level whore thu c,anoado wtm fill[IOP-
eavltatlng (cavity length wnr__mo chord or Ionl_erl, and prossuPe wa_ InePoaHod
In approximately ten steps until tim cavitation disappeared, At t_m,h Inlet prost_uPo

, i;ost point entlwall and tall settings wore atl,lu_ted until blade-to=bltnlo cavitation
was as unil'orm as possible, photographs o1'the cascade profile and suei, lon sitlo
were taken, a tape or an oscillograph recording o1' tin, dynamic pressure transducer
signals was made, operating condition data wor_ manually recorded, and visual
observations concerning the cavitation were noted.

The water was delonized belbrc testing was started in an ton-exchange-type
deminerallzer and was continuously filtered at a rate of 0.3S cubic meters per
minute (10o l,q_m), A low air content was achieved by maintaining the system
atpressuresbelow5 centimeters(2in._ofmercury absoluteatalltimesexcept
duringtheactualtestingperiods.Air contentwas notmeasured,butthispro-
cedureresultedInvaluesoflessthan3 partsper millionInprovlousprograms.

4.1.5 DataReduction

Allmeasurementsanddatareductioncalculationswere doneintheEnglish
systemofunlts(pressureInInchesofmercury0 lengthsininchesor feettetc.),
and convertedtotheSIforpresentationinthis:report.The originallymeasured
orcalculateddataare shown as thesecondaryunitsintablesandfigures.Sym-
bolsare definedintheAppendix.

Cascadeinletvelocity(VI)was calculatedfrom themeasured differencebe-
tweentotalpressureupstreamoftheinletnozzleand staticpressureatthe

cascadeinletplane(qi)

_f Omercury" Vi = 2g P_,kter qi

The cavitation number (k) was calculated from the cascade inlet static pres-
sure (p_),thevaporpressureofwater(Pv)atthemeasured temperature,and the
inletdynamicpressure(qi}

Pl - Pvk =
qt

Cascade pressure loss (D) was defined as the difference between total pres-
sure at the entrance to th_ inlet nozzle and plenum tank static pressure and was
calculated from the measured data as follows:

D = Pi + qi " Pt " Pa
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An unc_artalnty estimate was p_rform_d for tht_ easaada pressure drop and
cavitation numbnr caleulatlonrl ninon inflt_etl_nn In their rnlfltlon,hJp wnrt_ fllgnlf_
leant to the Inrltnblllty correlation, 'rho t_ntlmatnd monsurnmnnt _;_rror In tmch
of thn vnlun_ urged In tim enlr,_dntlonn xvnn_

Max Errav, hi, llg

h_h_t Sl:IttlaPr(_mmr_, I)I _(}. (13

l*'Itlh'l VIl.lW_l.' |_PoflHIIP(_, I)v I ().02

lnlql: Vol(mtty PPt_Rflllro, ql i (), {):_

, 'Pank Rl:atto 'l)PoF!StlrO_ !1i; I 0,130

Atmo,_pl_erlcl)ri_i4bluretPa Nogllgibh}

The unt:ertalatyanalysl_was perfornmd as (letallcdIn (_}.a)for nominal data value:I
that :.ere rtq_ros(,atatiw_ of data point_ over the tested range of cavitation number.

Otv/
The t,_axinmm uncertainty war, i ,,_ofor cavitation num_,cr (I,) and _ 0% for prcs-
stlro loss,

Cavitation cavity len_;th and height were mt_asured from the cascade suction
surfaceand proflh_photographs,respectively.,qcaloforthe profilephotographs
was obtainedfrom a gridon thetransparentcascade sidewalland suctionsurface
photographscalewas ob':ainedfrom theknown lengthof thehydrofoilleadingedge
wedge. Both setsof mcasurement_ were correctedfor viewingangle. Height
measurements were tal,en from thesuctionsurfacein a directionnomal,'tothe
surface, and length measure'vent, were taken parallel to the suction surface
Both measurements wc_"e divided by foil tangential spacing (7, 6 cm, 3.0 in. ) for
correlation with predictions.

Dynamic pressure amplitude and frequency were read from an oscillograph
for the nozzle, cascade inlet, and cascade discharge tranducers. The reported
amplitude is the measured peak-to-peak amplitude of the total signal, which was

not a simple sine wave, and freqttency was calculated from the period of the most
prominent frequency. The reported frequencies are approximate because the
signal was erratic.

4,1.6 Test Results

A list of test points showing the controlled parameters, fluid conditions,
plenum tank static pressure, calculated pre._sure loss, vapor pressurep inlet
velocity, and cavlta':lon number is showh in table 2. Forty-cue test points were
run at the listed incidence angles0 inlet velocities_ and inlet static pressures,
All points were run with the tunnel boundary layer bleed slots in operation at
full capacity0 with ';he exceptions of points 19, 310 and 41,, These were run with
no bleed flow to de!:lne the effects of the bloods on dynamic pressure character-
Istics.
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4.1,6.:I Cavity _omuetl_

Ih't+flli, _ln<ltop vl_w photngrlllfiiH of the +-:aflelldOfar t.hr; 0.2f+_rml (lfl-tlog)
In_l+l+_n_r_fi,511._nl/fl(llpllr_:llniltoly)Inh_tvldn_dtyfffwloflnf t_,f11;polnl!+nrr,
_llo_}In flp_nvcmI_ nnd 1_. Tim lfimtngvnlfimrlrr_11rrnng_flIn nrd_u'rfi'Im,rna_Inl;'
f_ltvllntl_n null_bJu' nn oll_dt flp,llrf_0 m_d th+_it,Ill I:mlntll, from |111_1_P,_111'1,llldlc_il|.l,_l
tmd{_r (_lmh ph_togrlll_h, I,_h)wIll fr(im i_ft to rip;hi:, ('+anltlng hydrnt'(.llh_ frmu h,ft
t(:l l+'|_ht_ th(' l,l'(+fl]o I)h_)t()l_'rllphfl nlmw th_ trnlllng lqlgofl ItJ'i'r+ll 2 It-till lnlh_ :t_ 4,
ILIi(I_ fLIl(I '1']10hmdlnF;' l,llg{_ r+l'f_ll ft, '.I'll(, i_tp vh_w/llfflw/1 i:il_ h_n(llng +,dF,,'l,/iuotlt_n
lltll:ffl('t,tl of fc_llt-[P+(In l)llr_L)l :i I (Ii l_l lind I+|(in I)lll't). 'l'h++illlil.loll _I,'tI,ll{ p_lll|ll
l.dlown hl till+ l.hotogr_lfim II]u_Itr_it<,+;tht, llrl|:ll]'_ of fl}(, (.,IS(+llrh._¢'l-_v|l.lttl _)I+mid I.+_

, I'OllrUllOlltl_tlv(s of ()time iii,rh,fl Of I)oh}l:_ tll i.lmt I.'l+Sl)(_(_t,

'l'hu dl_f._t't+t_of (!llVltlltlOl] tlnlfOl'llllty that {+ouhl be (+Htllblltlhl+d I)',1lltl_ Vlll'lOtl.q
folle_ and _qmnwlrlt, on (meh I'ol] cmi bt_m_i,n In fll:;urus 12 n._d 13. A :hilt dul:;ro(_ el'
tlnlfo}'n]lty wll_ aet:Oml)llsh(]d with the I-imtd] cavltle_l_ but th(_ (lob'roe eP attainable
mtlformtty wa_ not: a_ good for tht_ latimer cavity eliza. 'l'hc_wirlatioa in cavitation
patterns is believed to be lntllctttlvo of varlatlom_ In flow nnghJ and/or v(._]oeity,
The patterns were 11111(1oas unlform as possible (Itlrlng the setting' of erich te_-tt
point throt,.gh adjustment of the cascade sltle walls _md discharge tail boards,
A(lditional control is possible for noncnvltating test points through the variation
of tunnel stop slot boundary layer rcmowll flm_ (figure 7)_ but these slots cnvitated
when sLgnific_mt cavitation developed in the cascade and sufficient flow for two-
dimensionalcascade conditionswas notbelievedtobe established. The cavitation
offtheedges of the stopslotscan be soon infigttre13.

The observed cascade nonuntformttyand the occurrence o_'pressure surface
cavLtattonathlgh Incidenceangles(0.23rad, 13 dog)led to the conclusionthat
therewere localvariationsIn incidenceangleand velocitywithinthecascade_
trodthatthe average incidenceanglewas lower than the indicatedgeometric angle.
ItIsalso probablethatIncidenceangle variedwlthcavitationnumber. Itwas not
possibleeitherto correcttheseconditions(throug'hthe deslgr+of a new cascade
inletnozzle)or to measure the actualcondLtlons(whichwould have required
sophisticatedinstrumentationsuch as a laser veloctmcter)x,+tthlnthescope ofthe
pro6q'am. Cascade cavltatLonwas generallyunsteady_and thisunsteadinessalso
variedfrom one bladeto another. The unsteadinessseemed to be random and had
no relation to cavity size. In light of these uncertainties, the cascade cavits:
geometry test data were considered to indicate only qua._,itative trends, and it was
evaluated with the uncertainties in mind.

A listing of the test points_ measured cavity lengths_ and heights is given
in table 3. Cavity lengths for blades 2_ 3_ and 4,were mem!_ured from the top
view photographs at the foil mtdspan_ where boundary layer effects would be
m.inLmal. Blade 4 cavity length and cavity height wore measured from the profile
photographs. This blade was the only one close to a true profile in these photo-
graphs. Cavity height wa_ measured from the blade suettmt surface in a direction
perpendicular to the pressure surface. All measurements were corrected for
viewing anglo. Cavity length measurements from the top vLow are mlssing from
the table in some cases where the cavity closure was under the adjacent foil and
could not be measured. In such cases, the foil "4" profile length measurement
was used to establish length.
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The boundary layer blood slot valves wore closed to observe what effect
boundary layer blood would have on the cavitation pattern for throe pointst listed
as t_stpointsNo, lg0 31, m_d 41 intable3. When thebleed w leaswere closed
(no other action was takop), the cavRation pattern changed signlflem_tly. The
suctionsurfacecavities,which bad boon from 8 to 2(_%chord in length,became
very small misty patchcstand pro_suro _urfaoocavittcsformed. The pressure
surfaceoavltloswere also very small misty patchesattestpointsNo, 19 and ,311
however, at tent point No. 41 they wore about """_u/, chord in lon_h. Water velocity
approaching the cascade remained relatively constant, while static pressure in-
creased, resulting in an Increase in cavitation number. ']'he increase in cavita-
tion number explains the reduction in cavity size on tb._ blade suction surfaces;
however, the appearance of pressure surface cavitation Indicates a change in flow

, angle (incidence) or in uniformity as well. This shows a qualitative dependence of
the cavitation pattern on bleed flow. Cavitation was observed on the slot lip at the
lower cavitation numbers, but blade pressure surface cavitation did not occur in the
incidence range selected (0.28 to 0.35 rad, 16 dog to 20 dog) when the bleed valves
we re open,

Measured cavitylengthand heightdata are shown plottedand correlated
withpredictionsinparagraph 5.1.2.

4.1.6, 2 Cascade Instability

A summary o£ the cascade loading edge transducer amplitude (No. 3 In fig-
ure 5) and visual observations of cavity motion made during the tests are presented
In table 4. An equipment malfunction that was unnoticed while the test points
were being recorded caused the loss of tape recorded pressure data for points
1 through 18. The leading edge transducer was the only one to show a significant
amplitude during the tests. The upstream transducers (No. 2) and the trailing
edge transducer (No. 4) were simila]_ to transducer No. 1_ typically showing a
peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.1 N/cm _ (0.15 psi) and never exceeding 0.2 N/cm 2
(0,30 psi). The 0.1 N/cm 2 amplitude is the level of normal tunnel vibration
under noncavltating conditions. O-graph traces of transducers No, 2, 3, and 4
at test points No. 28, 30p 36, 37, and 40 are shown in figure 14. These traces
are typical and show both the highest and lowest amplitudes recorded at valid
test points. It will be noted in table 4 that test point No. 19 has the highest
amplitude; however, this point and test points No, 31 and 41 wore conducted
with the boundary layer bleed slot valves closed0 which caused cavitation to
occur on the blade pressure surfaces. Theme three t_leeds off" points are not
typical and were not considered in the cascade instability investigation.

In table 4 the visual observation of cavitation is listed as unsteady or very
unsteady at almost all test points, Also, it will be noted that the visual observa-
tions do not agree well with the leading edge transducer amplitudes. The reason
for this is that the blade cavities almost never app_a_ed steady in the sense of
having a definite collapse point. The collapse point was continuall_ _ oving in
a ranc_om fashion. Nor was it possible to distinguish a smooth streamline
separating the vapor cavity from the surrounding water. The cavity profile
was generally irregular and changed shape in a random fashion. To an observert
the irregular shape and random motion gave the impression of unsteady flow_
even though the pressure oscillations were no greater than for noncavitating flow,
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Figure 14. Typical Cascade Tunnel Dynamic FD 62669

Pressure Oscillographs I
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Amplitudes and frequencies recorded by the leading edge transducer are
plotted against cavitation number in flgurt_ 15. This figmre reveals no discernible
trend of either amplitude or frequency. At cavitation numbers greater than 0.55,
only normal vibration is present. Between 0.55 and 0.30, both amplitude and
frequency are random° Also sho_ in figure 15 for comparison Is the higlmst
amplitude recorded by Aeosta an,1 Wade (6). The present leading edge amplitudes
are of the same order of magnitude as those muasu:,'ed by Aeosta; however, Aeosta
recorded trailing edge amplitudes of the same order of magnitude as the leading
edge, while the present trailing edge amplitudes never ehangecl significantly from
normal vibration levels, as sho_ in the O-graph traces of figure 14. The reason

, may be the proximity of the trailing edge transducer to the plenum tank, which
effectively absorbed pressure oscillations.

Aymlmt lncklence

0..'8 Red ll6 des)0.31 I{Id (I# de_}
24 Number_[denllfyTelt Poinb

20 26 1_6 t_II0 :4_ _J
0

MeasuredAmplitude

0,6 _ _4 Finn',NASA('R-950q8I(z)
_t 37

q_) Unslable

_, o.3 40
0.4 r., {b

C:,IL\ - --
0._

o.2 _J _4_p_J c',,_,_ No.
" - 0 ,_

NormalVibmto_

0 0
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0._1 0.6 0.? 0.8 0,9 1.0 l,t

CAVITATIONNUMBF,R, k

Figure 15. Variation of Cascade Dynamic Pressure DF 90794
Data With Cavitation Number

Cavitation Is generally unsteady tn the sense of continuous irregular motion
of the cavity, particularly in the collapse zone. However, unsteady cavitation does
not necessarily mean that the flow is unstable. In experimentally determining
whether a cavitating flow through a cascade or an Inducer ls stable or unstable
the viewpoint adopted is that the flow ls unstable only If upstream and downstream
flowrates and pressures, or internal flowrates and pressures, vary in some regular
pattern. This definition includes blade-to-blade propagation of cavitation and
unisonous cavity oscillation as being unstable, and is intended to distinguish be-
tween these two phenomena and cavitation noise generated by random irregular
cavity motion, which is considered stable.

Flow through the cascade was certainly unsteady, as witnessed by the
irregularities in cavity shape shown in the photographs and the visual observa-
tions noted in table 4. However, from this evidence It is difficult to characterize
a given test point as stable or unstable In the sense of propagating cavitation or of
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unisonous cavity oscillation, The best single description of the cavitation pattern
would have to be "random unstc, atilnosr_ ,_f each cavlty," If overall flowrate were
oscillating _lgnlflenntly) one would expect to see most, If not nil, of the cavities
changing _iza in unison. Only at two t_t._t points (No, 85 and 37) wtm zmy regular
pulsation of cavity size observecl) trod then only blntlen No, I and 2 were Involved,
On the other hand, It was not apparent that any type of blade-to-blade propagation
was occurring. Rather, eompk;te r_mclomnoss of the nmtlon of each cavity was
the most prominent observable feature of the flow. Of course It is difficult to
determine by eye whether two or more eavlti(m arc oscillating In unison If a
rtmdom unsteadiness Is superimposed on the untsonous motion, so visual observa-

, tlon Is not always a reliable Indication of stable or unstable flow- Whether a given
operating point was stable or unstable must be rleeide(1 primarily from the lontling
edge pressure transducertraces,

In figure 15 the leading edge transducer amplitudes have been divided Into
three bands in an attempt to make a distinction between normal tunnel vibration,
cavitation noise, and unstable flow. Normal vibration levels wore easily Identified
by the amplitudes recorded at the higher cavitation numbers, The dividing point
between cavitation noise and unstable flow was not easily identified, and has been
arbitrarily selected as the level separating the majority of the test points from
the four test points showing the highest amplLtudes. If any point were unstable,
one would expect tt to be ,,no of the points with htglmst amplitude. A comparison
of the visual observations, which are listed In table 4, with the four highest
pressure amplitude points (No. 28, 36, 37, and 40) shows no particular correla-
tion between the dynamic pressure data and the observations. Test point No. 28
is listed as very unsteady, No. 36 as steady, No. 37 as pulsating, and No. 40 as
steady. Figure 15, therefore, shows the only possible distinction between the
experimentally stable and unstable test points. The points are discussed further
and correlated with predictions tn paragraph 5.2.

4.2 INDUCER EXPERIMENT

4.2.1 Facility

The test facility used for the rotating Inducer Instability tests was P&WA TM
FRDC test stand D-34, a schematic of which is shown In figure 16. The 13-cm
(5-ino) Inside leg o_ the loop was used for all testing.

The test rig Is driven by a 250-hp de motor through a 2.33:1 ratio gearbox,
providing output speeds to 9000 rpm. Rig speed ls automatically regulated to
wLthln 0.03_X, by control o1_the de output of the motor-generator set supplying
drive motor power. The test loop uses demtneralized water and has a heat
exchanger for control of loop water temperature, A complete degasstng system
ls available for the deaeration of the test loop water. Loop pressures are con-
trolled by either the Inlet or discharge accumulator system, depending on the
Inlet pressure required. The inlet accumulator Is used for Inlet pressures
above atmospheric, anti the discharge accumulator Is used for lower than atmos-
pheric pressures. A schematic typical of both accumulator systems Is shown In

; _ figure 17, Inlet pressures down to approximately 2 N/cm 2 (2, 9 psi) are possible,
Flowrate ls controlled by a motorized flow valve located In the 13-cm (8-in,) leg
and measured with a turbine-type flowmeter located downstream of the flow valve.
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1.27 cm ID (0,50 in,)

Approximate Length _-

I-= 73,1 cm ...... _ 5.49 m (18 ft)_

_ (28.75 in.)

,o.. '
(Also Vacuum : _ Accumulator

at Inlet)_ Volume = 37,B60 cm3 Bleed

(2310 in.3)
E3

4 29.5 cm

:,,;f (11.6 in.) 5.08 cm ID
(2.0 in.)

I Bladder
Volume = Varies from

0 to 37,860 cm3

Test Loop (2310 in.3)

II

Figure 17, Accumulator Systom Schematic FD 59366
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L.-. 'I11o lntlueor tent rig rloslp,la ls t]ha_a In ftg_r'e 1.8, The tndut, tu' hou_lng" wtm
made of trnnt_parent acrylic and thus I_t_vmlttt,d absorvntlan of tlm Induetu" envlta,-
tlan, The Induecu" ls avot,htmg fl:om Itt_ htulrl.n_;'n In tho Inh.,t line mad Inlc, t flow is
mmbntrueted, I,'lgure l0 showr-1an ovtu'nll vlow of tho rig' on tim t:ont _lttmtl.

Indll('nr _ I '"-1 "_

LuclteHousing-/ ' (I

Figure 18. Inducer Test Rig FD 63041 ,,

'PPP l"
PPPI"

!

/
,i,

i

Figure 19, Inducer lnstalled in Test Facility FE 89984
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4,2.2 Indueors

'l'h_ two tndue_ra um3d in th___t_t prngram were fabrtzntt_d in tim inducer
load and _trt_a prolt_c,t. NAfiA t'ontrnt,t NAS3,-] 121tl, an rt_part_._d In (_. Tim
lntluet_rt_ wt_ro ltlontlcni t_xc_,pt that tim lirtfl lath:cot had a rndlnl hmtllng otlgt_.
while the mwand Induv_w watt t_wtq,t lmek tit n _:c,ito nngh_of 0.2it vad (lt] dt_g), In
tht_ mantmr tdmwn In figurt_ 20. 'l'hc_ ._,nl_,al cut wan nlov,3d_lxlally forward tht_
dlr-lttmot_ "Y" to provide for th(, fairing of the:, blade hmdtng t_dgo Iptn tht__hub. '.l'illt.I
t_wt_o_ht!ek pl.,otltlvod tlw leading t_dg'o contour t_hown In fiR'uro 21, At:l tht_ fl.gtlrt_
showr_, tht_ mvtq_t lott dtng t_tlgo Indue,_r ht_d pr_ssurt_ tap tubint_ tnmnllt_d tn t:ht_
blatlot,1 for tim pr_wlou_ program. Tim blttdt_ outface around th(, tubing wat_ flllt_,l

' with epoxy to Ilrovltlu a alUooth mtrfaco.

The Inducer hml three blatle_ with Inlol tip blade anglos of O. 14 rod (8 dog).
The bhulingwas helicalto a solidityof approximatelyI.O, .'_twhich pointcnmtxw
was appliedexponenttally.The sweep cutbackwas withintlm bladehelicalportion
at allradii,so thatbladeleadingedge metal anglewas the same forthe radial
antlswept loadingedge Inducers. Both Inducerswore machlnt_dfrom titanium°
Table g summarizes thebaste Inducerdesign parameters.

__ it . Lo,d,,l,,
I ]]

• , I_// _ tad deg cm i., _,-. " /nl'
I.J Hub 0.28 16 3.160 1.244 0.11 0.043

Figure 20. Definition of Inducer Leading Edge FD B1210A
Sweepback Angle
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Figure 21. inducer With 0.28 rad (16 dog) I,eadlng FE 113407
Edge Sweepback

Table 5. Inducer Design 1)arameters

Inlet Ilub Diameter, cm (in.) 7.11 (2.80)
Discharge Hub Diameter, cm (in.) 9.49 (3.74)
Tip Diameter (Constant), cm (in.) 17.80 (7.00)
Blade Thickness (Constant), cm (in.) 0,330 (0.130)
Inlet Tip Blade Angle, rad (deg) 0,140 (8°0)
Inlet Hub Blade Angle, rad (dog) 0.339 (19.35)
Discharge Tip Blade Angle) rad (dog) 0.180 (10.0)
Discharge Hub Blade Angle, rad (dog) 0.318 (18.25)
Inlet Tip Blade Wedge Angle, rad (dog) 0.140 (8.0)
Tip Loading Edge l_adlus, cm (in.) 0.081 (0.032)
Number of Blades 3

1)esigll Flow Coefficient, Ub 0.070
Dcsig_ Head Coefficient, _ 0.240
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Figure _2. inducer Pressure Instrumentation FD 63042
Locations

Dynamic pressur_ measurements were taken with piezoelectric transducers*
mounted [lush with the inside walls at the locations shown in figure 16. The ten
locations were selected to provide complete coverage of the Inducer-flow loop
system. Output of the transducers was recorded on magnetic tape. Static pres-
sures from flush-mounted static wall taps were also gathered at each of the ten
locations and read from gages.

*Kistlcr Model 601 H
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A turbine-type flowmctcr located downstream of the flow throttling valve
in the 13-ern (5-in.) log was used to measure flowrate, lieadout was on a digital
countur. Water temperature was measured with a chromol-alumcl thermeeouplc
located upstream of the inducer inlet. Inducer speed was measured by electronically
counting the output of a magnetic trnnsduecr that sensed the passing frequency of
a {]0-tooth gear on the rig drive shaft. 3.lint signal was multipILed by n preset value
and transmitted to a panel-mounted digltnl counter.

Table 6 summarizes the instrumentation and the estimated maximum error
associated with each reading.

I

4.2.4 Test Procedure

Since the inducers and the test rig that were used in this program were
used in previous programs, the tests wore numbered consecutively from the
previous programs. This program represented the eighth series of tests and
each test is designated 8.XX with the "XX" indicating the test number for this
program.

4,2.4.1 Performance Tests

Prior to the start of instability testing, noncavttatlng performance tests
were conducted on the radial leading edge Inducer to supplement the data reported
In (1_). Performance data were available for flow coefficLents of 0.096, 0.090,
and 0.084 and additional data were requ _,'ed for 0.070. the available data had
also been obtained wLth blade pressure instrumentation on the inducer, and the
effects of the instrumentation on performance were unlmown. (The radial inducer
used In this program had no blade instrumentation. )

The performance tests were conducted by setting a speed, flow, and inlet
pressure, and all other instrumentation were recorded. Total pressure, static
pressure, and flow angle were manually traversed at each of seven radial stations
(spaced at equal area Increments) at the inducer inlet and exit. In total, three
flow coefficients (0.096, 0.084, and 0.070) were explored. The speed was a
constant 513.1 rad/s (4900 rpm) and inlet pressure a constant 20.7 N/cm 2 gage

, (30.0 psLg).

4.2.4.2 Accumulator Evaluation

Before the Instability testing was started, the effects of the test loop pres-
sure control accumulators on the response of the total inducer-test loop system
was deterrainedo Various combinations of "hard" and "soft" (water or aLr in the
bladder) accumulators were tried while pressure oscillations were being generated
with the radial leading edge inducer. A schematic typLcal of the inlet and discharge
accumulator systems is shown in figure 17. The Ktstler transducers, mounted Ln
the water loop at the locations shown in figure 16, were used to measure dynamic
data during the time the dLfferent combinations of accmnulators were being tried.
Subsequent analysis of the dynamic pressure data showed it to be independent of
the accumulator configuruttons. Dynamic pressure amplLtudes as high as
• 4 N/cm z (_6 psL) were generated at the inducer discharge (locatLon 10),
diminishing to approximately _1 N/cm 2 (_1.5 psL) at location 3. NeglLgLble
pressure amplLtudes were measured at locatLons 4, 5, 6, and 7. The ampli-
tude at location 8 was approximately _1 N/cm 2 (_1.5 psL), and data at loca-
tion 9 were obscured by high pressure amplLtudes at blade passing frequency.

i
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3_ncro was noglL_lblc time lag between the slgn,_.s at locations 10 and 2 (from
upstream to downstream of the discharge accumulrttor)_ and the ttmpl.itudo at
location 2 w,ts only slightly lower thnn that at location 10. Because the accumulators
had negligible effect, the tests wore conducted with the "hard" accumulator configura-
tion since it was the most convenient to use,

4,2.4.3 Instability Tests

'llm dominora]izod water used In the flow loop was doaoratod prior to each
instability test as it was transferred from the storage tank to the test loop. The
water was pumped into _ 0.38-m 3 (100-gal) dogassing tower, wher_ it was heated
to 120°F and held for 10 to 15 minutes while a vacuum pump evacuated the tower
and the empty test ioop to approximately 2 N/cm 2 absolute (2.9 psia). The water
was then transferredfrom the degassingtower to theloop,whilethe loopwas
maintainedunder the 2 N/cm 2 (2.9psia)vacuum. Approximately throetowers
of water were requiredto complete a loopfill.Once the testloopwas filled,
the vacuum linevalvewas closedand pressure, suppliedby thetower-to-loop

transfer_ump, was allowedto buildto the pump dischargelimit(approximately17 N/era , 26 psia},and allhighspots inthe testloop were bled oftrapped air
from existingbleed valvesand pressure gage lineswere purged of airbubbles.
The transfer9ump valveswere then closedand the inletaccumulator system
pressurizedwithairto permit the controlof the looppressure from the control
room. At thispointthe loop was ready foroperation.

Prior to the startofeach test,a check was made ofthe air contentofthe
loopwater todetermine how effectivethe deaerationprocedure had been. The
rig was run at approximately314 rad/s (3000rpm) with theflow throttlingvalve
wide open and an inletpressure of about 17 N/cm,,2absolute(28psia),as con-
trolledby the inletaccumulator. The inletaccumulator system was then isolated
from the loopwith a valve;thedischarge accumulator system was brought up to
a uressure equaltothe loopstaticpressure atthe pointwhere the discharge
accumulator Joinstheloop;the valvebetween thedischarge accumulator and the
loop was opened;and t-iginletpressure was controlledthrough regulationofthe
inducerdischargepressure. The water levelinthe dischargesurge tank sight
glasswas notedat thispoint(figure17),and the inducerinletpressure was re-
duced from 17 N/cm 2 (26psia)to approximately6 N/cm 2 absolute(9psia),
which was the looplimitatthatinducerspeed. The change inw_ter levelLnthe
sightglass was then notedagain. The amount of water rise inthe tank corres-
ponded to the change in volume o_ thetestloopsystem. An Increaseinvolume
of approximately0.0037 m 3 (0.13ft3) inthe surge tank (thisincreasecorres-
ponds to an increaseof 0.35% ofthe volume inthe totalloop system) was found
to be the facilitylimitin previousprograms and as such was the goalfor the
deaeratLon process. If the water was _ound to be suffLciently deaerated, as
evidenced by less than a 0.0037 m3 (0.13 ft3) increase In surge tank water
volumet the inlet pressure was increased above mnbient and the test run was
started. Otherwise, the loop was drained mid the deaeration process repeated.

Instability tests were conducted by setting rotative speed at 513.1 rad/s
(4,900 rpm) and flow correspondent to one of the three selected [low coefficients

(0.090, 0._84, or 0.070), and drooping inlet totM pressure from approximately
24.8 N/cm (36 psia) to a point where head rise fell off by approxLmately 20%.
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Approximately 12 points were selected In this range to define the shape of the
head rise vs cavitation number curve and to Identify the range of unstable opera-
tion. A complete set of steady and dynamic pressure data were taken at each
point, The cavitation was also observed and noted through the acrylic housing
with the aid of a strobe 1Lght.

4.2.5 Data IIeductLon

Inducer performance data wore defined as the head rise and efficiency
between the upstream measurement station (Loop StatLon "8", PTUP Ln figure 22)

, and the discharge measurement station (Loop Station "9", PTG2 tn figure 22).
The KLol probe at Station "8" was sufficLently far upstream that prcrotatLon dLd
not effect Lts readings0 while the wedge probe at the inducer Inlet (Station "9"0
PTG1 Ln figure 22) was effected by prerotatLon. Inlet condLtLons were ealelflated
from the data as follows:

Upstream Total Pressure: P8 - PTUP (Corrected for Gage Height)

Inlet Total Head: E L = H9 ffi P8/p

Inlet Absolute VelocLty (Assumed Axial): V'-L= Q/A L

Inlet Static Head: hi = HI " V_/2g

Tip Relative Velocity: Vi'= _/++p + Up

i

Inlet

Inlet Tip Relative Velocity Head: ql t = V'2/2g

Tip Cavitation Number: k = (-hi - hv)/qt

Inlet Tip Flow Coefficient: ._ = _l/Ut

Discharge conditions were calculated from the measured data at seven radial
measurement stations, as follows:

Discharge Total Head: Hd = PTG2J (corrected for gage height)P

PSG2J (corrected for static pros-
Discharge Static Head: hd = P sure and gage height)

Discharge Flow Angle: Bd = BAB2J

Discharge Velocity: Vd = _g(H d - hdi

Discharge Axial VelocLty: Vzd = Vd sin Bd

Discharge Tangential Velocity: Vud = Vd cos Bd
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Average ITead Coefficient: _ = g(lld "tll)

_ (Hd - Hi)
Average, Efficiency: 77=

Itl d

(Assumes Vut - 0)

Inlet total pressure, static pressure, and flow angle were measured at the inducer
inlet tip and were reduced as follows:

PTG1J (corrected for gage height)Inlet Total Head: Hi = p

Inlet Static Head: hl PSG1J (corrected for gage height)= p

Inlet Flow Angle: EL = BAB1J

Inlet Velocity: V i = t/2g (HL- hi)

Inlet Axial Velocity: Vzi = V[ sin EL

Inlet Tangential Velocity: Vui = Vl cos _i

Nomenclature is defined in the Appendix, Measurements and calculations were
performed using the English system of units and were converted to the SI for
presentation In this report.

The magnetic-tape-recorded, piezoelectric, transducer data were reduced
with the aid of a spectrum analyzer. A block diagram of the system used is
shown in figure 23. The input (test data on the magnetic tape) was input to
an amplifier and multiplied by some factor N. This amplification was necessary
to ensure that the data entering the spectrum analyzer were within the analyzer
input level limits. The spectrum analyzer contained an internal 50 Hz low-pass
filter wLth a 0.16 Hz noise bandwidth. A 10-sec record length of transducer data
was put into the spectrum analyzerts memory after passing through this filter.
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Thin lnformatiou was converted to n frequency vs amplitude output with n resolu-
tion of 0.1 Ilz, After pnssln_ throul_h an atlonuator to null out the effects of the
first amplifier0 the output was sealed for plottlnlr, purposes trod then plotted on
paper by n Memllcy X-Y recorder. The resultant plots had n frequency scale of
0 to 50 Ilzt nnd are aceural(_ at all frequencies above 0.3 Hzt which Is the lower
limit of thc_ data rt:sponsc anti reduction system.

Input to the amplifier anti output of the settler were monitored with oscillo-
scopes, as show_ In figure 23, te ensure correct system operation. Prior to the
taped data being Input, a calibration sit,.'nal of lmown amplitude anti frequency was
Injectedintothe system and proper functioningofthe entiresetupwas checked.

' The tape reproducer was identical to the recorder used to gather the data at the
test stand, thus ensuring that what came off the tape was identical to what went on.

Known Amplitude and

[ Tape I _ FrequencyCalibrationReproduce Signal

I @ Hewlett-Packard

L Amplifier XN I L)scill°sc°pe (M°nit°r'
Federal Scientific Ballentine Model 320

UA-6B True RSM Meter

Ubiquitous Spectrum
Analyzer

i

1
Scaler

Amplifier/Attenuator
i

[

@ Hewlett-PackardOscilloscope (Monitor)

Moseley ]

Model 2D.2
X-YRecordel

Figure 23. Data Tape Analyze,, System FD 63040

4.2.6 Test Results

A list of inducer tests and test point conditions Is given in table 7. The
first three tests (8.01, 8. o2, and 8.0'1), were noneavltating performance tests
for the radial leading edge inducer; tests S. O4 through 8.08 were radial inducer
stability tests; and tests 8. O9 through 8.11 were swept inducer stability tests.
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Table 7. Summary of inducer Teat 1_oint_

Test Speed Flow Pvo/_sure Temperature

No. rn,l/s rpm lmu3/n gpm N/ore _ pslg "K "F ,'o,nmont,--- ill i ....

liadial l,,mding Edge Inducer
i it i i it t

8.01 513.1 4900 91t600 1450 20.7 :30.0 302,4 85 Noncavttating t,t,r-
, forl_aneo Test

8.02 513.1 4900 80,260 1272 20.7 30.0 304.1 88 Noncavltnting Per-
form,moo Test

8.03 518.1 4900 66,890 1060 20.7 30.0 805.7 91 Noncavttattng Per-
formance Test

8.04 513.1 4900 85,940 1362 14.6 21.2 302.4 85
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 11.2 16.2 303.0 86 Test loop water con-
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 8.0 11,6 304.1 88 tained excessive
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 3.8 5.5 304.7 89 amount of air
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 1.0 1.4 305.2 90 (0.0148 m3, 4 gal,
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 0.3 0.4 305.2 90 registered during
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -0.3 -0.45 305.2 90 deaeration test, as
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -1.0 -1.4 305.2 90 compared with
513.1 4900 85,940 1.362 -2.1 -3.0 305.2 90 0,0037 m 8, 1 gal,
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -2.4 -3.5 305.2 90 for all subsequent
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -2,5 -3.7 305.2 90 runs).
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -4.9 -7.1 305.2 90

8.05 513.1 4900 80,260 1272 15.0 21.8 302.4 85
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 8.1 11.7 302.4 85 Discharge accumu-
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 4.8 6.9 303.6 87 later system de-
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 0.7 1.0 804.7 89 ycleped small line
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -0.9 -1.3 305.2 90 leak during test,
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -2.0 -2.9 305.2 90 thereby causing dif-
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -2.4 -3.5 305.2 90 fLculty in holding

: 513.1 4900 80,260 1272 _ -3.1 -4.5 305.2 90 low pressure test
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -4.8 -6.9 805.2 90 points steady.
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -6.0 -8.7 305.2 90

8.06 513.1 4900 66,890 1060 14.8 21.5 800.6 82
513.1 4900 66,890 1060 8.1 11.7 303.0 86
513.1 4900 66,890 1060 4.7 6.8 303.6 87
513.1 4900 66,890 1060 1.2 1.7 304.1 88
513.1 4900 66,890 1060 0.8 1.2 304.1 88

513.1 4900 66,890 1060 -0.6 -0.9 304.7 89 Normal
513.1 4q00 66,890 1060 -1.8 -2.6 304.7 89
513.1 4900 66,890 1060 -2,4 -3.5 305.2 90
513.1 4900 66,890 1060 -4.4 -6.4 305.2 90
513.1 4900 66,890 1060 -5.7 -8.3 305.2 90
513,1 4900 66,890 10601 -5.9 -8.6 305,2 90
513.1 4900 66,890 1060 -6.1 -8.9 305.2 90
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Table 7. Summary of Inducer To_t Points (ContLnued)

Inlet Total Water
Te_t Speed How Progl_ure Temperature
No. rad/s rpm om3/s gpm N/cm _: psig °K oF Commontn

---- 1_

i,ltadlal l_oading Edge lnducor
m

8.07 513.1 4900 85,940 1362 15.0 21.7 302.4 85
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 7.9 11.5 304.1 88
5113.1 4900 85,940 1362 4.5 6.5 304.1 88

' 513.1 4900 85,940 1362 1.0 1.5 304.1 88
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -0.5 -0.7 304.1 88 Repeat of test 8.04
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -1,1 -1.6 304.1 88 with water deaoratcd
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -1.8 -2.6 304.1 88 to stand limit.
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -2.4 -3.5 304.1 88
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -3.1 -4.5 304.1 88
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -4.8 -7.0 304.1 88
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -5.6 -8.2 304.1 88

8.08 513.1 4900 80,260 1272 14.9 21.6 304.1 88
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 1.1 1.6 304.1 88 Repeat of test 8.05
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -2.6 -3.8 304.1 88 at lower pressures
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -4.0 -5.8 304.1 88 with properly func-
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -5.6 -8.2 304.1 88 tionlng discharge
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -5.8 -8.4 304.1 88 accumulator system.
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -5.8 -8.4 304.1 88

, ,

0.28 rad (16 deg) Swept Leading Edge Inducer

8.09 513.1 4900 85,940 1362 15.0 21.7 296.3 74
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 8.1 11.7 296.3 74
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 4.6 6.7 296.3 74
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 0.3 0.4 296.8 75

513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -1.7 -2.4 296.8 75 Normal
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -2.2 -3.2 297.4 76
513.1 4900 85,940 !362 -2.5 -3.7 297.4 76
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -4.3 -6.3 297.4 76
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -5.0 -7.2 298.0 77
513.1 4900 85,940 1362 -6.2 -9.0 298.6 78

8.10 513.1 4900 80,260 1272 14.8 21.5 300.6 82
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 8.1 8.1 301.8 84
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 4.7 6.8 303°0 86
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 1.2 1.8 303.6 87
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 0.3 0.4 303.6 87
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -1.7 -2.5 304.1 88 Normal
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -2.5 -3.6 304.1 88
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -4.1 -6.0 304.1 88
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -4.8 -7.0 304.7 89
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -5.9 -8.5 304.1 88
513.1 4900 80,260 1272 -7.2 -10.5 304.7 89
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Table 7. Bummary of ltlduom: Toelt Polntn (Continued

Inlt_tTotal WntL_r
'Post Speed Flow ]_roflaUl:O Tonlperattlro
No, rnd/n rl]m em3/_ gpm N/era 2 pnl,l_ "K °I,' C'omtm,nts

8.11 Bl,q. 1 4000 66,890 1060 14.8 21.B 295.7 a0
513,1 4900 tl8,890 1060 8.0 llat_ 301.2 83 In, lute," hounlng split
513.1 4900 60,8t)0 1060 4.6 tl.7 301.8 84 midway through test,
513.1 4900 06,890 1060 1.2 1,8 302.4 85 forcing termination.
513.1 4900 66_800 1060 0 0 303.0 86

I i i

Inclucer head rise eool'ficient and efficiency data are plotted against llow
coefficient in figure 24. The radial Inducer data are from tests 8.01 through 8. (rl
and the swept inducer rlqta are from the previous program reported In (1). Radial
Inducer test data, with and without blade Instrumentation, were found to agree
almost exactly with previous data at the two flow coefficients that were re-
peated (0.096 and O. 084). It can therefore be concluded that the pressure
instrumentation that was on the radial Inducer blades for the precious tests of _),
and also on the swept inducer tested in this program, had a negligible effect on
eve rall pc fformance.

RadialLeadhtgI_dg¢

I_ 0.85 __..___171 0.28 tad (16 deg) Sweepback I

i .800.75

P
OOL'-_ 0.07 0.08 0.09 O.I0

0.24 [_._.. _.

0_/% ,
0 0.07 0.08 0.09 O.i0

I:L¢IWCcII_I:FICIFNr,

Figure 24. Noncavitating Inducer Performance DF 91153
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Test_ FI.04 thruugh 8.08 wore rndlnl lending edge lncltm_+rs_nbility tostP,.
The Inducer wa_ operated at n rntntlw _p_od of 131_rad/_ (49uf_ rpm) mid fl.owa
of _5,940, _O,2(_n, and 66,_ft0 em:t/s (]360, 1272, and 1060 gpm), lnl.,_t tip
flow coefficients nt thane eandltlom_ wm'a 0,090, 0. f)84, and el,070, r,Jr_poettvoly,
In nil enaen the oh.loot[re wan to drop tnk_t pro_nure to tim point whm'e hand
rifle 1'¢_11offby :It leant 21)%. Origlnnlly three tt_ata wc_rn tn bt_ een, luet_d, on_ at
each flow coefficient, but the d_n¢_rntion attempt prh)r to tent I_,04 roprea_mtod
the I'irst time that tim eompnnent_ of th_ de,rotation _y_tem had be,era opornted for
somt_ time, nnd _evernl small problom_ showc__dup in tim procoduru. An n re,nit,
tim loop wntor eontnlnod more dissolved air than that which wm_present during
the later tests. (Ih,fer to the commont_ on tnblo 7.) In addition, dm_ing test

, 8.04 a loose coupling was noticed In the drive train ai'tvr a cavitation number o1'
o. 058 was reached, and the test was terminated above the head fnlloff point. For
thest_ reasons, test 8.07 repeats the conditions ef test 8.04, Test 8.08 was
conducted to supplement test 8.0B at the low end of the cavitation number scale
because the discharge accumulator system developed a small leak on the surge
tank side during the first test at this flow coefficient. This leak made it difficult
to hold precise test points at low tnlec pressures.

Cavitating performance data for the radial loading edge inducer are shown in
figure 25. Regions of observed test loop surging, ve Indicated on the curves. It
was impossible to rmmh head falloff at the 0.090 flow coefficient as the inducer
loop system became uncr_ntrollable at a cavitation number of approximately 0.030.
Large flow fluctuations, of approximately 38,000 cm3/s (600 gpm) at approximately
two cycles per mim,_e prevented operation at lower cavitation numbers. The
results of test 8o64 have been omitted from these curves since the loop water
contained four +Ames the amount of air that was present in all subsequent tests,
and this exce_s air casts doubts on the usefulness of the data for test to test
comparisons. Surge regions were characterized by a cyclic chugging sound and
by alternate lengthening and shortening of the tip clearance cavitation. Blade
surface cavitation could not be clearly soon through the tip clearance cavitation.
Two regions of surging were noted in the radial loading edge tests. The first ..
region started at a cavitation number of approximately 0.07 and completely
ceased at a lower cavitation number before the start of the second surging region.
The first region was always relatively mild as compared with the second. The
second surging region ceased Just prior to head falloff for the 0.070 and 0.084
flow coefficients; however, as stated previously, it became very severe at tl+.,_
0.090 flow coefficient and was accompanied by !argo test loop flow fluctuations.

The 0.28 rod (16 dog) loading edge Inducer was tested in runs 8.09 through
8.11 In the same manner as the radial inducer. These test polr_ts are also summarized
in table 7. Again it was Impossible to roach a head falloff condition at 0.090 flow
coefficient. The same fluctuations that occurred with the radial Inducer occurred
again below a cavitation number of 0.027. During the final test, 8.11, the acrylic
Inducer housing split and forced the termination of the run after the fifth data point.
The housing had been experiencing very heavy cavitation dam_¢e near the blade
loading edge area during the course of the program. CavltaL .performance data i
for the swept leading edge Inducer are shown in figure 26. Regions of observed
test loop surging are again indicated on the curves. The swept inducer exhibited
only one surging region that occurred over approximately the same range of
cavitation numbers as the second region of the radial loading edge inducer. Surging
with the swept inducer was milder than that which was observed with the radial
inducer.
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Edge Inducer

Figure 26. CavitatLng Perform_ncc, 0.28 rad DF 01L55
(16 deg) Swept Loading l_dge Inducer
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Tim cnvltntln_ p_wfnrmam,o darn qro nhcJwn aN tim Philo of h_nd rln_ _ river
nonc,uv_lntll_l_ Imml rl_n (,_l In figln,_n 27 nnd 2A fro" tim r;,dlnl nnd I_wopl [ndueort_,
ro_q_q:lvoly, l_._{:hfllqmrt_ nlmw thut hond rhm inoron_od h_d'm,c_ l'lfllin_ off for
thc_ 0, 0fl0 flow tmeffleiont, h_ rolnilv...ly m_tlf-ltuni to nu nbrupL falloff pnlnt fro' tim
O, OHd flow caoiflt'lt, nt, lind dot, rolltton frc)m Lho none:,vLtlltlnl_ vllltu_ i'm' th,_ 0,070
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Figure 27, Normalized CavltatJng Performance. DF 91156
Radial Leading l_dge Inducer
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Figure 28. Normalized Cavlt,tting Performance, DF 91157
O.28 tad (16 deg) Swept Leading Edge
Inducer
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An om,lllograph trnet_ af tha tape r.eordad dynamic prna_ur_ data far tast
q. o4 at lt_ Iowt._t prentmr, point (T¢.--0.n:t8) la ahawn in fl_ra 2_. Thl_ trac_ la
t,vplt._alof thn relatively hl.gll amplitude nmnnurad lnatnbil.lthm found In all. t.am,
and it wat_ ut_ml to gain an approelntlan of lho farm of tim In't_nm.'. rd/./naln trod
of thnh, rnlntltmnhip to an_ nnathor. 'l'h(_trtmaduem, ponil.l(ml_ nr,, rlh.wn [m
l'lp'311.'tl111. Tim dlnelmrff(_ lrnnaduem, n (10 and 1)nlmw tim hlglmtd nnlplltudott nnd
ttr. tdmllnr oxvt_pt that No. 10. which In nnnrnr the, lndut.nr, rlllnWt_a algnlflt.nni,
H2 llr_.nmpanont (rt,tt/tl.n.l npot_d}In ttpltt_ .f tim 50 lie low pant1 t'ilb_r. Nt_. 1
him a _,h,an_r signal (with ropiard t. th. (hmlred c.avitatlan tnatahllity} and w,t_
tml(_t.tod tm tim i,t_pro!_ol|tlltlvo trttnlidut,uv for Hilt/| correlating purpo_mt,u No. FI.
In tim Inducter Inh_t line, tlhow_ a meat_urabh_ signal at the name low frequency
trod In phaat_ with the _tl..malfrt_m No. I anti nlao halt all 82 lie component. 'rhit_

, sil_nal wtm alt_o eont4idcl,od i:o adt,qtlatoly rcprt,m_nt the, hml:tlblllty. 'l'rant_dueor
No. 9. at tim Inducer Inlet, htltl its data completely obscured by blmh_ passing
fruquency (2,lit Ilz).

Spuutrum analysl_ plots of the discharge transducer signal (No. 10) over a
0. :t to ill) Ilz) rtmgo are shown In fit,narcs 30 through :17. One figure shows the.
plots for all the test points of a given tt_st. The plots generally show that the
dynamic pressure signal Is made up of a well-defined, fundamental frequency with
harm o_ct_. The harmonics frequently are of higher amplitude than the fundamental
frequency, Note that amplitude scales are not thesame fo__ all of the plots,

The inlet transducer (No. 8) spectrum plots were uniformly similar to those
from the discharge transducer except that they were of lower amplitude. Several
of the Inlet plots that had significant amplitudes are shown In figure 38.

Since the discharge transducer signal was found to adequately represent the
system dynamic pressure data, the amplitude and frequency of Its fundamental
component were plotted against cavitation number for each flow coefficient. These
data are shown for the radial leading edge Inducer in figure 39 and for the swept
leading edge Inducer in figure 40. Amplitude data are plotted e?en where the
spectrum Is apparently composed primarily of noise, while frequency data are
plotted only where a significant frequency could be Identified on the spectrum plot.
For point_ where the pressure amplitudes were low, the identification of a
fundamental frequency required engineering Judgment; figures 39 and 40 should
be evaluated with this in mind, The frequency curves are quite smooth_ however,

,. which lends considerable confidence to the accuracy of the spectrum data Inter-.
proration. The location of the observed surge regions Is indicated on the figures,
Stu-ge regions were characterized by visual and audible flow oscillations, as de-
scribed previously,

Both the radial and the swept Inducers have Identifiable discrete pressure
oscillations at relatively high cavitation numbers (0.1Gto O.23). The amplitudes
tend to gradually Increase as cavitation number is lowered until the second observed
surge region of the radial Inducer and the only surge region of the swept Inducer
(figures 25 and 26) is reached, At this point there Is a sudden increase in pressure
amplitude. There Is n.aparticular correlation between the pressure amplitude data
and the first observed surge region el the radial Inducer; however, these surges
were relatively mild antl often difficult to detect so pressure amplitudes would not
be expected to be particularly high. Pressure amplitudes were generally con-
siderably lower tbr the swept inducer than for the radial.
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mntoly II. Oil I'.r the _mdinl h*l_hlooP, find lh_ql In dool,olif_ nloro rnpLdly, Tim flrnt
iItlPgo i.l_gIoll oOOtll'l,_d when l'l'oqtlollol[tH WOPO|11the _1to ill llz Pllllgo, ]"I'I_IILIIqIPJoH
W[WOg(mOrlllly hlghol' for the tlwopt Induv(_ r and 11PIq)ld doovonm) with (,llvltld:lnn
IltlfllhOl' lltflPtl4 lit II I_)wor o_lvllntlml nnml)or (0, lift l._ I), {l_l).

ColleddoPI.nl_¢ the vllPl.lltloli o1' tim dt_t. with flow vc_ol'l'lc'lontl-1, the Padlal
Indtte_ r ::dmw_ a definite nmpl i.i,n_loIne Polmo m_ I1ow c,o_ ffh'h,nt _lt,e r(um_t.l (nt
elwltatlon ntllnb_n,_ whoPo the m_l_uPod n_qJllttld¢_-_ wore ro_F_olmbly IIH'_olI the
.w,_pt inducer _l_t_ _ro Jlmlto_l Illid _1olint Mmw n dol'l_ito rvl_tlonMdp. 'l'ho
ra_lial I,ndue_P Mmw_ no lm rth*ul a r v_d_thmshlp of l'rt_quenoy to llow eoofl'l_;iont,

' whIlc_ the _awtq_timh.,er shows a del'lnit_ t'odtlction o1' rrequem-,ywith flow
eoefl'iclent.

A sight glass had boon installed in the test loop at tim inducer inlet accumu-
lator (No. 7 In figure 16) for the accumuhttor evaluation tests. The level of water
in this glass was noted for tests 8.06, 8.08t and 8.09 and a free surface was ob-
served to suddenlyform at an inletpressure of approxhnately-4.5 N/era2 (-6.5PsIiG
_0.06). The formationofthissurfacewas attrLbutedtothe flashingofair
from solutionand is thereforeIndicativeof the achieveddegree ofwater deaeratlon.
Sincethe deareationprocedure was the same foralltests,itcan be assumed that
the frecsurfacegenerallyformed atthe same inletpressure foralltests, This
inletpressure approximatelycorresponds to the cavitationnumber atwhich the
second surge regionforthe radialinducer and the only surge regionfor the swept
inducerwere notc:d.Hence, therewas a sudden change inthe testloop system
thatcoincidedwith theobserved surge regions.

The generaleffectsof alr Inthe loop system on thepressure signalscan be
evaluatedby consideringthe spectrum plotslottest8,04 (figure33)with those
fortest8.07 (figure34). Both testswere run with the radialInducerata flow
coefficientof 0.090, but test8.04 was not consideredsatisfactorybecause the
water Initiallyhad approximatelyfourtimes as much air in solutionas did test
8,07 and allothertests. Spectrum plotsfortest8,04 show noticeablylesswell
definedsignalfrequencycomponents thantheplotsfor test8.07, and test8.04
had relativelyhigh amplitude,low frequencyoscillationsat a cavitationnumber
of 0,038t whereas test8.07 didnot ata nearly comparable cavitationnumber of
0.039. l'heamplitudeand frequencyof the signalsare plottedagainstcavitation
number inflgnre41. The data forthetwo testsare similarexceptthattest8.04
tendsto show slightlylower frequencyoscillationsand itspressure amplitude
Increases at a higher cavitation number.

Inducer inlet fluid tangential velocitiest which were measured near the
Inducer tip, are shown plotted against cavitation number In figure 42 for the
radial leading edge inducer. The probe was located at a radius of 8.66 cm (3.41 in. )
and was 0.66 em (0 26 in. ) upstream of tim leading edge. Tip radius was 8.96 em
(3.50 in. ). Tangential velocity generally decreased with decreasing cavitation
number and reached zero at a cavitation number of 0.06 to o. 07 for all flow

coefficients, the same range of cavitation numbers at wMch the first surge region
was observed. Although not plotted, fluid through-flow velocity decreased along
with tangentL'd velocity. The rate of decrease with cavitation number was
gradual to a cavitation number of approximately 0.10t at which point velocity
decreased more rapidly.
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Inducer

Tangential velocity data for the swept Inducer are shown In figure 43.
The probe was at the same radius but the sweepback of the blades resulted in
the probe being 2.20 cm (0.87 in. ) upstream of the leading edge tip. Dater were
not taken for all the swept Inducer test points because of the, time required and
the observed high rate of cavitation damage to the Inducer housing. The data
show the same trend as the radial data, decreasing to zero at a cavitation
number of 0.06 to 0.07. Velocities were lower for the swept: inducer than for "
the radial, but this may be at least partly explained by the probe location, which
was approximately three times further upstream of the leading edge.

Test results are discussed further and correlated with predictions !.n
paragraph 5.3.
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SECTION 5
ANALYSIS AND DATA COl{RELATION

_l_ree sots of experimental data wore correlated with predLctions: measured
hydrofoil cascade suction surface cavity geometry data[ measured cascade tunnel
pressure osclllatLon data, and measured inducer loop instability data. The cascade
geometry data were correlated against predictions made through the use of an in-
ducer inturilal flow analysis, cascade tunnel dynamic pressure data were corre-
lated with tunnel system model predictions, and inducer loop dynamic pressure

' data were correlated with inducer system model predictions. The analyses and
results of each of the correlation efforts are reported in the following subsections.

5.1 CAVITATION CAVITY GEOMETRY

5.1.1 Analytic Model

The analytic cavity model was formulated in the inducer flow analysis re-
ported in (1_)and is based on the concept of a distinct vapor cavity on the blade
suction surface which displaces an otherwise incompressible liquid. The liquid
and vapor are assumed to be separated by centrifugal effects both in the meridional
and blade-to-blade dLrection_. Such a cavity is illustrated in figure 44. The co-
ordinates of the vapor-liquid Interface (which defines the cavity) are calculated
to the point of maximum cavity height In an iteratlve process where the flow forces
associated with the cavity are calculated and equated to the change in momentum
parallel to the blades, and the radial streamlines are located to satisfy radial
equilibrium. The cavity is assumed to collapse linearly from the point of maxi-
mum height in a manner that is based on empirical data. The profile of such a
cavity is shown in figure 45. Significant dimensions are:

c = Length from blade leading edge to point of maximum ....
heLght along the blade chord

b = Length of collapse region along the blade chord

h -- Cavity height normal to the blade chord measured from
the suction surface

1 = Length from blade leading edge to end of cavity along
the blade chord

6w = Angle oi the cavity collapse (or wake) relative to the
blade chord.

The cavity model is similar to the models of Stripling and Acosta (1_9) and
Jakobsen (2_4) who' applied conformal mapping to obtain an exact solution for two-
dimensional, ideal flow. These models do nrt account for real effects, howcverD
which occur in viscous, three-dimensional flow and which are accounted for In
the cr.vLty model of (1_). Viscous effects influence the cavity through boundary
layer blockage and drag forces. Three-dimensional effects consist of (1) centrif-
ugal forces, (2) streamline relocation, and (3) changes in passag, width and height.
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The analytLcformulationof the cavitymodel isgiven in(_ and Itisin-
eluded inthe inducoL'hydrodynamLc computer program listedLn Volume TIof
thatreport. Correlationsof the modelts predictionswithtestdata and refine-
ments to the model thatwore made inthLsprogram are reportedInthe following
subsections.

5.1.2 Correlationof CavityModel PredictLonsand Hefinements of Model

Cavity model predictionswere correlatedwith predictionsfrom the equa-
tionsof Striplingand Acosta (19),withcascade testdatathatwere reportedin

, Section 4.1, and with inducer test data from (1) to define areas of the model
that required refinement. In this correlation effort, the dimensions shown on
the cavity profile of figure 45 were assumed to define the cavity. Since Stripling
provides an ex._ct solution of the cavity profile to the point of maximum height
for ideal two dimensional flow with zero blade thickness, their predictio, s were
correlated with cavity model predictions of height (h) and length to maximum
height (c) for the same zero blade thickness, ideal flow cascade. Cavity model
predictions for such a cascade will differ from those for a real flow and real
cascade but the degree of correlation provides an indication of the cavity modelts
general accuracy.

The data correlations and model refinements are discussed in the following
paragraphs for each of the significant dimensions, Cavity model predictions of
height were found to be reasonably accurate, length to maximum height was in
error but correctable through adjustment of the empirical collapse function_ and
overall length predictions correlated reasonably well with the available test data.

5,1.2.1 Cavity Height

Comparisons of cavity height predictions (dimension h in figure 45) with
predictions from Stripling and Acosta are shown in figure 46 for the hydrofoil
cascade and in figure 47 for an inducer cascade. Actual height ts divided by
blade spacing [7,6 cm, (3,0 in,) for the hydrofoil cascade and 18.6 cm (7.3 in.)
for the inducer cascade] and plotted against cavitation number. The tndu _'er
cascade is geometrically similar to the tip streamline geometry of the inducer
that was tested as reported in (1_.), Cavity model predictions for both cascades
were generated for an invisctd, two-dtmenstonal flow and zero thickness blades
to provide a direct comparison with exact Stripling and Acosta predictions.
Since the Stripling and Acosta model is an exact solution, the degree of correla-
tion is an indication of the modelVs accuracy for the selected cascades and flow
conditions. Figure 46 shows the cavity height correlation for the ideal hydrofoL1
cascade at a single incidence angle (0.28 rad_ 16 deg), The correl_ttton between
the two prediction models ts good over the entire range of cavitation numbers,
Figure 47 shows the height correlation for the ideal inducer cascade for three
incidence angles. At high cavitation numbers (1.0-0,2), the correlation for all
incidence angles is good and at low cavitation numbers the cavity model predicts
cavity heights approximately 10% lower than those from Stripling. The low pre-
diction is consistent for all incidence angles. The indicated degree of correlation
for both cascades is considered satisfactory and the wide difference between the
blade stagger angles and incidence angles for the two cascades indicates that the
cavity model is applicable to a wide range of geometries and flow conditions.
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Cavity model prodiction_ of eavl.ty ht.dght arv c,.ompart)d wlth tlm hydrofoil
caneade tost data In figure 48. The nmaaurod _md prc_dictod cavity hol,l,_ht data
In thin figurt_ are from the auction fmrfaee of the hydrofoil. 'l'o_t ,lath m::atttu' In
attributed to difficulties oxpurh_nt;ed in taking accurate mea.surtmmnts from the
photograplmt to tim fact that cavitation wa_ unsteady for nearly all test points,
to observed blado-to-lalade nontmlformlty, and to possible variations In incldone¢_
angle with cavitation number (duc to choking of the bound.is, ]aytw removal slots).
Measured data, wore at Indicated inchlonco anglos of 0.28, 0.:¢1., m.d 0.35 rad
(16t 1.8, 20 (leg) and the predicted data are shox_a for 0.28 and 0.17 rad (1.6 and
10 dog). Cavity height predictions fall wtthtn the band of the measured data
sca_or In spite of the lower tnctdeneo anglos for the predictions. This result isI

consistent with observed pressure surface cavitation at relatively high incidence
anglos and the conclusion that actual cascade Incidence anglos were loss than thc_
value measured from the geometric settings.

tllehlea_e Vdot.lty

(k,qO R.d|.ll_ I)cl'J,:cs ill/, ft/s

( ) 0.28 16 0.$6 21,5

; 0.28 Id _,,64 laJ

_X 0.."11 18 1k$6 21.5

0,40 [ I U.3,_ 20 0.$(_ _I,_

Pr_dlglions f/ore Co_lty Model

0*20 U.?.II lad 116 dell)

0.10 0,17 tad 110 d

0.0"2 0,03 0,10 (1.20 0.50 LO0 _00 5,00
¢'AVI'I'AI'I(}N NI.IMIII_R_k

Figure 48. Cc)mparison of Cavity IIeight Predictions DF 89778
With Cascade Test Da_a

The good correlation between height predictions from the cavity model and
the exact predictions from Stripling and Acosta for ideal two-dimensional flow
led to the conclusion that the model's predlctionu of cavity height are satisfactory.
'lqae hydrofoil cascade test data were not sufficiently accurate for quantitative
correlation and refinement of the model (as was originally intended) but the
model's predictions are in qualitative agrecnmnt with the data. This agreement
also tends to substantiate the accuracy of the height predictions.

5.1,2.2 Cavity l,ength to Maximum lleight

I,eni(th to maximum cavity height (dimension c in figure 45) Is precisely
predictablet by the nmthod of S_tripling and Acostaj for an Ideal two-dimensional
flow. Thust while this length was not mensurable in either the hydrofoil cascade
or the Inducer test program of _)p a comparison of Ideal flow predictions from
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:" thetwo envltymodels is an additionallncileationof the Inducerpvogrnm cavity
model's neeurncy,

Compnrison_ of long_th to maximum height predictions are sh,)v_ in fig-,
ure 40 for the ideal hydrofoil cascade and in figure 50 for the ideal inducer cascade.
The band that is lndicn'_od for tlm inducer program cavity model predictions is n
result of the finite difference solution and Lt defines the limits of the length preclie-
lion at a given cavitation number. The predLcted band was not shown in the height
predictionsof figures47 and 48 b_cause heightchanges more graduallythan length
and theband Issmall, The cavitymodel's prcdictlonoflengthto mnxlmum height
forthe idealhydrofoilcascade generallyshows the same trend wlthcavitation

, number as the Striplingand Aeosta predictionbutthe model's predictionislonger
thanthe exactStriplingand Acosta solution.Cavity model predictionsforthe
Idealinducer cascade are considerablylongerthanthe Strtpllngpredictionsat
high cavitation numbers but they approach the Strlpllng predictions as cavitation
number decreases and the two are equal at a cavitation number of approximately
0.04. The predicted _uriation of cavity length with incidence Ls similar for both
prediction models. These results indicate that the cavity model generally pre-
dicts longer than actual lengths to maximum height. This Is considered to be an
important deficiency in the cavity model and refinements were considered to
improve the correlation. The calculations of cavity height and length to maximum
height arc integral with the Inducer Internal flow analysis, however, and any re.-
flnements in the calculations would require major rework of that analysis. A
simpler, more easily Implemented, approach was taken wherein the cavity
collapse length (b In figure 45) was adjusted to make predictions of overall length
agree with the test data. This approach was possible because the trend of the
length to maximum height predict%as was correct and the cavity model's predic-
tion of length to maximum height was not enough longer than the Stripling and
Acosta exact length to require collapse angles (_w in figure 45) of greater than
1.57 tad (90 deg). The error in cavity volume which is accepted through this
approach Is a small percentage of the overall volume as will be illustrated In
the following subsections.

5.1.2.3 Cavity Collapse

i" The cavity collapse model that was reported In (!)assumed that the cavity
collapsed in a turbulent wake, which was bounded by a straight line from the point
of maximum cavity height to the blade surface. Such a collapse was shown in
figure 45. The angle of the line relative to the blade surface (Sw in figure d6) was
assumed to be a functionof normal cnvltyheightand to vary inverselywith the
cavityprofileblockage. The wake anglefunctionwas definedempiricallyfrom
theavailableoverallcavitylengthmeasured data.

The empirical collapse angle function was reexamined in this program In an
effort to Improve the correlation between predicted and measured Inducer overall
cavity length. The work of other investigators was reviewed to determine if the
assumed form of the collapse funcflon was correct. Abbott and Kllne (°,25.)studied
the zone of flow a_eparatlon behind a backward facing step, a situation that is
physically similar to flow in the wake region of a cavitation cavity. Figure 51 shows
the experimental configuration that was used by Abbott and Kllne along with their
test results. Their results indicated that the length of the wake region was solely
a function of the stop height, which Is consistent with our assumption that the cavity
wake characteristics are n function of the cavity height. If the collapse is assumed
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to be linear (n necessary approximation In view of tho lack of any data concerning
the actual _hapo) from the stop to the wall. an offet_tlvo collapse anglo can bu
oalotflatod (arotnn h/b). This was done and the resulting plot of collapse anglo
v, passage I_lookago Is shown In figure 52. Abbott's resists glro shown as flats
points anti the original cavity model collapse function is shown as n dashed llnu.
Both the Abbott data and our collapse t'unctlon agruo In that low cavity heights (or
stops) have high collt_pso anglos (very abrupt collapse) and higl_ cnvLtios have low
collapse angles (very gradual collapse). There is a rapid transition from low to
high coUapso angle as the cavity height increases. The quantitative lvvols of the
Abbott data and our own collaps_ function are different and there arc several
possible expl_mations for this. £ho step of Abbott is not exactly similar to the
cavity In that the stop reprose'lts a solid flow boundary. Abbottts data are also
representative of fully dcvel,Jp_d flow to which the stop is perpendicular and which
is confined by sidewalls. In the inducer the cavities may collapse on the uncovered
part of the blade where the flow is not confined and the flow will contain velocity
and pressure gradients, These flow differences would be expected to result In a
quantitative difference in the collapse angle functions,
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Figure 49. Comparison of Cavity Length-to-Maximum DF 91080
Height Predictions With Exact Predictions;
Ideal Hydrofoil Cascade, I = 0.78 rad (16 deg)
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FLgure 52. Flow Separation Data Compared With DF 91152
Empirical Cavity Collapse _unctLon

The genernl agreement of the cavity collapse angle function with the Abbott
data was considered to substantiate the form of the cavity model collapse angle
function. Accordingly, the original angle function was adjusted to bring overall
cavity Length predLctLons into agreement with the test data. The final function is
shown as a solid ILne Ln figure B2. Note that the use of overall cavity length
measured data to define the function effectively compensates for the inaccuracy in
length to maximum cavity height predictions that were discussed In the previous
subsection. The error In profile area that Ls accepted through this approach can
be appreciated by considering figure 53, which shows cavity profiles Ln an ideal
inducer cascade. The solLd profile Ls the oI_e that would be predicted by the cavLty
model and the dashed line Ls the Stripling profile tc maximum height along with
the linear collapse to the same point as that of the eax_Lty model. The area error
Is approximately 13% for the small and 12% for the large cavity, values which are
considered quite satisfactory.

5.1.2.4 Cavity Overall Length

Predicted overall cavity lengths, generated using the collapse model of
figure 52, are compared wLtli Inducer test data from _) In figures 54 and 55.
Figure 54 Is for the Inducer tip mc.muremeul streamline and figure 55 is for the
mLdspnn streamline. The available test data tire limited nnd the cavity model
cannot be fully substantiated, particularly with regard to the length variation
with flow coefficient. A degree of confidence In the model's prediction as a
function of flow coefficient Ls gained, however, when the correlation for both the
tip and mLdspan streamlines Ls considered. There is a difference Ln incidence
angle at these two streamlines because of the difference in blade anglo and wheel
speed. The Lncidence and blade nngle differences would be prod|trod to have a
significant effect on the cavity profiles, as would a difference In flow coeffLcLent.
A tabulation of blade and flow angles at those two streamlLnes Ls gLven [11table 8.
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Flow nnglt_fl aflaulno no prorotation anti nil tmglofl are nmflemrod from the ttmgonttnl
dlt'octlon. For the 0,090 tip flow ootfffleiont,, the flow eo, ffflelt,nt l_t which moat nf
tile blade pror_uvo data wore ttllcon_ Incl,lnnoe :mg'lo_ at tlp_ and mldulmn wore
0,0fi2 rt_tl (_,0 dog) and 0,072 (4:.1 dog). ltla,lo nnghu_ are 0,148 rlld (g.fl dog)
trod 0.20_ rml (1 I.(1 dog'). The diffort_nee in Ineidono,, _mgl_ between th_t_o atronm_.
linen npI_ro×inultely corrt_epondn to a change in flow cot:flit:tent' of f,,om 0.000 to
0.070 at the tip t_tr_u_mllne _tt_tton.

Cavity length I)rt,dLetions tire t,ompared with thp cn_cudt_ tosl, cltlta Ln I'lffuro 51i.
Ih,udhq:ed data are _hown for tarot/lento tmgle_ of 0, 28 and o,17 rntl (ltl and 1_ _h,g)
alRI mea_ut'ed data are tit Indicated incidence angle_ o1'0.28, o, :t1, and 0. :_/3rad (](I,
18, and _0 degl. Predicted Lengths are Longer than the measured lengths in _pLte
of the lower im,itlence angles. This reault Is consistent with the results o1' the
cavity height correlation and with the presumed lower than measured test lneldent, e
nngles, If predicted data are accurate, the measured data lndietlte that actual
int, idence was less than O.17 rad (20 deg) for the tests.

5.1.2.5 Cavity Volume

Cavity volume predictions were generated for the radial leading edge inducer
with the refined cavity model over a range of inlet tip flow coefficients and
cavitation numbers. The volumes were calculated through radial integration of
the predicted profile area. The resulting volume function or map, which was
subsequently used In the instability analysis ls shown in figure 57.

LI!NIITII ALONU(ItORI_ANtlI_NTIAI, 8PAr'IN,

Figure 53. Comparison of Cavity Profiles for an DF 91000
Inducer Cascade (B* = 0.15 rad, 8.83 degl
L= 0.07 rad, 3°8 dog)
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FLgurc 55. ComparLson of Cavity Length PredLctions DF 91078
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Figure 57. Predicted Suction Surface Cavity Volume, DF 90999
Radial Leading Edge Inducer

Sweepback tends to reduce cavity length as shown in the measured data plot
of figure 58. It can bc assumed that volume is proportional to length so that
volume also decreases with sweepback. Thls relationship of cavity volume to
sweepback was used to evaluate instability data for the swept inducer instead of
a more rigorous regeneration of swept inducer cavity volumes and stability
predictions because of convergence problems which were being experienced with
the inducer internal flow computer program. The computer program was being
refined to include swept inducers concurrently in a related program 2(_). This
approach was adequate for our purposes where an instability prediction technique
was to be "¢alidated and the cavity volume predictions for swept inditers will be
obtainable when the work of _ is completed.

f
5°2 CASCADE TUNNEL INSTABILITY

" 5.2,1 Analytic Model

A dimensional schematic of the cascade tunnel is shown in figure 59, A
linear dynamic model of the facility was prepared to investigate the character-
Lstics of cascade flow that could cause an Instability. The model was based on
The assumptLons that the flow past each cascade blade Ls identLcal, causing the
cavities to oscillate In unison; and blade-to-blade pressure and flow distortion
and cavitation propagation along the cascadc do not occur. No propagation was
evident during the tests.

!
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A simplified model of the complete facility was prepared so that th_ essen-
tial features of an instability could be investigated. Referring to the schematic
of figure 59, tt is apparent that the plenum tank, being large and containing a
free surface, could be considered a potnt of constant pressure (infinite compliance).
If some plane Lnthe nozzle could also be considered a point of constant pressure,
these two points become boundaries that isolate "_henozzle and cascade from the
remainder of the facL1Lty. Only that portion of t_e facility from the chosen nozzle
plane through the cascade to the plenum tank requires modeling. The valLdLtyof
treating a plane in the nozzle as a constant pressure boundary was later sub-
stantiated by the test data.

o
o o.I o.2 o.3 o.4

C_VITATION NUMBi_R, [_

I

FLgure 58. Measured Effect of Sweep Angle c_ Inducer DF 90998
' Cavity Length

9O
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A schematic of that portion of the cascade facility oh.sen for modeling is
shown in figure 60. 'I"nc model consists of:

' 1. A constant pressure be .,:ndary at static pressure (Pn) across
which a fluid of constant density (p) is flowing.

" 2, A rLgtd nozzle length (t_L) and Inlet and exit cross sectional
areas (An and Al) measured normal to the flow directLon.

:, Flow through the nozzle (WI) Is considered incompressible,
frlctLonless, and one-dimensional at each cross section.

;- 3. A cascade and tailboard sectLon with a total-to-total pressure
loss (D) that is dependent on the Instantaneous value of inlet

_' statLc pressure (Pt), inlet flowrate (Wt) , and discharge flow-
_ rate (Wd). Pressure drop is measured from the cascade

: leading edge plane to the tank pressure (Pt).

13 4. A cavitation cavity on each cascade hydrofoil suction surface
_i_" that results in a total cavity volume (Vc) that is dependent on

the instantaneous values of inlet static pressure (PL) and '-let
flowrate (Wt).

!4.

5. A large plenum tank at constant pressure (Pt).

_ The model neglects the boundary layer bleed system, which has the effect of an
upstream compliance, and neglects fluid compressLbility and wall expansLon in

• the nozzle, which would require that the nozzle be broken into several calculation
sections (or "lumps") for accurate modeling. However, it Ls unlikely that eLther
of the neglected effects would make a difference in determining whetLer flow

. through the cascade ts stable or unstable,

i

f Plenum

11 pt

, ._zzle rFree Surface

i_'Pn _ ---- .... -

Wl _...m,. Pie

An Cascade-J

Tailboards
_=Constant Pressure

t Boundary
i
I'

Figttre 60, Cascade Instability Model FD _1195
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4,.

For small amplitude osc,illationst dynamic behavior of the model can be
described, and the onset of an instability can be predicted, by treating linear
perturbations about the steady-state operating point, A set of linear algcbrnlcs
and differential equations results, I,otting (A) denote a lin,mr perturbation and
(,) denote the derivative with respect to time (d/dr), the equations (general rind
linearlzed)twhichrepresentthemodel,arc:

Nozzle:

s"-Pn"Pi = 1 . W_ dxA _'P _- A
0

A2jp t + o T <l.>
CavityVolume:

Ve = function(Pl,Wi)
dV OV

O O

AVe =O-_i APt �d�ð�Awl(2a)

Continuity:
dVe

Wt = Wd " P T
i

aWi = AWd - pAVe (3a)

Cascade Pressure Drop:

PL+ 2-_ = Pt +D

Wl

Ap l + tPA"-"_ AWl ffi AD (4a)

D - function (PI' Wl' Wd)

8D 8D 8D

AD=_ Apt+_ AWl+_aw d (Sa)

The coefficients in each of the above ]inearlzed equations are taken to be constants
evaluated at the steady-state operating point, wher3 Wl = Wd = W, the steady-state
flowrate. Substituting equation (2a) Into (3a) and (4a) Into (Sa), and taking the
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Laplace transform (S ,--=Laplace variable) of each equation, a sot of equations is
obtained in which some convenient definitions can be made

= 1 1 W AW l AW l" p W (_b)
0

av

AWl _W d -p---_ S _Pl " p
c

= Opt _ SAWl (3b)

[1 _-l]APt8D +[_l 2 8I]t] ¢}D AWd= 0
" " "aW AWt " T_d (Sb)

The following deftntttons are made:

Inlet Resistance:

Inlet Inertance:

¢

Pressure Compliance:

aV c

Cp ='Pw

, Flow Compliance: (6)

OVc

Cw = "P_-_l
t

Press'=re G_.in:

. %= ,. 0..p..DOPl

Flow Gain:

W 0D

Gw = p-'_" _'W-7

Cascade Internal Resistance:

8D
Re _"_d
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Substitutingthosedefinitionsintoequations(lh,3b, and5h) allowsthecharacter-
isticequationtobe obtainedintheform:

[RcLiCp]fi2 + [Rc (RiCp - Cw) + Gpt,i]S + [Rc + RIGp - Gw] = 0 (7)

An operatingpointwillbo stableifallrootsofthecharactormticequationhave
negativerealparts,indicatinga tendencyoftheflowtoreturntoan equilibrium
stateifmomentarilydisturbed.Otherwisetheoperatingpointisunstable.Be-
causethischaracteristicequationisofthesecondordertherootswillhave
negativerealparts(indicatinga stableoperatingpoint)onlyifallthreecoef-
ficientsinbracketshavethesame slgn. Conversely,theoperatingpointwill
be unstableifanycoefficientvanishesor takeson a signdifferentfromtheother
two. Therefore,todeterminestability,itwas necessarytoevaluateeachterm
makingupthecoefficientsofequation(7)._l_aeseterms were evaluatedatthe
steady-stateoperatingpointfrom thedefinitionsofequation(6).

InletResistanceand Inertance(RIand LI):

Ifinletresistanceiswritteninterms oftheinletvelocityhead(qt)where:
W 2

qt= 2pAp

The expressionforresistanceis:

Since both terms are positive It ls apparent that Ri is always positive.

When inlet Inertance Is defined in terms of a "mean nozzle area" (_) such
that

!

Ll A
0

It is also apparent that Ll is a positive number at all operating points.

Pressure and Flow Compliance (Cp and Cw):

According to the cascade flow model of Stripling and Acosta (1_9)for fixed
geometry and fixed Inctdence, the maximum cavity height (It) and length (c)
from the blade leading edge to the point of maximum cavity height (figure 45)
are functions only of cavitation number (k) where:

k = Pi " Pv (Pv = vapor pressure) (8)qi

In (1__, both h and c are shown to Increase as k is lowered and to decrease
as k is raised. The experimental measurements of cavity height and total
length show the same trend. It ts reasonable to expect that total cavity
volume (Vc) will also be a function only of cavitation number, for fixed
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geometryandinetdoneo_andwLllfollowa trendlclenttcalto theIon_h and
heightas shown infigure61, Ifwo assllmothatthecascadelncldencois
fixed at any operating point, whether steady or unsteady, then the terms
Cp and Cw can bc ealculatecl (using equation (8)) as:

Cp -p_ =

dVc

= qL dl-"_"

_Vc dV

SincedVe/dkLsalwaysnegative,Cp isalwaysposLtLveand Cw isalways
negative,

3 Point

- ',
CAVITATION NUMBER, k

F!_,ure 61. Cascade Cavity Relationships FD 62908

, Pressure and Flow GaLn (Gp and Gw):

The cascade total pressure drop (D) at any cavttating steady-state operating
point can be written as the product of the noncavLtatLng pressure drop (Dnc),
at the same flowrate but high inlet pressure, and a dimensionless pressure
drop ratio (),).

f

D= _Dnc

r " ThLs equatLon serves as the deflnLtion of X and as the means for calculating
Its value at any operating point. The noneavLtating pressure drop (Dnc)
will be a hmction only o[ flowrate (W) for fixed geometry and incidence.
We assume that _ Ls a functLon only of cavitation number (k)0 Then at any
steady-state operating point.

D(k,w) = X(k)Dne (W)

To adapt this equation to the cascade instability model, we assume that the
same relationship holds under nee.steady conditions, with X always equal to
the steady-state value of _ that would exLst at the instantaneous cavitation
number, and Dnc always equal to the steady-state value of Dnc that would

I
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exist at the instantaneous discharge flowrato. Then at any unsteady opera-,
ting point**

D(l% Wd) _ h(k) Dnc (Wd)

5D 5_ Dnc clx

° w dk
Defining a noncavltating pressure loss coefficient (Cnc):

Dne = Cnc qI

. ¢)D ffi d_

Op=l _ 1-Cne d"_

aw= %pA_ " + k Cnc

Gp aad, Gw can be positive or negative depending upon the sign and magnitude
of(a _/dk).

Cascade Interns/Resistance (Re):
%

5D _Dnc _(Cnc qt ) qt

' Rcffi"_d=h'-_fh _W ffi2hOne

R c is positive at aU operating points.

The terms making up the coefficients of the characteristic equation (7) can be
summarized as follows, t

L l = _ >0A

Cp = "p decq[ _ >0
(9)

C =2pk dV.cc <0
w W dk
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d_, 50 dopnnd upon the sign ofOp _ I - Cue tll-T
d h

l_a _ 2kC qIne _" >0

The fIrst coefficient In the charactorist|c oqu,_tion (7)t I_cLICo, Is thorcforc_
positive at all operating polnt_ and the other two coofflcionts,{lic(l_tC u - Cw) + GpLi]
and [lie+ I_iOp - Gw] must also bc positive, t'or an operating point to b6 _tablo. There-
fore, ,'m operftlng point will be unstable if:

I{c(lttC p - Cw) + GpLl _ 0 (10a)

or if:

Rc +IIiGp - Gw <_.0 (lla)

Iieferring to equations (9)p (10a) and (lla)t it is apparent that the only way an
instability can occur is for Gn to be negative in equation (10a) or for RIGla - Gw
to be negative in equation (11h), since LI_ Re and 11[CD - Cw are always positive.
Therefore_ the model indicate: that cascade instabilities result from the gains
(Go and Gw), which arc related to the term dk/dk, the slope of the pressure
drbp ratlocurve. Stable and unstable forms of this curve are shown in figure 62.

Point

o
al

_ U

d;k "< / t
<o I

dk

STABLE CHARACTERISTIC UNSTABLE CHARACTERISTIC

Figure 62. Cascade Pressure Drop Ratio Curves FD 62909
(Cavitating/Noncavitating)

In the stable charactcristi% _,e curve is fiat at high cavitation numbers
and ttwns upward smoothly as cavitation number is lowered, indicating that the
cascade becomes a greater restriction to flow as cavitation increases. In the
unstable characteristic, the curve is al_o fiat at high cavitation numbers, but
has an inflection as cavitation number is lowered. The requirement that the
loss curve have an Inflection for a cascade instability to occur was also found
by Acosta (6). The slope of a loss curve inflection that would be required to
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cause an instability wan doflnod by substituting from equation (9) into equations
(10a) nnd (11a). An op_,,rating point would be unstable ifl

or If:

d--L> (11b)(Ik - A2/

_" 1 - --!r + k
•'_An

The right _i(le of equation (10b) Lspositive at all operating points. In equation
(llb) the order o_ magnitude of the terms is.

_,_-,1

nc

A2/,2 _-,0.01

sothattherightsideofequation(11b)isalsopositiveatalloperatingpoints.

• Therefore_ the model predicts that an operating point can be unstable only
tf d _/dk is positive and has a magnitude greater than that requlred by either

' equation (10b) or (llb). Referring to the pressure drop ratio curves of figure 62,
the model predicts that a cascade with the stable characteristic will be stable at
all operating points_ while a cascade with the unstable characteristic w[ll be
unstable on that part of the inflection having a positive sloper ff the slope is
sufficiently steep. The magnitude of the slope required for an instabLl[ty can be
estimated by approximating the values of the terms. These were estimated as
follows:

, _,_1

Cnc _ 1
6

2 2
AI/A ~o.ol

k _,-,0.4

._ 600 cm 2 (98 In,2)

0i '_' 1.0 m (6.a ft)

At .-,.,8oo em2 (78 in.9.) i

dVc/dk _-2000 cm a (-122 ina)
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_ Tim value Qf ,l\'_,/dk waisto_ilmai.d by fitting tl olroultlr nrv frt_m tim bll)_lo
i londlngodgr_thrnu_,J_tlm Inllxlmum h_,II_hiImln()doflim_lllyv nn_lh In H_,-two4_)
.) mid Imvk to tim bi_)dt, to drd.'ln_,I) onmpJ_,i_dy vlrvulnr vnvlt.vo 'l'h_)n, Id mlt.
._ Illvldonvo of (), _ rlld (ltl dotO) f-he t:ollzl ru vile' voltlnlO Wlll_ vl)l_,ulato(I I'm'

f i I

.i 1<:,0.4 lin_l1<:-0.404t ancl(IVr,AII_,wiii-L.l.q)ro._Imld(,dit)_\v/L_k. Hzfl)r_lliullnI:
'). lho _Ibov(,v_)lu(,nIntooqlmllonI10h)m_,l_!Ib)we ohII_Inlhv l'(dlo_lag_)_dln,Iil.o_-)
i. for iho _dOl.,r_,qtllrodto ('IlllI-IO1111Ini-Hiihlllly.

i !i,._o,-,I1 (lOe)
.r' _Ik - '

i', > 0.7

ii X
_=E '= (1 1(')

The vc(Iniro(! _h)p(:s tire al)Pro,_lmlttt,ly Otltllll) so thIli (he In,_iil)l.flllly ln(Hh,]
prodlutionN (.all be SUlllnlal'ly,(_(I =IN S_,_tillt_ lhItt an opovatlnl_' point in till, nell_'hbof

•. hood of k '-: 0.4 will be tUlSttlblc If dX/dk llaH ,'I l)o,_ltlve _]()pe greater thlm IlbOtli
1.0. We wotthl therefore cxpoet to flail [ul inflection in the t,xpurinlcntal pru;_=
sure drop ratio uur_cs) similar to figure 62, 'd oat, h of the four test points
shm_ll as tm._tabh: in figure 18.

8.2.2 Comparison of Casca(lu Instability l)rcdictions to Test liesults

The measured cascmlc pressure drop ratios from inlet total to the plenum
free surface are plotted against cavitation number In fivure ()3. Estimated maxi-
mum uncertainties in cavitation number (_2',) and in pressure drop (:t10';) are
sufficiently small to allow identification of Inflections In the curves. In figure 63
there is an inflection in the curve for 0.28 tad (16 clog) incidence at a cavitation

• number of about 0.4, and In the curve for 0.85 rad (20 dog) Incidence at a cavita-
tion number of about 0.38. The curve for 0.31 rad (18 dog) Incidence does not
show an inflection. This Is probably due to .an insufficient number of data points
between test points No. 26 and LT) whore an Inflection would be expected. The
positive slopes of the two identified inflections are much greater than 1.0, so,
according to the Instability model prediction, we would expect to see Instabilities
at all operating points that lie on the positive slope portions of the inflections.
Therefore, at 0.28 rad (16 dog) Incidence) unstable operating points are pro-
dieted to be No. 2, 8) 4, B, 6, 9, 88, and 36, and at 0.38 rad (20 dog) incidence)
No. 12 and 13. All other olmrating points at these two incidences are predicted
to be stable. Definite predictions cannot be made for 0.31 rad (18 dog) incidence
since the inflection cannot be [dentifledi however, it probably occurs between test
points No. 26 and 27, and we would expect test points to the left of No. 26 and to
the right of No. 27 to bc stable.

Comparing the predicted unstable points with the visual obserwltlons of
table 4, most of the predicted unstab!e points are listed as unsteady) very unsteady,
or pulsating. However, No. 9 and 36 tire listed as steady. Also, re'my of tile
predicted stable points are listed as very unsteady. There is, therefore, no
apparent correlation between predictions and visual observations. This mighx
have been expected since there was also no correlation between observations
and measured pressure amplitudes.
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Figure 03. Cascade Pressure Drop Ratio, Cavltattng DF 91001
to Noneavttatlng

The test tlntn points (.o.8, 36, :37, anti 40) wit_l the highest t,asende Inlet
dynamic pressure amplitudes (0.28 to o. 40 N/CI_I-, o. 4 to o. 7 psi) are shaded
on figure 63. Points 36 and 37 could fall on the positive slope portion of the
o. 28 rnd (16 deg) incidence curve and might be expected to be unstable. Points 28
and 40 are removed from a positive slope area, however, anti the relatively high
dynamic pressure anaplltudes for these points cannot be explained by our Instability
model. There are also many points on the positive slope portions of the cur,zes
that would be predicted to be unstable but which had relatively low dynamic
pressure amplitudes.

Since there was apparently little correlation between predicted unstable
operating regions anti the test data, an estimate was made of the dynamic pressure
amplitude that might be expected at an unstable operating point. An "order or
magnitude" estimate was sufficient for this purpose, and it was made using the

' ltnearized equations of the tunnel model. (lt should be noted that a iinearized
prediction of pressure amplitude is very approximate, and that an analog solution
would be required in a tho_'ough analysts. ) Since very small amplitudes were

' expected, the ltnearlzed equations for nozzle flow and cavitation number were

used to form a relationship between changes in static pressure (_Pl) and cimnges
In cavitation number (&k) as follows:

Api _- -(R I +LiS) AW l

2k
ak = ql "wi

._P..AL_(_k) (RI+ LiS) _,.
W

ak 1 -, 2-r-_l--_ (R I + LiS)
' 101
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Using tlm dcflnkt_ns of equation (9_ for (RI) and (L 1) and with
W _ At(2 p qi) J/_;

:I/2
s

ql

Assuming that cavitation number varies sinusoidally at the frequency of test
point No. 36 (20 Hz), then using the same approximation previously used .for
an incidence of 0.28 rad (16 deg)_ and addLtionally (qi _ 0.2 N/cruZ), and
(Al _ 0.05 mZ), and (p_ 1000 kg/m_), an estimate of 0.2 N/cm 2 was obtained
for tae magnitude of (Apt/Ak).

At an unstable operating point (No. 36 for example) we could expect
cavitation number to vary in figure 63 so that the instantaneous operating point
oscLUates from one negative slope portLon of the curve, where operation Ls stable,
through the positive slope portion, where operation is unstable, and over to the
other negative slope portion, where operation is again stable. This would require
cavitation number to vary from 0.39 to 0.41. For^this vartatLon in cavitation
number, _P[ = 2(0.2) (0.41 - 0.39) = 0.008 N/cm y (peak-to-peak) (0.012 psi). This
value ts approximately two orders of magnitude lower than any recorded dynamic
pressure data.

t

An estimate of expected cavity length variation was made by assuming that
total cavity length was twice the length to maximum height (c) predicted by
Stripling and Acosta 1_). For swings in cavitation number between 0.39 and
0.41, total cavity length would vary from 44% chord to 42% chord, a movement
that would be dLffteult to detect and that was consLderably exceeded for all
cavttating test points, t

Our conclusion concerning the cascade tunnel instability correlatLon Ls that
t

any instabilities that may have occurred were obscured by normal cavitation
oscillations. Cascade tunnel test results are therefore inconclusive in regard to
substantiation of the model as a means for predicting lnstabllLties. An analog model
of the complete system would allow more accurate predictions of unstable frequency
and amplitude, but the complexity of the system and the erratic_ nonpertodic nature
of the test data make It doubtful that such a model could be correlated with the data.
Further modeling of the cascade tunnel was, therefore, not considered Justified.
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5.3 INDUCER INSTABILITIES

5.3.1 Analytic Model

A drawing of the inducer test loop, showing significant features and dimen-
sions, is shown in figure 64 and a schematic of the dynamic model that was pro-
pared to represent the system is shown in figure 65. The circled whole numbers
refer to static and dynamic pressure measurement stations. Decimal numbers
refer to calculation stations between measurement stations. Pressure drops
around the loop are represented by resistances (R), fluid inertia by inortanoos
(L)p and fluid and pipe wall elasticity by compliances (C)_ using the standard
lumped parameter modeling technique for hydraulic lines. Air pockets were
treated as increases in local compliance and, since a linear analysis was used,
the resistances were linearized about the steady operating point.

Frequency response analyses of the dend-eud lines showed that the proper
relationship of pressure to flowrate at the junctions could be obtained at frequencies
up to about 30 Hz by treating the dead-end lines as simple compliances. The first
closed-end resonance frequency of the longest section of the line in the inner loop
treated as a lumped parameter is 135 Hz, as determined from the one-dimensional
wave equations. Generally, experience with dynamic models has shown that the
lumped parameter modeling technique is accurate at frequencies up to 10% to 20%
of the first resonance. The model would therefore accurately follow a sine wave
input up to about 20 Hz, and become progressivly less accurate at higher frequencies.
This accuracy was considered sufficient to model the instability, since the funda-
mental oscillation was found to be less than 20 Hr.

Equations were written to define the "through flow" or branch portions of the
test loop in terms of the measured change in static pressure between two points,

' as listed in equations (12) below. Compliance at the node locations indicated in
figure 65 was accounted for by relating it to the difference between entering and
leaving flow, as listed in equations (13), and the inducer interfaces with the test
loop system were defined through the inlet and discharge mass flowrates 0Y8)
and 0hr9) and the inlet and discharge static pressures (P9 and Pl0), as shown in
equations (14) and (15). All equations represent linear perturbations of pressure
and flow about the steady-state operating point, the conveutlonal _ having been t
omitted for clarity. S = Laplace variable representing d/d,. Other symbols

, are defined in the Appendix.
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Pl0 " Pl. " R10 Wl0 - L10 SW10 :: 0

Pl " P2 - Ill \V1 " L1 SWl _-=0

P2"P2.5" R 2" L2SW2 ::0

P2.5 " P4 " R2,5 W2.5 - L2.5 SW2.5 = 0

P4 "P5" R4W4" L4SW4 =0 (12)

Ps-P5.5"R5W5"L5SW5 =0

P5.5 - P7 " L5.5 SW5.5 = 0

P7"P8-R7W7-L7SW7 =0

P8"P9-R8W8-LsSW8 =0

W9-WIO-CIOSplO =0

Wlo-W 1- (C 1+C1.1 )Sp 1=0

W 1 - W2 - C2 Sp2 = 0

W2 - W2. 5 - C2. 5 SP2.5 = 0

W2.5 " W4 - C4 SP4 = 0 (13)

W4 - W5 - (C 5 + C5.1 ) SP5 = 0

W 5 - Ws. 5 - C5. 5 SPs. 5 = 0

WS. 5 " W7 " C7 SP7 = 0

W7 - W8 - C8 Sp8 = 0

W8 - W9- Cw SW8 - (Cp + C9) SP9 ffiO (14)
4

Pl0 " Gp P9 " Gw W8 + Rp W9 ffi 0 (15) i

These equations const,tute the inducer system analytic model. '_

lo6 i
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The values that were calculated for' (L) and (C) from the known test 'cop
gaomatry} the calculated pipe compliance, and the bulk modulus of wtlter _lt the
measured temperatures are tabulated In table 9. Resistances (R) at the test
flow coefficients, which ware calculated from the measured static pressures,
are also tabulated. Discharge valve resistance was a varlabh_ (since Inducer
head rise varied with cavitation number), and its resistance Is plotted against
cavitation number in flgura ti6 for the radial leading edge inducer.

The Inducer portion of the system dynamic modal is Illustrated In table 10.

The variables that defined the Inducer in equations (14) and (15) were obtained,
as indicated in the table, from the measured head vs flow map (figure 24), the
measured head vs cavitation number m'lp (figure 27), and the pro,_.cted cavity
volume map (figure 57). The cavity volume map of figure 57 represents blade
surface cavitation only, and, to account for tip vortex cavitation, it would be
necessary to plot the sum of both forms of cavitation. The derivation of the

equations that represent the inducer are discussed In the following paragraphs.

Table 9. Values of Inducer Loop Inertanee,
Compliance, and Resistance

Inertance, Compliance, Resistance,
L C R

Position _N/cm 2 kg/s N/cm 2

(Subscript) kg/s (N/cm2)/s kg/s
¢=0.070 _=0.084 & =0.090

1 8.36 x 10 -3 O. 54 x 10-4 (I) (1) (1)

1.1 (2) 5.56 x 10 -4 (2) (2) (2)

2 11.20 x 10-3 0.76 x 10-4 4.66 x 10-2 5.64 x 10-2 6.10 x 10-2

2.5 15.00x 10-3 1.01x10 -4 11.58x 10-2 13.91x 10-2 15.01x 10-2

4 16.00x10 -3 1.35x10 -4 -3.01x 10-2 -3.51x10 -2 -3.76x 10-2

5 6.40 x 10 -3 1.45 x 10-4 2.71 x 10-2 3.01 x 10-2 3.52 x 10-2

5.1 (2) 19.30 x 10-4 (2) (2) (2)

5.5 4.10 x 10 -3 3.80 x 10 -4 (2) (2) (2)

7 5.49 x 10 -3 19.90 x 10 -4 1.07 x 10 -2 1.29 x .10-2 1.41 x 10-2

8 2.71 x 10 -3 3.04 x 10-4 O. 54 x 10 -2 O. 65 x 10 -2 O. 71 x 10-2

9 (2) 3.32 x 10 -4 (2) (2) (2)

10 3.87 x 10-3 3.21 x 10 -4 5.11 x 10-2 6.01 x 10-2 6.56 x 10-2

(1) Variable. (See figure 66.)

(2) Not Used in Model.
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Figure 66. Discharge Throttling Valve L'near DF 91007
Resistance, Radial inducer

Under steady-state conditions, inducer performance can be written J
(assuming constant speed):

P =_P
r rllc

i

£ = fl(P9,W) (16}

Prnc = f2 (w)
i

Under dynamic conditions, inlet flowrate (Ws) can differ from discharge flowrato
(W9) because cavity volume can change. Inducer pressure rise becomes a function
of both flowrates. It ts assumed that the above relationship for inducer pressure

, rise is valid under dynamic conditions if the steady-state flowrate (W) is replaced
by inlet flowrate (Ws) in "fl," and by discharge flowrate (W9) in "f2. " Then
under dynamic conditions inducer performance can be written:

P =_P
r rtlc

_' = fl(P9 ,W8) (17)
1in

Prnc = f2 (W9)

i
i
i

I
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Table 10. Inducer Reprasent_ltlon In Dynllmlc Model

,(J __.._.
W8

IL_. I
AI Ad

Ut

, Performance &PI0 = Gp Ap9 + Gw AW 8 - Rp 5W 9

, Continuity &W8 - AW9 =- pAVc

Cavity Volume - #AV c = Cp Ap9 + Cw AW8

Pressure Gain Gp - _ p----_= 1 + _ 2
1 + Head

Pl0 Ut _ X Map

, Flow Gain Gw : _ : A-"T ¢ " 2_k\ 1 + "7 "" +qt

:

' _! _Vc =. 2 3Vc '

Pressure Compliance Cp =-P P9 U_(I + _)'_'_ Cavity
. ..... iI Volume

' ': _Vc 1 / 2_-/_' _Vc. _Vc} MapFlow Compliance Cw =- P_8 - AIUt tl + $2) a_: " a--'_"
' u

6

In these equations, "fl and f2" still denote the head falloff and head vs flow maps
obtained from st_ady--sNt_ t_sts or predictions. For linear perturbations about the

,, steady-state operating point, Inducer discharge static pressure (PlO) can be written:
%

" _Pl0 = AP9 + APr + Aq8 " Aq9 (18)

= _ r _ AW 8 +APr _P9 Ap9 + 5W8 _W9 _w9 (19)
I
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4,"

Tho symbol (A) denotes a llnaar perturbation about tha ataady-ntate operating
point, inletand dlschargo valocityhands are donatedby q8 and qg, raspoctlvoly.
Each coofflelantinaquation(19)Is cansldaredto be a constant,ovaluatadattha
stondy-stnta oporating point, From tho ral.tlonnhlps of aqtmtion (17), tilt+ coof-
flclontsLn oquntlon(19)can be evaluatedas:

c_p9 rnc bp 9 _ f2_p-_

OPr = P _X _fl

_Pr _Prnc _f2

The velocity heads can be written:

q8 = 2 PA_

q9
2 PA_

, (21)
W

A q8 = _ AW8
""i

i

W
: Aq 9 = _AW 9

PA d

Substitutingequation(20)intoequation(Z9)and equations(19)and (21)into
equation(18),inducerperformance becomes:

APlo = I+t2-_-IAP 9 +

[p-'_ f2 c)fl'_'_- ]
_ W + AW8" (22)

W . fl AW9
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The throe coefficients vould bo cwaluatod direfully from tim Imad falloff and
head vs flmv maps lind known operating point If the nmlm wore awlllablo In tarmt_
of pressure and flowrato, Since the limps are available In terms of cavlhltltn_
number (1_), flow coefficient ($), tllltl noncavltatlng head voofflclont (_), It Is
convenient to rodt_fln,z the functions "fl and f2" in those terms,

X = fl$,_)

_ f2($) (24)

Use Is made of the follmvlng standard relationships:

= P9 " Pv
qt

Vi
Ut

-- W

vL--.A--T%

q, P 2 2 1/2= "_(ut + vl )

Prnc = P@U_"t

The coefficients(Gp, Gw and Rp) inequation(23)can thenbe obtainedin
the equivalent form shown in Lqblo i0. Values for these coefficients that were
calculated for the radial leading edge inducer are given In figures 67, 68, and

' 69.

Continuity at the Inducer involves changes In the total volume (Vc) of
' cavitation present. For linear perturbations, the liquid being stored In the

Inducer is:

AW 8 _ AW9 = d (. _Vc ) (2_)

The instantaneous cavity volume is assumed to be a function (f3) of inlet
static pressure and inlet flowrato, where "f3" denotes the steady-state cavity
volume map.

vc= fa(Pg,Ws) (27)
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Equations (23), (211), and (30) completely define the inducer dynanlies and
complete the model descrtptLon. Predictions were generated by simultaneous
solution of the Inducer equqtLons and equations (12) and (13) that describe the
test loop hydraulic system.

5.3, 2 Model Predictions

Model predictions _'_erc generated in the form of a dampLng ratio (_') and
an undamped natural frequency (W__hat corresponded to each root Ln the character-
istic equation of the water loop. Graphical definitions of _"ant! t_ are given in
figure 72. The roots indicate the manner in which the water luop would respond
to a disturbance. If "y(t} t' represents an arbitrary parameter in the water loop,
such as Lnducer discharge pressure, each pair of complex roots Indicates an

' oscillatory response of tl',e form:

y(t) = e "f_+_ sin (_ - .,, t)

and each real root in3icates a ramping response of the form:

y(t) :- e

The overall response Is the sum of the response from each root, The actual form
of the disturbanc_ (sine wave, pulse, etc. ) would add additional terms to tile over-
all response; however, the roots indicate the response that is characteristic of
the water loop and determine whether the water loop would respond in a stable or
unstable menace. Therefore, to analyze the stability of the water loop It is only
necessary to c:.mmine the roots of the characteristic equation for evidence of
unstable response. The disturb,race requLrcd to initiate unstable response Is
always prcser,t in the form of normal vibr;_tion and need not be considered.
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a

Figure 72. DefinLtions of Damping Ratio and Natural FD 62062
Frequency tn the Complex Plane

t_osLtive damping ratio (_) indicates a decaying osci_,latory amplitude or a
decaying ramp, which is stable behavior. When damping ratio is ne'gative, the
water loop is predicted to be unstable; and when it is positive, the loop Ls pre-
dicted to be stable. The form of the unstable behavior is indicated by whether ,
the damping ratio is obtained from a complex root pair {oscillatory behavior) or
from a real root (ramping behavior).

The convention used is that damping ratio always _.ies between -1.0 _< _ < 1.0.
For a complex root pair, damping ratio can be inter pre'_ed as the ratio of ac_al
damping to critical damping of a second order system, _uch as a spring-mass-
damper system, where critical damping is the v_ue at which oscillations would
cease. For a real root, damping ratio Ls either -_1.0, indicating whether the root
lies to the loft or right of the origin (figure 72).

p

Actual oscillator_quency for a complex root is given by the damped
natural frequency (wv z 1- _z); however, since the magnitude of damping ratio

, for the complex roots is generally very small, the frcqt,tency ca_ be approxLmatcd
by the undamped natural frequency (_). For a real roo_, natural frequency does
not imply oscillatory behavior, but locates the distance _he root lies from the
origin (figure 72).

8Lnce the equations used to deserLbe the water loop are linear, amplitudes
reached at unstable operating points cannot be predicted. A linear analysis can
only determine whether a given operatLng point will be stable or unstable, and,
if unstable, indicate whether the initial behavior will be an oscillation or a ramp.
There is no direct relationship between damping ratio obtained from a linear

analysis and oscLllation amplitude reached by the actual nonlinear system. J
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However, a qualitative relationship usually exists in that n large negative damping
ratio indicates that oscillation amplitude would grow much more rapidly than a
small negative damping ratio, indic:ltlng a tendency toward a more severe
instability. It is therefore reasonable to expect that clamping ratio will be an
indicator of relative osclllatio_ amplitude.

Actual c sciilation amplitude can be predicted by solution of the nonlinear
equations describing water loop dynamic motion on an analog computer. Non-
linearities arise from pressure drops around the water loop and from the nonlinear
relationship between cavity volume, pressure, and flowratc. A linear analysis was
selected over the nonlinear approach because it 'allows greater flexibility in
identifying destabilizing effects throu_.' !_arametric studies and is, therefore,
a more powerful tool for evaluating mo¢lu, validity. An additional nonlinear
simulation would have complemented the analysis but was outside the scope of
effort.

Instability predictions were generated for the radial leading edge inducer
and later qualitatively extended to the swept inducer during the data correlation
effort. The only significant difference between the inducer systems was the
smaller cavitation volume of the swept inducer.

Noneavitating values of _"and w are listed in table 11 in order of increasing
frequency. Damping ratios are all positive and therefore correctly indicate that
the system is stable under noneavitating conditions. Roots 1 and 10 are real
roots and represent ramping behavior of the water loop, while roots 2 through 9
are complex roots and represent oscillatory behavior. Root 2 represents the
basic low frequency, oscillatory behavior of the loop and was found to show the

: greatest change with cavitation number. Root 1 was found to indicate a runaway
' • instability in the head breakdown region.

!] Table 11. Noncavttaflng Values of Damping Ratio and Natural: Frequency, Radial Leading Edge Inducer

K.'

i_ _ = 0.070 _= 0. 084 _ = 0. 090

i_ Natural Natural Natural

Root Frequency, Damping Frequency, Damping Frequency, Damping• #

_umber Hz Ratio Hz Ratio Hz Ratio

u ill

1 4.5 1. 0000 3.6 1. 0000 3.3 1. 0000
2 44. ? 0.0180 44.7 0.0152 44.7 0.'0148
3 63.2 0.0525 63.2 0.0531 63.2 0. 0536
4 110 0.0209 110 0.0125 110 0.0098

_ 5 145 O. 0309 145 O. 0316 145 O. 0321
'=': 6 172 0. 0008 172 0. 0009 172 0. 0010
:_:" 7 195 0. 0140 195 0. 0094 195 0. 0079

•_. 3 245 O. 0102 245 O.0102 245 O. 0104
:_ 9 295 0. 0124 295 0. 0072 295 0.0055
::_: 10 1106 1.0000 1100 1. 0000 1097 1, 0000
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Oscillatory type instability predictions are shown in figures 73, 74, and 75
over a range of cavitation number from 0.22 to 0.04 for flow coefficients of 0.070,
0.084, and 0.090. Roots 2, 3, 6, and 8 have negative damping ratios (an instability
is predicted) over nearly the entire range of cavitation number. Other oscillatory
roots had positive damping ratios. Inducer hcadrise was assumed to be unaffected
by cavitation over this range, and the negative damping predictions are, therefore,
representative of "continuity" mechanism instabilities. The measured _lhape of
the head falloff curve did not significantly affe.et predictions in this range of

' cavitation number. The air theft was observed to form in the heat exchanger was
accounted for in the analysis and is shovu_ on the curves along wlth predictions
made with no air. The noncavitating values of the roots are indicated on the
right of the figures.

Root 2 is the most important because it represents the basic low frequency,
oscillatory behavior of the system. Root 3 is only slightly higher in ;requency,
but its damping ratio does not show as substantial a change with cavitation number
as that of root 2. Roots 6 and 8 are of such a high frequency that they are not
considered significant to any instabilities. The root 2 damping ratio curve
intercepts zero damping at a cavitation number above 0.27. The curves show a
gradual drop in damping ratio with cavitation number to the point of air formation
in the heat exchanger. At that point, there is an abrupt drop in damping ratio.
Natural frequency also gradually drops with cavitation number to the point of air
formation, at which point it drops abruptly. The natural frequencies and damping
ratios generally decrease with flow coefficient, signifying that oscillatory
frequencies would decrease and amplitudes become more severe as flow
coefficient was reduced.

Root 1, which represents a ramping type instability, also varied with
• cavitation number. Since this root is strongly dependent on the shape of the head

falloff curve, the measured maps from figure 27 were used to generate predictions.
Predictions are shown in figure 76 for the flow coefficients of 0.070 and 0.090;
0.084 was similar to 0. 070 and was omitted for clarity. The predictions are
shown in the form of damping ratio and natural frequency as a matter of convention.
These terms are ambiguous for ramping-type instabilities, and they do not imply
oscillatory behavior. A reduction in natural frequency toward zero indicates a
tendency toward transition from stable to unstable operation. The predictions
therefore ahow that a ramping instability should occur for the 0.090 flow
coefficient at _ = 0.035. The other two flow coefficients are predicted to be

, stable, but they are tending to go unstable, as evidenced by the dropping natural '
frequency prediction.

Model predictions are correlated with inducer test data In the next para-
graph, and the degree of correlation is evaluated through parametric treatment
of the variables in paragraph 5.3.4.

• 5.3.3 Correlation of Model Predictions With Test Results
%

Model predictions for the lowest frequenc:v oscillatory root (root 2} at,
compared with test data for the flow coefficients _ of 0.070, 0. 084, and 0.090
in figures 77, 78, and 79. Test data are from figure 39 and are the lowest
measured frequency component. The measured range of cavitation number
(0.22 to 0.03) and the measured head falloff curves were used in the model.
Predictions are for the radial leading edge inducer, and test data are for both q
the swept and radial inducers. The noncavitatlng predicted values of damping
ratio (_') and natural frequency(oJ) are indicated on the right of the curves.

q
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Figure 76. Linear Model Predictions of Inducer DF 91015
Loop Ramping Characteristics, Radial
Leading Edge Inducer

The model predictions for the radial inducer correlate favorably with the
oscillatory test data in that:

%

1. The negative damping ratio curve indicates that the loop is
, pre._!Icted to be unstable at all test points, and oscillations

were measured at all test points.

2. The predicted drop in damping ratio at k = 0.06, when air
formed in the heat exchanger, coincides with the measured
sudden increase in oscillation amplitude.

3. The predicted rise in damping ratio toward stable operation #
below k = 0.04 coincides with the measured decrease in
oscillation amplitude.

4. The relative magnitude of damping ratio at the three flow
I: coefficients when air formed in the heat exchanger agrees

with the relative magnitude of measured amplitude.

Predicted frequency is higher than measured and shows more change with
flow coefficient than measured, but has the proper trend of decreasing frequency
with decreasing cavitation number.

!
I
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A runaway inntabillty, making It lmpannlblo to haiti a ntoady._ntato operating
point, a¢,_ul, rt_¢l at a flow coefficient of 0,090 hut not at the two lower flaw oaof-
l'It:Icmi_,A rt,nlrantel'tilt,letupvhtlrael.t,l_lHtlvt,qtmtltm(rootIt,IlnIndl[,nlnrof
rnmplni_ht,lmvlt_r,prt_dlt:ledtlmt_lrunllwtLvIn.qt_d_IIIty_hould o[,t.,urat_ It,nfm
hillnotIlltht,two lewis,flow_,t_,ITIt,hqlti_,'I'ht_i_Jm_IIt,IIon_wt,_'_,flllownInI'I_l_,c,7II,
*rht_I'INmrt,_Imw:_tinId_rtlpitltJvi,[u1_4oIllthHlq,lnI_'rifflel_tI_envlit_tltmnllnllmrof'
I). OIlt'ifor tilt, (I, IIiitl flow t,t_elTltqt,nt, indlt,litinp; n IrIill_ltlon it_ un_tnhh, rampln_
opt, milan, The ol)l_o r red rtlnllwlly lnr_tnhl lily t)(,etlr rt,d lit It t,t! vii ntltm numl)_,r t_l'
npproxhnni_,lyO.,,'_"

'l'h_, t,l'l'eet el' It,adlnl_ t,_ll_t, swet,l)hatd_ on l lleasured cavity It, nl:ith was rhown
in I'lg_lro 8_1, 'l'hc, ch_ta are Ilnlltt, d, but they eon_lmtt, ntly show that tht, t,_vltlt,_
I_,(,,¢)lllt, shor|.or llS swt_t,l)lJavk iv Illel't_llflell. The effe, et of _4wt,el)hIlel_ Oll sy_tenl
dynamics Is therefor_, to provide a snuffler suction stIrl'at,e coolly at a given
euvltatlon number. Swept intluet,r system oscillatory eharaeterl8tlvs would
therefore be predicted to resemble radial lnduet, r characteristics 11'the two were
compared with the swept inducer operating at a cavitation number that was lower
than the radial inducer, such that cavity volume for the two [n(luet:rs was the same.
This qualitative prediction Is consistent with the test data, which showed lower
amplitude pressure oscillations and higher frequencies at a given cavitation
number for the _wept Inducer.

Prerotatl on of the inducer inlet flow can effect stability through Its effect
on the head t]ow map, the head falloff map, and the cavity volume map. Model
parameters that were derived from these maps include pump resistance (Rp)_
pressure gain (Gp), flow gain (Gw)_ pressure compliance (Cp) and flow com-
pliance (Cw)o Siilce l_p_ Gp, andG w were obtained from measured data, the
effect o_ any prerotatidn that occurred in the tests is already included. Cp and
Cw were obtained _rom the predicted cavity volume map, however_ and do not
include prerotatlon effects directly. The cavity volume calculation does include
an empirical length adjustment, but the inducer data used for the adjustment
were insufficient to empirically account for prerotation. Prerotatlon would tend
to reduce incidence angle and cause the cavitation cavities to be smaller than

predicted_ thereby reducing Cp and Cw.

From figure 42, it can be seen that prerotation, as measured at a radius
near the inducer tip, was greater for the low flow coefficients and decreased
as flow coefficient increased. Actual cavity size would therefore tend to differ

' from the predicted "zero prerotation" cavities more at low flow coefficients,

and there would be less spread In cavity volume with pressure and flow (Cp and
_2w) than predicted. The use of reduced Cp and Cw values in the model equations

, would result in predictions that show less spread In damping ratio and natural
frequency with flow coefficient than the predictions of figures 77, 78, and 79.
The new predictions would agree more closely with test results that show very
little spread in amplitude and frequency with flow coefficient at cavitation numbers
(_) above 0.06 (where prerotation was measured). Prerotation ceased below

= 0.06, and a spread with flow coefficient in the test amplitudes and frequencies
and in model predictions then occurred. However, below _ = 0.06 the trend of
test frequency with flow coefficient for the radial inducer is opposite to predictions,
for reasons which are not presently understood. For the swept inducer, the

_ expected trend of increasing frequency with increasing flow coefficient occurred
I below t( = 0.06. Above _ = 0.06 the fundamental oscillation component for the

swept inducer wan not sufficiently distinct to identify its frequency, so that a
trend of frequency with flow coefficient could not be identified.
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5.3.4 Parametric Effects of System Variables on Stability

Several parametric studies were c;:nductcd during which the sensitivity of
instability predictions to various sy_tera parameters was evaluated. The purposes
of thc_studies wore to (1) provide qtLantitatlve it, formation concerning possible
inaccuracies in the predictions that may have resulted from inaccuracies in
parameter definition and (2) identify potentially "stabilizing" system changes.
The results of th(,so studios are discussed in the following pa_'agraphs.

5.3.4.1 Inlet and Discharge Llnc Inortance and Resl_Jtanee

The effect of inlet and discharge line Inertances (L8 and L]0) on predicted
damping ratio and natural frequer..cy is shown in fig are 84 at a flow coefficient of
0.08d and a cavitation number of 0.16. Increasing, these lnertances is equivalent
to increasing the line lengths bet_veen stations 8-9 and stations 10-1 of figure 64.
An inlet lnertaneo increase from nominal _o five times nominal results in only
slightly lower damping ratios and natural frequencies. The same increase in
discharge Inertance has a negligible effect on the predictions. A similar lack
of sensitivity was found for pump resistance (Rp), which is proportional to slope
of the head vs flow map, and for control valve resistance (R1) over the same
order of magnitude range, although these curves are not shown. These results
are valid for our closed-loop system only. An open-loop system, such as a
rocket engine feed system, was found to be sensitive to inlet line length tn
another study (_.). The above comments refer to oscillatory instabilities.
Ramping instabilities are sensitive to ptunp resistance (lip.) and control valve
resistance (R1) in that a decrease in these resistances re_luces system resistance
and head required to maintain flow. This redaction makes it easier for head
available to jump above head required and initiate a runaway instability.

o

.0.2 ,

I °.IM
,O.S

'il
 '°1o

: INIJH'INI_TAI'_II,i4 m_l_Oll I_RTAIN(_LIO
t_ln_ oP NOMImA_,VA_d

Figure 84. Effect of Line Inertaaces on Oscillatory DF 91006
Predictionsl _ = 0.084, _ = 0.16
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,_. :3,4, :2 Cavitation I_ressuro Compliance (Cp)
o

Pressure complalncc Is n measure of the cavitation volume response to
static pressure changes, The effect (,P pressm'e compliance on predictions was
shown in figure 83 for _ : 0.084 and _ _ 0, 16. An increase in compliance from
the nominal o. 0067 to o. 010 would cause system to be stable and would lower
oscillatory frequency from 27 to 15 IIz. More than the indicated nominal pressm:c
compliance was know_ to be present in the inducer loop, thc additional compliance
being attributed to tip cle,nr_mee cavitation. Futher additions in pressure compliance
could be obtained with an accumulator at the inducer inlet. A highly significant
finding with respect to pressure compliance was that it alone cannot cause an
Instability. If cavity volume change_l only in response to changes in static pressure,
the system would be stable.

5.3.4. :3 Cavitation Flow Compliance (Cw)

Flow compliance is a measure of the change in cavitation volume with
flowrate. The effects of flow compliance at i_ = 0.084 and ]_ = 0.16 are shown
in figure 85. A reduction of flow compliance from the nominal 1.7 to 0.25 ms
would stabll!_.e the system. Flow compliance has a negligible effect on frequency.
Tip vortex cavitation would contribute some flow compliance above the nominal

but the amount is indeterminate, Flow compliance is the predicted destabilizing
parameter above head breakdown. " If it is set to zero, the system is predicted
to be stable regardless of the values of other parameters.

2o INo_!,°
%

O.O0_l O.Ot 0.0_ 0.0._ 0,10 0.20 O.SO I.O 2.0 _.O IO.t'
Flow£'om_blllCeg'w- tlllllisc_,,ltds

Figure 85. Effect of Flow Compliance on Oscillatory DF 91017
Predictions 3 Radial Leading Edge lnducerl
_= 0.084t k= 0.16
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5.3.4.4 InducerPressure Gala (Gp)

Pressure gain is a measure of the change In Inducer head rise with Inlet
pressure. The only area where pressure gain was sufficient to siguifteantly affect
predictions was In the head falloff area. It was therefore evaluated for flow

coefficients of 0.090 and o. 070 at a cavitation number of 0.04. The sensitivity
of oscillatory predictions to pressure gain In this area Is shown in figure 86. The
values of Gu for a _ of 0.04 and 0.0"_1 are indicated on the curves for reference.
An lncreas6 in pressure gain Is equivalent to a reduction in cavitation number
because the inducer head rise drops increasingly rapidly as cavitation number is
reduced. As pressure gain Is increased (cavitation number reduced), the model
predicts a return toward stable operation. Frequency Is predicted to decrease
for _" = 0.090 and to increase for _" = 0.070. Pressure gain is the parameter that
causes the predicted damping ratio in figures 77, 78, and 79 to rise toward stable
operation below _ = 0.04, a prediction that compared favorably with measured
data.

Pre:.sure gain has an overall stabilizing effect on ramping behavior of the
test loop.

i
I

:'T

• i:

e

. i,°
.. 20

_- 0,070 -,.

lo _ .....

0
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

PI_SSUREGAIN, Gp

Figure 86. Effect of Pressure Gain on Oscillatory DF 91018
Predictions; Radial Leading Edge Inducer;
k ffi0.04
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!._ _,3,4,5 Flow Gain (Gw)

'i Flow gain Ls a measure of the change in inducer head rLse with inlet
I flowrate. The effects of flow gain on system oscillatory behavior qre shown

i? in figure 87 for flow coefficients of O. t)70 and O. 090, anti a cavitation number
',] of 0.04 antl 0.031 are shown for reference. The curves show that flow gain has

a relatively small effect on oscillatory damping ratio and frequency. Flow gain
[1. has a strong influence on ramping behavior, however, as shown in figure 88.

cavitation number is lowered from 0.04 to 0.031, flow gain decreases at
= 0.070 (and at 0. 084, which is not shown) and increases at _ = 0. 090. The

increase in flow gain at ¢ = 0.090 is sufficient to cause the model to predict a
transition from stable to unstable operation. The decrease in flow gain with
cavitation number at the other flow coefficients is stabilizing. This predicted
behavior correlates with radial inducer test data where a ramping-type instability

. was observed for _ = 0.090, but not for other flow coefficients.

: C) E = 0.04 INomtnal)
• E = 0.031 (RunawayPoint)

e

, $0
3

" _ 40

_= 0.090

3o ---% ....... -0 ...........
20

= 0.070to @----Q..............

-! 0 I 2 3 4 5

FLOW GAIN,Gw - _

Figure 87. Effect of Flow Gain on Oscillatory Pre- DF 91208
dictions; Radial Leading Edge Inducer;
I¢= 0.04
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_- 0,070

"il=+......!

Figure 88. Effect of Flow Gain on Ramping Pre- DF 91019
dictions; Radial Leading Edge Inducer)
k= 0.04

In spite for the stabilizing effect of flow gain at _ = 0,070) a tendency toward
a runaway instability below k = 0.04 was predicted in figure 76. (The reduction in
natural frequency indicates that the real root damping ratio is approaching a transi-
tion from +1.0 to -1.0. ) The reason for the predicted tendency toward instabillt_
was that inducer head rise decreased below _ = 0.04, which caused the control
valve resistance (R1) and the inducer internal resistance to decrease. The

decrease in R1 and Rp is a destabilizing effect for the runaway instability since
it reduces system resistance and head required to maintain flow. This reduction
makes It easier for head available to jump above head required and initiate an
instability.

5.3, 4.6 Inlet Line Compliance (C7)

The addition of Inlet line compliance to the system model at a point some
distance upstream of the Inducer (location 7) is comparable to changing the model
from a closed to an open loop, wherein the Inlet line becomes more similar to an
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engine inletllne, The efh_ctof a hLgh eontplianco(openloop)on damping ratio
and natural frequency predictions is shown In fhmrc 89, qlm solid line is the
original prediction (with no air in the heat cxchangcr)t and the dashed line is for
high inlet line compliance. The predietlon indicates that the transition from
stable to unstable for the two systems would occur at approximately the same
l_ (< 0.22), but that the open loop would probably experience greater amplitudes.
The damping ratt.os and natural frequencies sho_ in figure 89 are for the lowest
frequency oscillatory root that showed significant change with cavitation number
for each system, Unlike the closed-loop systcmt the next to lowcs_ frequency
root in the open-loop system (at high cavitation numbers) showed greatest ch,'mge
.and became the lowest frequency root at low cavitation numbers.

_OoI _lablet.

• .0.2

41o_ ""

_ *0.4

..... Open Le_,p

41,6

30[ * " . .. - -- " "*

20 ....

% _ Iv
Z 0 0,02 0,04 0.06 0,0_ 0,10 0,12 0,14 O.t¢_ 0.18 0.20 0.2

CAVITATION NUMBI:R.[

Figure 89. Effect of Inlet Line Compliance on DF 91264
Oscillatory Predictions; Radial Leading
Edge Inclucert _ = 0.084 t

5.4 SIMPLIFIED INDUCER SYSTEM MODEL

A somewhat complex set ot equatLons (12 t 13, ---) was used to describe the
inducer test loop in paragraph 5.3.1. This complexity resulted in accurate re-
sponse predictions but, unfortunately, it also obscured the signLficance of the major
parameters affecting stability. A simplified system model is described in this sec-
tion to permit more apparent analytic interpretation of the roles played by pres-

sure gain (Gp), flow gain (Gw), pump resistance (I_o) , pressure compliance (Cu),
and flow compliance (Cw). The influence of the hydraulic system parametezs,
such as inlet line resistance (Rs) and Lnertance (L8) and discharge valve resistance
(Ill)t can also be easily interpreted.

The inducer test loop of figure 16 can be simplified by assuming that: a
large supply tank exists at locP_ion 8; a large discharge tank exists at location 2;
all compliancest except that due to cavitationt are negligible; and the discharge
tank is sufficiently close to the inducer discharge to make any Lnertance between
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the two negligible. The resulting simplified model is shm_n in figure 90 and can
be described by,.

1. Large supply tank maintained at constant pressure (P8)

2. Rigid inlet line having resistance (R8) and lner¢anee (L 8)

3. Cavitation cavity at inducer inlet having a total volume (V e)
that is dependent upon the instantaneous values of inlet static
pressure (P9) and inlet mass flowrate (WS)

4, Inducer (or pump) turning at constant speed creating discharge
static pressure (Pl0) that is dependent upon the instantaneous
values of inlet static pressure (Pg), inlet flowrate (Ws), and
discharge flowrate (Wg)

5, Rigid discharge line of negligible lnertance containing a dis-
charge valve with resistance (R1)

6, Large discharge tank maintained at constant pressure (P2).

The llnearlzed equations describing this system can be obtained from
equations 12, 13, ---, With the simplifying assumptions these become:

Inlet line: Ap 9 = - R 8 AW8 - L 8 _W 8
$

Continuity: AW8 - _W 9 - - p_V c

Cavitation: - pAVc = Cp_p 9 + C w _W 8 ,
i

Performance: APl 0 = Gp AP9 + Gw AW8 - Rp AW9

Discharge line: _Pl0 = R1AW9

Supply Tank Inlet Line

l)9"x _ _ Inducer or Pump
P8

Constant WS..O.__._(/_ N

Cavity Volume (Vc,_ 10 _._

Constant

Figure 90, Simplified Inducer System Model FD 63340
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The eight constants in the above oquatLons are represented graphically in
figure 91. All constants are obtained from the kno_ geometry _md operating
polnt_ the steady-state head-flow, head fnlloff, and cavity volume maps; anti the
relationships of equations (17 anti 27). Figure 91(a) is the conventional _nducer
head falloff map. Figure 91(b) Is constructed from iLl.rare 91(a) by first plotting
head falloff ratio (_) vs steady-state flowrate (W) for the operating point inlet
pressure (P9) and multiplying by noncavltating pressure rise (Prnc), Figure 91(c)
is constructedby multiplyingthenoncavltatlnghead-flowmap (Prnc)by the opera-
tingpointhead falloffratio(A). Figurcq 91(d)and 91(e)arc the predictedcavity
volume maps. Figures 91(f)and 91(g)are predictedor measured staticpressure
drop curves forthe inletancldlschargolines,respectively.Figure 91(b)iscon-
structodfrom the Imown geometry ofthe inletllne. The terms (Ut_/Ai) and
(Ut_/Ai)(Ai/Ad)2 infigures91(b)and 91(c)resultfrom the velocityheads at
inducerinletand discharge and the factthatthe maps representinducertotal-
to-totalpressure risewhile itisstaticpressure at inducer inletand discharge
thatisused in the equationsdescribingthe system.

' The five simplified system equations can be solved simultaneously to
obtain the equation of motion for a typical parameter_ such as cavity volume (Vc}:

{(Rp + R1)L8Cp} _e + {(llp+ R1)(RsCp - Cw) + GpL8} A_ c +

{(Rp+Rz)+RSap-%} e=0

The conditionfor a cavltation-inducedinstabilityiseasilyseen through
analogywith the spring-mass-damper system offigure92. The equationof
motion for such a system is:

M_+B_+KX--O

The following analogy between the inducer system and the spring-mass-damper

system can be made:

Mass: M _ (Rp + R1)L8C p

Damper: B _ (Rp + R1)(R8C p - Cw) + GpL8

' Spring: K _ (Rp + R1) + RsG p - Gw

Either system will be unstable if the damper or the spring constant becomes
' negative. The model then indicates that a cavitation-induced instability will

occur when:

GpL8

Cw > RaCP + Rp + R1 (32) %

or when:

Gw > R8Op + Rp + R 1 (33)

Equation (32}, involving cavLty volume changes, represents the "contLnuity"
mechanism of an [nstabilLty, while equatLon (33),invo!ylng Lnducer performance,
represents the "performance" mechanism mentioned in paragraph 3.1.
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} INLET PRESSURE INLET FLOW INLET FLOW
P9 W8 W8

(g) (h)

DISCHARGEFLOW INLET FLUID ACCEL
wg %

Figure 91, Graphical Representation of System FD 63339
Parameters
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K + M = Mass

K = SpringConstant
X B _ DamperCoefficient

' 1 I X = PositionFromEquilibrium

IM

Figure 92. Spring-Mass-Damper System FD 51471
+

Above head breakdown Gp = 1 and Gw approaches zero. Equation (33)
does not predict an instability, since (Rt) + R1) and R8 are positive numbers.
However equatLon (32) predicts that an lhstability will occur if:

L 8

Cw > R8Cp + Rp + R1 (34)

Both flow compliance (Cw) and pressure compliance (C_) are zero under non-
cavltattng conditions. Since inlet line lnertance (L8) ida positive number, we
see that noncavltating flow is predicted to be stable, a necessary condLtion for

an instability model. As cavitation number ts lowered, both Cw and Cp increase
(always positively). An instability starts when flow compliance (Cw) reaches a
value that satisfies equation (34). When cavitation number is lowered to the
head breakdown point, pressure gain (Gv) takes on a large posttLve value.
Referring to equation (32), this is seen to be a stabilizing influence and explains
why oscillations have generally been noted to disappear when head breakdown
begins.

In the head breakdown region, flow gain (Gw) can also take on large post-
tive values. An instability related to inducer performance will start if Gw
reaches a value that satisfies equation (33). ThLs type of instability occurred in
our tests, making it impossible to set a steady-state operating poLnt.

i

Frequency of oscillation at the initial instant of the instability can be
estimated as the system undamped natural frequency. By analogy to the spring-
mass-damper system the natural frequency is:

+/(Rp + +  8Op - Gw_d
1 V (Rp + R1)L8C p

X

Since the operating point of interest is usually above head breakdown
(GD = 1 and Gw approaches zero) and sinco inlet line resistance is usually
ne_lLgiblo (R8= 0), this reduces to:

to = _,/'i/I'8c p (35)
I
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Comparingequation(,qS)withoquatlon(,q4)pwithIt8 _.0t Itcnnbe soon
thatforflp;lvonpump (lmownHn)nnd glvcnhy4rnu][csystem(kno_aa],8nnd HI)_
flow compliance (Cw) clotorminbs th_ opcratlng point at which the int_tnblllty
starts, and ppcssul,o compilanc_c (Co) (lotcrmincs the oscillation frcquunc;y,
'l'hustItIsnecessarytotlcflnoInduberonvltatlonInterms ofbothflowraterind
pPotqStlPO,

'l_csimplIfledsystem modelquidItativclyoxplsinstheocourfenceof
cavRation-LnducodInstttbllltlesandclomonstratcsthatinducercavitationandthe
hydranltcsystem InwhichtheLnduceroportttosarcItnkodto_;othortocreatethe
eor_tlttionsunderwhichan instabilitycan occur. Bothmustbe eonsidcrcclLnnn
analys!sofstability.The linkalsoimpliesthatstabilitycanbe achievedthrough
changestathehydraulLcsystemas wellas throughchangestotheinducer.
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SEC q'lO_,_(I
C()NCTJI_IONS AND ItECOMMENDATIONH

(I0I (?()NCI,[)SION_

(I) A ;-_y_tom model e)In Oxl)hlln the oc;euv'v'mleo of _olf-lndueod ln_ti.l)illty In
viivli')itlng Induc(_r_ lind e(in he unod to dol'lno )-_t(il)lllzlnff system eh(|I)ffo,_.
The model roqu[)'(._ Ii(,eUl'(|[(_ doflnltionM nf lI1dueoP lind_ystom p(Irz)nmh,))'_
In torm_ ef )'oslstl)n()c), Inortaneo) _Ln(leOml)ll')neu. Fr()quoncy l_Podlcth-)n_
ll)'o OSl)OClally sonsl(Ivo (o p),os_u)'o eoml)lhmeo.

(2) Two mechanlsms can e'mso Inducer Instabilities. (I) a ')eontlnulty" moch-
nnlsm that Is operable whenever flow=sonsitlvo Inducer cavitation h_ present)
and (2) a "performance" mechanism that Is usually operable only In the
head breakdown region. Continuity Instabilities arc of primary Inte)'r_;st
because they can occur in the usual Inducer operating region. Both In-
stability mechanisms wore observed and correlated satlsfimtorlly with
predictions In this program. Since blade sucth)n surface cavitation Is
known to occur at Inlet pressures well above those at which performance
Is affected, and this cavlhltlon Is Inherently sensitive to flow perturbations,
such cavitation is believed to be primarily responsible for "continuity"
type Instabilities. Tip clearance cavitation would contribute to "continuity"
Instabilities but the magnitude of the contribution Is unknown. Tip clear-
anco cavitation may also be stabilizing In overall effect If Its sensitivity
to flow ls small relative to Its sensitivity to pressure. This can only be
proved by developing a tip vortex cavity model.

(3) Predictions of conditions under which an Instability may occur, the
' frequency of oscillations, and trends of the Instability with changing con-

dltions can be predicted with a llnearlzed analysis. Predictions of ampli-
tude and frequency after the start of oscillations would require an analog
treatment of the nonlinear relationships. Both linear and analog analyses

, ' should be conducted to thoroughly define the Instability, with the linear
analysis being used to gain an appreciation of significant parameters and
trends and the analog analysis to predict exact amplitudes and frequencies, t

, (4) Cascade instabilities are also explainable through the usa of a system
model, but the test data generated In this program were inconclusive
In that regard. The "performance" nmchanlsm is believed to be the only
operable mechanism In a two-dimensional cascade because incidence
angle, which is analogous to Inducer flow coefficient, would be constrained
to a constant value, rendering the "continuity" mechanism Inoperable.
"Performance" type cascade Instabilities require an inflection In the cas-
cade loss vs Inlet pressure relationship, and such an lnflectlonwas meas-
ured In this program.

6.2 ltECOMMENDA TIONS

(1) A llnoarlzed model was used to generate predictions of operating con-
ditions under which an Instability would be expected and the trends of
the Instability with changes In the system and operating conditions. The
model predicted the onset of oscillations at high cavitation numbers and
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4.

thl_wllsmlh_lunthli_._dhy h._t_tdnlu, Tim 1_mu_u1,_dI_nlplltud_f_w_r_
rohlflwfly _nl_lll, hmvnvm,, Jind did nnl In(,,'¢_tll_,, qq)rcwl:ddv until vllvl_
lld:lnn n11mho1'wllt._luwor',,l _l _L11_Hlzlrdhll_llllnlllll. 'MmN,_low llrnl'dltudn_
|ilIIVlJt_q1.1lcd_lydlllllpOdfltlIIIIlllllnlI¢'llLlfI_'lIlll_'I)I'ONI-IIIPO nl-ff,llhlilnnelIn iiii

In_tnhIIIIyfp_q1.1_n_,ylind_implitud_._In'ndletlolm_voP ilm I'ull1'm_g_nf
t,IlvltlltlonilUlllhl)Plhl,otlff,h lhn line (i_IiiiIIIIIII_IF_'inochd, W_ l'(_[,nllilllOllfl

:-. prodleUon_ cor1'_datodwlth b_l d_fl-ni._I't11'l,h_r_uh_l.u1_tla(_Ih(_nmdollnI_
tochnl_luo.

(2) 10]xporhuolltal d_It_i tl_It _Iro _ivlilhd_lo fin' _ul)_l:inllIitlon of Imlucor hhldo
_, suction surfilco c_ivlty vohtnm prodlctlon_l _iro llmltod, Insl_dHllty pro-*

_, dictions _tro sensitive to the rolatlonshlp of cavity volunm to flnwrato.
-. , Additional Inducer tests _md cavity mo(lol rofhmment effort are rocom-
-_ mended to provide a more :lccur:_to, substantiated definition o1' suction

surface cavity volume as a function of cavitation number and flow coof-
,_. flcient.
q
_, (3) Tip clearance cavitation Influences instabilities bocm_so el" volume sonsl-
a" tlvlty to pressure and flowrate changes, bat the magnitude of Its effect

Is currently Indeterminate. Analytical and experimental efforts to define

_. those relationships is recomr,',onded.

_: (4) Detailed model predictions have only boon generated for the test Loop
system, and Its general applicability to other systems and fluid should be
demonstrated. At least one additional system Ln which Instabilities have

• boon measured should be modeled and the predictions correlated with
testresults.

i

(B) Several system changes that appear to have a stabilizing Influence have
been Identified in this program. These changes are tangential Inlet flow
injection, prewhlrl inducing guide vanes, and added inducer Inlet pegs-
sure compliance. Such changes should be further defined analytically
and demonstrated systematically In a "baseline" system whoso character-

! lstlcs are well known. The objectives would be (1) to demonstrate that
the changes resulted In the predicted stability trends and (2) to provide

, preliminary definition of Inducer and/or system design changes that can
bo applied to obtain stability.
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A PPE NDIX
NOME NO LA TURE

Symbol Definition Unit .

A Cross-sectional area normal to cascade nozzle L2
or inducer centcrline

Cascade nozzle mean cross sectional area L 2

B Damping coefficient FTL -2

b Length of cavity collapse region L

C1... 10 Compliance of inducer loop water and pipes MF-1L 2

C Cavitation pressure compliance MF-1L 2
P

C Cavitation flow compliance MM-1Tw

Cnc Cascade noncavitating total pressure loss dimensionless
coefficient (Cnc = Dnc/qi )

c Length of cavity to point of maximum height L

-2
D Cascade total pressure loss FL

fl' f2' f3 Functions representing inducer head falloff, head
vs flow, and cavity volume maps

GD Pressure gain dimensionless
#.

Gw Flow gain FL'2M-1T '

H Total head L t

HI Ideal Head L

Hr ToC_d-to-total head rise L

h Maximum cavity height, step height, or L
static head

l Fluid incidence angle rad (deg)

K Spring constant FL -1

k Local or cascade cavitation number dimensionless

k Inducer cavitation number based on average dimensionless
static pressure and tip relative velocity

1 Total length of cavity L
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Symbol Deft nition [Tnit

Z i Cascade nozzle length L

L Fluid inertance of cascade Inlet nozzle or FI,-2M'IT 2
inducer loop

M Mass M

N Rotative speed T" 1

Pr Inducer total-to-total pressure rLse FL -2

p Static pressure FL -2

Q Volume flowrate L3T -1

q Fluid velocity pressure FL "2

Static-to-static resistance of inducer loop FL-2M'ITRI... i0

R Cascade internal resistance FL'2M-1T
c

Rp Inducer internal resistance FL-2M-1T

R i Cascade nozzle resistance FL-2M'IT

S Laplace variable --

s Inducer or cascade t_/hgential blade spacing L

Ut Inducer tip speed LT "1

V Fluid absolute velocity (Assumed axial at LT -1 '
inducer inlet)

V Total cavity volume L3 tc

" W Mass flowrate MT "1 ,

X Coordinate along cascade nozzle centerline or L
of oscLllating mass

Angle of characteristic equation root in the rad (deg)
complex plane, or flow angle from axial

6w Angle of cavity collapse rad (deg)
I

Denotes linear perturbation about steady-state
operating point

Inducer inlet flow coefficient dimensionless

($ = Vz/Ut)

_" Damping ratio dimensionless
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Symbol Definition !rnlf

" w Undamped natural frequency T -1

-3
0 Fluid density ML

r Inducer normal blade spacing or step l,
separation passage height

X Ratio of inducer head rise to noncavitating head dimensionless
rise or cascade pressure loss to noneavitating

. pressure loss

Inducer average head rise coefficient dimensionless

"- (_ = gftr/Ut 2)

Superscripts:

- Average value

t Relative to inducer

Subscripts (unless otherwise indicated):

d Condition at cascade or inducer discharge
%

h Condition at inducer hub

( i Condition at cascade or inducer inlet

n Condition at cascade nozzle inlet

nc Noncavitating value

t Condition above free surface in cascade plenum tank or
, condition at inducer tip

u Component in tangential direction

v Vapor pressure

z Component in axial direction

1, 2, 3... 10 Condition at station in inducer loop
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